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Part 1

Mission

This book is about a theory that a NESARA Bill was presented to America’s Congress in prior
decades. As discussed in Chapter 12, it is not clear if the acronym NESARA stands for the National
Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act or the National Economic Security and Recovery Act.

This book’s first objective, Parts 3 to 7, provides brief context to what I term ‘NESARA Fables’. I
next investigate a set of concrete facts that relate to NESARA in Parts 8 to 13. The final discussion
section explores arguments that NESARA is a hoax and/or a scam. I conclude this book by briefly
exploring the feasibility of introducing a NESARA financial reset in America in the current political
climate. I extend this discussion to consider GESARA – the global version of NESARA.

The inspiration behind this book centers around electioneering statements made by American
President Donald Trump during 2016. I contextualize this political rhetoric to information about
NESARA that exists in the public domain pre 2016. A book titled Draining the Swamp, ostensibly
published by Dr. Harvey Francis Barnard in 1996 is credited by many respected public
commentators as the original source of the NESARA Bill. The authenticity of this bill is contested.

I engage with a vast body public material about NESARA from sources such as government
websites and mainstream media articles. This includes primary and secondary evidence.
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Case study

Open-access research

I encourage critical inquirers to search for a range of original primary source documents and
secondary source materials beyond those discussed in this introductory book to draw their own
free-willed inferences. Open-access, peer-reviewed publications that discuss NESARA and
GESARA which are not listed in the references section of this book are available via databases
listed in the next section of this text. This open-access book is available online via Google Books.

This publication by Massieu (2012) is 638 pages long and is written in Spanish. This book is an
illustration example that may inform or remind researchers that some data sources may not be
accessible due to language issues. This lengthy book has not been translated into English.
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Part 2

Methods

I use critical-thinking research methodologies and triangulate multiple data sources and multiple
methods to draw inferences and validate findings. My analysis eliminates the influence of known
contaminated data such as false information, misleading statements, bias and errors.

Mention of these basic research methods principles above aims to guide critical-thinkers who
conduct their own research into NESARA and GESARA. Whether you agree with the research
methodologies and conclusions in this document are of secondary importance. The primary
objective of this book seeks to empower individuals and collectives to conduct free-willed,
rigorous research by critically evaluating multiple quality, relevant materials that relate to known
and suspected facts about essential information about NESARA and GESARA.

The table overleaf offers an introduction to sound research methodologies. It explains how
critical researchers can successfully use this information to evaluate the reliability of original
primary source data such as government policy documents and interviews with eyewitnesses
whose legitimacy is established. Original evidence is usually more accurate than secondary data.

An example of secondary data are documentaries (e.g. p. 10) and official government statements
such as the senate.gov illustration on the same page. Where possible, researchers should confirm
the existence and accuracy of all primary and secondary evidence cited by other sources.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Sources

This section lists databases that provide information about NESARA and GESARA that are useful
to support the objectives of this research. This inventory should aid others who aim to replicate
or extend my research. I list a sample of databases that provide no evidence. This inclusion aims
to reflect the depth of research that underpins discussions in this book.

Sample successful secondary sources;
1. Academia www.academia.edu
2. Popular search engines e.g. Yahoo, Google, Bing e.g. www.bing.com
3. Research Gate www.researchgate.net
4. Public library databases e.g. www.nypl.org/collections/articles-databases
5. Deep archives e.g. https://web.archive.org/web/*/nesara
6. Document repositories e.g. www.scribd.com and www.slideshare.net
7. Independent documentaries e.g. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QDR2RjVP9DY
8. Social media e.g. https://www.facebook.com/enactNESARAnow/
9. United States Government archives e.g. https://senate.gov/

This following is a list of unsuccessful primary and secondary database searches:
1. United Nations www.un.org
2. Google Scholar www.scholar.google.com
3. Global Financial Institutions e.g. https://data.worldbank.org and www.imf.org/en/Data
Data saturation was achieved after sampling 10 primary and 20 secondary data sources listed in
the references section of this document. The vast bulk of the evidence sourced is secondary.
www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Critical-thinking – Questioning data sources
Data principle

1. Bias

Explanation, example and suggested course-of-action
Sources that are known or suspected to be influenced by a conflict-of-interest
should be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: The CEO of the Shanghai Stock Exchange releases a forecast claiming
that she does not believe that the American Government will ever implement a
NESARA initiative. The CEO of the Shanghai Stock Exchange is a political
appointment that is accountable to Beijing – China’s national government. By
global standards, administrative heads of stock exchanges do not publicize such
predictions. She has no authority to speak about US Government policy.

2. Errors
(accidental)

Data sources that are influenced by factual errors in content and opinions should
be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: The errata section on a consulting report published by Price
Waterhouse Coopers’ Public Sector Division states that “this report contains a
small number research errors about the feasibility of the NESARA initiative”.
Critical-thinkers should consult a range of other sources to verify the accuracy of
that report as the errata section does not identify each error specifically.

3. Falsities
(deliberate)

Data sources that are influenced by incorrect/fake content and opinions should
be ignored or analyzed with extreme caution.
A public speaker issues a notice declaring that some claims made at global
conferences about NESARA were fake and aimed to maximize publicity.
Critical-thinkers should consider the net benefits gained from ignoring all
material originating from that speaker. It is difficult to know if any statements
they made were true or false if that person admits to multiple deceptions.

4. Misleading

Data sources that are influenced by misleading content should be ignored or
analyzed with extreme caution.
Example: A Treasury official states that there are no plans to implement NESARA
in the short term. This statement is misleading if ‘short term’ is not defined. The
phrase ‘no plans’ does not mean that a course-of-action will not be
implemented, if for example, the government changed its mind tomorrow.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Case study

Wikipedia wickedness

Wikipedia is no longer an open-access database that enables a community of global editors to
reach a consensus. Over the past decade, Wikipedia has transformed into a deeply corrupt
database. Wikipedia’s arch editorial board is managed by corporate globalists who favor the:




Destruction of national sovereignty and the removal national borders;
Massive expansion of monopoly and oligopoly corporate giants such as Google;
Censorship of independent researchers who contradict false dominant narratives.

Wikipedia uses disinformation to confuse the global community about NESARA. It juxtaposes
discussion about The National Economic Security and Recovery Act (NESARA) and the National
Economic Security and Reformation Act to confuse readers about Harvey Barnard’s work.

Wikipedia deletes wiki-pages of persons who use scientific evidence to debunk fake news.
Deborah Tavares and Dr Judy Wood are examples of researchers who Wikipedia’s arch
controllers censor. Wikipedia’s faceless chief editors insert the words ‘Conspiracy Theory’ into
the title of a web page that uses research to contradict fake history stories spread by corporatists
who control global narratives with unsubstantiated opinions and gossip. This is alarming. Many
amateur researchers who discuss NESARA refer to Wikipedia as their main or sole reference.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Most references on Wikipedia’s NESARA article are more than ten years old. The bulk of references on this page contains dead links.

This anomaly provides evidence of the severe limitations of consulting Wikipedia for NESARA and any political matter. Those who seek
to examine Wikipedia’s extreme bias may opt to write a balanced, scholarly review about Judy Wood’s book “Where Did the Towers
Go?” (see Appendix 5). I suspect that Wikipedia’s arch editors will delete any such Wikipedia entry within 48 hours of posting.
www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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End of section review: Mission & Methods

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this section that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Fables

Parts 8 to 13 of this book sustains an earthly analysis of NESARA. It objectively analyzes evidence
from orthodox sources, such as government databases and mainstream media. Of course, this
does not mean that the content in these materials is automatically impartial or accurate.

This diagram overleaf mentally maps the vast complexity of public discussions about NESARA and
related events. The top left image shows that the highest perspective evaluates this financial
reform as a high-level spiritual event that may transcend beyond our planet. A lower level of
analysis explores NESARA from an ancient history perspective. For example, the Book of Jubilees
may legitimize the extinguishment of trillion-dollar debts traceable to ungodly ancient empires.
Modern Euro-centric empires, that exploit this wealth, are traceable to countries such as England,
France, Spain and Holland. These nations’ royal families control powerful institutions, such as the
hyper-secretive Bank of International Settlements based in Switzerland. Corrupt financial
institutions such as the IMF and World Bank underpin the failing Bretton Woods financial order.

There is a body of discussions that I label ‘NESARA folk lore’ that center around unsubstantiated
claims. One allegation, which I do not explore, is a claim that the NESARA Act was secretly passed
by a minimum quorum of America’s Congress Representatives in 2000 and was scheduled for
implementation on 911. Apparently, the 911 ‘terrorist event’ stymied this launch. This book is
titled Part 1. I plan to extend these discussions if I receive credible feedback and evidence.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Figure. 4
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Case study

Federal Reserve

Independent researchers who enjoy engaging in deep research and connecting dots may consider
investigating these possible leads. Please note my use of the italicized word ‘possible’. Claims:

1. Some of America’s most prominent and wealthiest bankers died on the Titanic in 1912.

2. The US Federal Reserve Act, was passed by Congress two days prior to Christmas in 1913.

3. The US Federal Reserve is a private, foreign owned corporation.
To what extent does the Lewis V. US Government (9th Circuit, 1982) case support the claim in sub
header number 3, above? Please consult multiple official .gov legal sources such as:
https://ecf.ca8.uscourts.gov/opndir/05/04/042357P.pdf to confirm official narratives.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Part 3

Planets

This section is about so-called ‘intergalactic’ perspectives. I purposely spend the bare minimum
amount of discussion on this topic. This page overviews the extract below from Figure 4.

It is exceptionally difficult to explore this topic in a generic, objective way that unifies most
readers. The nouns and archetypes that are dominant in this evidence are deeply personal to the
spiritual belief system of the authors of these materials. Examples include references to holy
beings, planetary guardians, angels, celestial beings, saints and inter-galactical warfare.

The image above is a typical non-earthly image from a website that explores NESARA from a
galactic perspective. This spiritual approach is hosted by a mainstream corporate platform:
Apple. Around half of all NESARA public discussions have a sole or dominant galactic theme.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Part 4

Pharaohs

Public discussions of NESARA that center around ancient history is likewise divisive insofar as they
are not accepted by mainstream historians or global society at-large. The extract from Figure 4
below illustrates core themes that center around ancient history perspectives.

Narratives and images (e.g. below) that center around ancient Egypt, Babylon and the Book of
Jubilees may not be accepted by those who do not subscribe to Judeo-Christian faiths. Moreover,
the Book of Jubilees is not officially canonized by most Jewish and Christian institutions.

The notion of Khazarian thieves posing as fake Jews is beyond the realm of mainstream historical
narratives. Many discussions that refer to the Roman Empire mention the Vatican Bank’s multi
trillion-dollar wealth. Some claim that this empire never fell, and it covertly dictates global affairs.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Part 5

Plunderers

It is beyond the scope of this book to describe the history of the Bretton Woods global financial
system that emerged after the end of the Second World War. Orthodox narratives that explain
this system are easy to trace via open-access sources such as encyclopedias (e.g. PBS, 2019).

Google Images

Detractors of Bretton Woods claim that the US Federal Reserve acts to enslave America’s
population via massive national debt and ever-rising taxes. Americans are charged cumulative
interest to loan their own national currency from this unconstitutional institution. The US Federal
Reserve is a scam. It is mostly owned by European banking empires. It is not a Federal American
public institution and it does not store America’s gold reserves. America’s citizens owe trillions
of dollars to this secretive entity that was quietly established two days before Christmas in 1913.
www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Case study

Usury

Some readers of this book and other material that relates to NESARA may encounter the noun
‘usury’. The simple use of this word refers to interest payable on loans.

The web page screen capture below refers to a variant of this word, i.e. ‘usurious’.

The noun ‘usury’ is not a mainstream English language word, especially in modern times. This
word has a Judeo-Christian connotation. Some subscribers of Jewish and Christian faiths argue
that Biblical law outlaws the charging of interest on loans. Thus far, the use of the term ‘usury’ in
public discourses about NESARA is rare. This may be explained by the fact that the Old Testament
appears to limit its use of ‘usury’ as an act that is forbidden among those of the Jewish faith.

www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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Part 6

Petrodollars

The Bretton Woods system established the United States Dollar (USD) as the global reserve
currency. It is used to value world oil prices, hence the naming of the USD as the ‘Petrodollar’.

The diagram overleaf shows how the masterminds behind the Bretton Woods Petrodollar system
aimed to destruct the American economy around 2018. The timing of this devious masterplan
provides the dominant explanation for the revival of NESARA and GESARA discourses in the public
domain. As shown in the figure below, America’s debt level has reached an unsustainable level.

America’s citizens are enslaved to Europe’s inbred royal families and banking crime families such
as the Rothchild clan. Europe’s ‘Deep State’ mob dominated Washington DC pre-January 2017.
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Part 7

Parables

The Petrodollar provides context to comprehend claims that a network of American patriots has acted to neutralize European control
over the IRS and US Federal Reserve. The Pentagon has ostensibly led this charge. Those who desire to research into this matter may
opt to search for stories that link the noun ‘NESARA’ to Farmer’s Unions court cases. The legends of this story are inspired by Roy E.
Schwasinger, Jr. This American citizen publicly dared farmers facing foreclosure to sue America’s banks during the 1990s.

This LA Times article dated 1993 discusses the ‘legend’ of Roy Schwasinger and his anti-bank political activities of the 1990s.
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Case study

Baskerville et al. Vs. Banks

Those who enjoy reading case law may access the Baskerville et al. cases via the links in the reference section of this book. References
to these cases are somewhat popular among NESARA commentators who discuss developments related to the 1980s and 1990s.

The references section lists open-access details from the Baskerville et al. case dated 1988.
www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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End of section review: Fables

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this section that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Facts
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Part 8

Draining the Swamp ©

Draining the Swamp (2nd edition) was published by the NESARA Institute during 2005. My search
on the website isbnsearch.org independently confirms the details reported on Amazon about this
book, as shown on the prior page.

The National Library of Australia’s database offers the following information about this book.
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I have chosen to discuss the Second Edition of Draining the Swamp first because there is much
evidence that this book exists in the public domain in a wide range of independent sources, such
as the samples shown on the prior page. I accept that multiple copies of this book exist and can
be purchased and borrowed from recognized public and private institutions.

I do not encourage readers to assume that the so-called Second Edition of Draining the Swamp
is a legitimate or accurate revision of the First Edition of this book.

I do not encourage readers to assume that the First Edition of Draining the Swamp, or the
NESARA Bill was authored by Harvey Francis Barnard.

Furthermore, I do not advise readers to assume that a person called Harvey Francis Barnard
authored any edition of Draining the Swamp or any NESARA Bill document.

Rare book (2005)

Authentic copies of Draining the Swamp (2nd edition) 2005 print run are worthy of titles such as
‘rare book’ and ‘collectors editions’. Around twelve copies are available for sale on the internet.
www.journalistethics.com/nesara
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New and used copies of Draining the Swamp (2nd edition) sell for USD495 to USD1,000. The
example below is a mid-range price version currently available for sale online during May 2019.

The rareness of 2005 editions provide partial support for secondary source discussions that claim
to have knowledge of the history of this book’s editions and the NESARA Bill.

First Edition

According to most secondary sources, around 1, 000 copies of Draining the Swamp (1st edition)
were self-published by Dr. Barnard in 1996. The largest number of copies were ostensibly sent to
Members of Congress in Washington DC. This may account for around 435 volumes supplied to
House Members and around 100 copies sent to Senators.

I have been unable to trace a copy of this first edition via reliable sources such as global
interlibrary databases. References to the first edition appear in tertiary source references, i.e.
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statements that refer to unofficial accounts. I classify the First Edition of this book as ‘folk lore’
in an open-minded sense. The book may be real or mythical. Credible information about the
1990s version of the NESARA Bill are likewise absent from the public domain.

I am unable to trace mainstream media articles or mainstream institutional databases dated pre
2000 that report the circulation of the NESARA Bill or Draining the Swamp. An article by World
Net Daily (WND) dated 9 March 2005 cites Jeff Deist, the former assistant of Congressman
(Republican, Texas) Ron Paul. According to this article, Deist confirms that he read a version of
NESARA, which he accepts was authored by Dr. Barnard. The image below captures this claim.

Around half of all public accounts about Draining the Swamp and the NESARA Bill are dated 2005.

Harvey Barnard

An unofficial mini biography by Idaho reporter Anne Chamberlain dated circa 2009 is consistent
with most second-hand, unofficial accounts of the life and work of Harvey Barnard (Chamberlain,
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cited in Idaho Observer, 2009). Those who wish to read about the personal details of Barnard, as
reported Chamberlain, may access the Idaho Observer link in this book’s references section.

An article by The News Tribune dated July 2004 (revised online: July 17, 2013) claims that Barnard
authored “NESARA” circa “13 years” prior to the year 2000. It cites Harvey Barnard’s age as 62 in
the year 2000. Public discussions about the life of Dr. Barnard are sketchy, though consistent. He
was an undergraduate mathematics student at Louisiana State University during the 1960s. He
completed a PhD in Applied Sciences at an unknown institution at an unknown date.

This is the only commercial reference that I have been able to trace using online and database
searches that references a 1996 first edition of this book.

Allodial publishing is an obscure organization. I cannot find this publisher via online searches.
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Many secondary sources report that Harvey Barnard died in 2005 – the same year that the
NESARA Institute supposedly published a Second Edition of his book. The image below is an
obituary that celebrates the life of Dr Harvey Francis Barnard (RIP).

The Advocate (2005)

I have obscured references to Dr. Barnard’s deceased and surviving family members in the image
above as a gesture to respect their privacy. This intervention also excludes their association with
a controversial public policy proposal that may not have been directly relevant to their lives.
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This image of Dr. Harvey Francis Barnard is the only picture that I can trace via online database searches.

In the history of public discussions about the NESARA Bill and Draining the Swamp, the year 2005 features most prominently. More
material about both documents have been published in this year than any other year. I explicitly make the point that this fact
coincides with the year that Dr. Barnard’s death was reported to have occurred.
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Open-access content
This webpage is from the archive version of nesara.org – it offers the full content of this book’s introduction chapter.

Summaries and adaptations of other chapters from this book (2nd edition, 2005) are available at:
http://web.archive.org/web/20090621062959/http://nesara.org/articles/index.htm
I have taken the liberty to annex the first chapter in Appendix 1. Online content may be deleted by an ‘interested’ party in the future.
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Case study
Appendix 2 of this report contains a copy of the 88-page bill (539K document) and the Executive Summary. The first Executive Summary
was uploaded on www.nesara.org on 911 as in September 11, 2001. All documents shown below are accessible at this link:
http://web.archive.org/web/20120919013625/http://nesara.org/bill/index.htm

Those who visit this website may take note of the adjustable date function on the top right of the screen. The earliest download date
for this page is June 2nd, 2002. This screen capture above is dated September 19th, 2012. I explicitly make the point that this page did
not exist prior to 911. I purposefully exclude an extended discussion of these documents. In 2019, it is too difficult to validate their
authenticity. They may be the creations of Dr. Barnard or they be disinformation. The 88-page NESARA Bill has a professional image.
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Part 9

Documentations

To date, I have found two documentary sources about NESARA that are administered by
recognized institutions. One is a government website and the other is a university website.

University of North Texas

The first recognized institutional source are official website pages of the University of North
Texas. The screen print image below are Google search engine responses for the web link:
http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/taxreformpanel/comments/_files/FlatTaxvsNESARA.doc
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The first weblink opens direct to a Word document. This images below show the first and final
paragraphs of this two-page document. Appendix 3 archives the full content of this document.
Opening, page 1

Closing, page 2

Appendix 4 contains the 12-page policy summary shown in the first image overleaf (size 61K).
People may access these documents via the web link in the references section of this report.
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This University of North Texas source is a website archive of the US Treasury Department of the
US Government concerning a President’s Tax Reform Advisory Panel from 2005. The following
screen extracts relate to NESARA documents. Documents that show size 61K are duplicates.

I invite readers to access these documents via the web links shown in the body of this report and
read them. If these links disappear, you email the author of this report to obtain copies.
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This UNT website archives the US Treasury Department of the US Government.

The comments archived on this web page shown above are probably not relevant to the scope
of this book. For illustration purposes, I show verbatim the opening sentences for both
documents below.

“Subject: FairTax is not Fair
Comment: How Does NESARA Compare to the Fair Tax Act of 2003 (H.R. 25)?”

“Subject: Flat Tax vs NESARA
Comment: The Flat Tax vs The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act (NESARA)”
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This archive webpage from archive.org claims to capture US Treasury screen prints from February 2002. According to this archive’s
online date change option, the earliest date that these screens were captured by this archive are dated December 21, 2001.
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Part 10

Donald Trump

It is a fact that American President Donald Trump repeatedly used the phrase ‘drain the swamp’
during his electioneering campaign in 2016. It is easy to find first-hand video recordings on
popular open-access platforms such as YouTube. Print media articles also capture this claim.

For the purposes of this book, as at mid-2019, I limit my observation to the facts stated above.
Analysis of Donald Trump’s speeches during 2016 make clear that President Trump’s references
to ‘drain the swamp’ refer to the neutralization of corrupt operatives in Washington DC. This
includes the influence that corrupt lobbyists exert over the legislature and all corrupt officials.

Time may tell if Trump intended this mantra to connect to Barnard’s NESARA plan. At present,
there is no evidence of an implicit or explicit connection between Trump, Barnard or NESARA.
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Part 11

Discussions

This chapter highlights some other discussions that fall into different categories beyond those
that I showcase in Chapters 1 to 10 that examine Draining the Swamp and the NESARA Bill.

Global Currency Reset (GCR)

Many public discussions about NESARA dated post circa 2015 contextualize discussion against
the concept of a Global Currency Reset (GCR). The notion of a GCR may be self-explanatory for
some. The value of all foreign currencies, as compared to a common measurement, are changed
to a different base value. At present, there are around 170 foreign currencies. A GCR may choose
a new standard to replace the USD which at present is the dominant reserve currency.

A new common denominator may include a metal that has intrinsic value such as gold. It may
choose a new national currency such as the Laotian Kip. Alternatively, it might set a weighted
basket of currencies such as the USD, Chinese Yuan and the Euro. The notion of a GCR aligns with
issues that I discuss in this book concerning economic injustices and global poverty.

Many geo-political commentators claim that Western national currencies such as the Pound
Sterling, USD and Canadian Dollar are artificially inflated. This is because the enduring Bretton
Woods system was established by Western powers (e.g. royal families) to favor Western nations.
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A simple example of a global currency reset may involve a centralized body issuing an equal
amount of gold to each citizen in all nations via that state’s reserve bank. The starting value of all
currencies may be set to (for example) one Laotian Kip. The value of all currencies, including the
Laotian Kip is equal to 1.0000 on the date of the reset. A nation’s currency may inflate or deflate
over time, relative to the performance of their national economy after the date of the reset. The
value of the Laotian Kip may be worth 1.50000 one year later. The Australian Dollar may be worth
0.7500 one year later. This means that, per capita (per citizen) the economy of Laos
outperformed the Australian economy in the 12 months after the Global Currency Reset.

This webpage authored by Dominick Giammarino (2015) is an explicit example that clearly
connects NESARA to Global Currency Resets.

The full article by Giammarino (2015) is available via the web link listed in the references section.
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Quantum Financial System (QFS)

Many geo-political commentators link NESARA, and its supposed global equivalent GESARA, to
the imminent birth of a so-called Quantum Financial System (QFS). In brief, most discussions
about a QFS make the following claims about this system:



Most or all sovereign nations have freely and covertly signed up to the system;



It uses advanced software and hardware technologies to protect security and integrity;



The master computer is based at CERN in Switzerland.

This article is an illustration that mentions NESARA, GESARA and a new global financial system.

A digital global financial system (e.g. cryptocurrency based) could end financial privacy. All
personal transactions are permanently recorded. A central bank could trace every citizen’s
purchases, even minor ones such as the purchase of a candy bar (Jericho, 2019, p. 34).
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In recent decades, the UN, IMF and secretive Swiss banking system have shown that their arch
objective aims to consolidate wealth and power in the hands of corrupt elites such as inbred royal
crime families and banking crime families based mostly in what I term BEGVISA-MALL states:
Belgium (home of the European Parliament), England, Germany, the Vatican, Israel, Switzerland,
Arabian Gulf states and tax havens: Monaco, Andorra, Luxembourg and Liechtenstein.

Global citizens should be concerned with any covertly created financial system that is based in
Switzerland. Switzerland’s ultra-secretive banking system is home of the secretive Bank of
International Settlements. Swiss banks have hoarded stolen Nazi war loot. These esoteric warped
images are from the opening ceremony of CERN Quantum Computing System in Switzerland.
CERN’s institutional logo proudly boasts the ‘mark of the beast’, 666 – see www.home.cern.

1

It’s possible that the masterminds of CERN’s opening ceremony (see RT, 2016) aim to puppeteer
a global QFS. Switzerland is home of cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum. Ethereum no longer
reports any details of its mysterious directors on its webpage. See www.ethereum.org.
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Global currencies

Some geo-political commentators claim that Bitcoin’s birth was publicized by The Economist in
1988 (Durden, 2017). The January 1988 edition cover showcases a gold coin dated 2018.

Sources: Durden in Zero Hedge (2017); Ebay (2018)

I suggest that you conduct your own research to confirm if this magazine cover is authentic or is
a computer-generated imagery internet myth. The archives of most research libraries store
backdated microfiche editions of The Economist. Apparently, the civilian and military intelligence
apparatuses of major nation-states cannot trace the owners of this secretive cryptocurrency.
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Case study

Cultural media

This movie by Zeb and Elisa Haradon (2005) is listed on Internet Movie Database (IMDB).
“Shot on location in Utah in the months between
September 11th, 2001 and the start of the war in
Iraq, WAITING FOR NESARA documents the true
story of The Open Mind Forum, a messianic
group of Salt Lake City ex-Mormons, and the
radical faith that binds them together in the wake
of 9/11. The group anxiously await the
implementation of NESARA - a miraculous secret
law hundreds of years in the making - that they
believe was blocked and covered up by the Bush
administration. The group believes that the 9/11
attacks were Bush's first attempt to delay
NESARA's implementation, and that the Iraq war
will be his second. Guided by constant internet
updates from New Age gurus, the group believes
NESARA will abolish the IRS, remove George Bush
from office, expose him as a reptilian alien,
distribute millions to the worthy few, and install
a UFO-flying Jesus Christ as America's new
leader. As the deadline for Bush's War on Iraq
approaches, the group struggles to remain
united, positive, and retain a sense of control channeling all of their faith and prayers toward
the desperate hope that the UFO allies will
intervene in time to prevent it, ensure NESARA's
implementation, and bring about a new golden
age”.—Elisa Haradon

The official trailer for this video is available on YouTube (Zebharadon, 2007).
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Part 12

Disinformation

The full name of the NESARA Bill has been given three main names in the public domain.

1.

The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act

According to Arhive.org, NESARA, as defined by www.nesara.org stands for The National
Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act.

Please note that the earliest archive date that captures this claim is dated 911.

2.

National Economic Security and Reformation Act

According to Arhive.org, NESARA, as defined by www.nesara.us stands for National Economic
Security and Reformation Act.
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Please note from the image above that nesara.us explicitly mentions that this Act is “Also called
the Reformation Act”. According to archive.org, the earliest recorded date of this now defunct
website is December 5, 2003. The image shown above is dated December 5, 2003. The image
below, captured from www.nesaral.nl on May 28, 2019, offers two variants for the NESARA Act,
as it relates to this sub-header name.

Those who are new to NESARA research may assume that recent publications are originating
authorities. Books by Robinson (2011; 2012) are ‘Johnny come lately’ publication title examples.

Non foundation contributions.
(2011)
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3.

National Economic Security and Recovery Act (NESARA)

This effort by Wikipedia’s arch controllers is the least cited version of the NESARA acronym.

I theorize that references to National Economic Security and Recovery Act in the public domain
are largely, if not exclusively attributable to this false Wikipedia entry. Wikipedia and Google
share a cushy relationship. Google often lists Wikipedia as its first entry for online searches. Many
amateur researchers are unaware of Wikipedia’s extreme political biases and chronic flaws.
Numerous novice researchers limit their casual searches to Wikipedia’s discussion.

It is very difficult to validate the original full name of the NESARA Bill. Numerous examples exist
that claim to document the original first use of NESARA, and finger alternatives as rogue
disinformation campaigns. The image below is one example of these many combinations.

Robinson (2004)
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Case study

nesara.org 2019

Archive.org records show that pre circa 2015, content on www.nesara.org pages appear reasonable and convincing at face-value. For
example, I refer to archive page http://web.archive.org/web/20051213225449/http://nesara.org/articles/the_real_nesara.htm

After late 2014, sham pages were created on www.nesara.org. This home page extract image was captured on June 1, 2019.

Those who visit this site’s hollow pages may concur that no specific course, institute or beneficiary is promoted. The owner of this
website has paid a fee to an ICANN Registrar to conceal their name. Readers may confirm this by consulting the official WHOIS service
at www.whois.com/whois/nesara.org I am convinced that NESARA disinformation is real. It is a high-stakes issue of the highest rank.
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Part 13

Deeds

As the famed idiom goes ‘now that we have talked about it – what are we going to do about it?’.
This section identifies select overt and covert deeds that have brought NESARA into the public
domain beyond mere media stories and websites. I extend this discussion to examine if public
policy has been promoted and implemented that aligns with the essence of NESARA’s aims.

Web pages and online media articles can be produced in a matter of minutes. This section
examines concrete deeds beyond simple online edited publications and online self-publication.

Internet archive service ‘Wayback Machine’ captures 24 photographs that claim to document a
NESARA advertisement paraded around Washington DC and the Pentagon District onboard two
trucks. The two consecutive ‘landscape’ pictures overleaf capture these images. According to
notes under these images, these vehicles were active in these areas between April 7, 2004 and
April 27, 2004. This website’s archive, dated April 22, 2004 captures 22 of these pictures. Images
of these two vehicles are shown in the picture set overleaf.

I encourage readers to visit web pages from archive.org and experiment with sliding the date
change drag box option. When doing so, please compare web page content at different dates,
especially for dates that may be strategic such as 911 specifically or dates close to this day.
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NESARA mobile billboard in the Capitol Hill District in 2004.
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The image below is from the archive service for the website nesara.us as captured on April 9, 2004. This webpage seems to backdate
this public rally about NESARA to March 20, 2004.
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The image below is from the archive service for the website nesara.us as captured on June 03, 2004.
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On January 12, 2017 Republican Congressman Peter De Fazio presented a bill to America’s Federal Congress. The title of this bill is
DRAIN the SWAMP Act. This official webpage extract captures this development.
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This official webpage captures developments concerning the DRAIN the SWAMP ACT (Bill) at June 2, 2019.
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The text below the line is a verbatim copy-and-paste from the website shown in the image below.
The original colors and fonts are preserved from the website listed below, as at June 1, 2019.

This bill was tabled in Congress more than two years ago. Its passage has been very slow.

As part of President Trump’s campaign pledge to “drain the swamp” and lessen
Washington’s reliance on revolving doors and special interests, he promised to ban his
political appointees from lobbying for five years, or six months for anyone involved with his
transition. However, a Politico investigation earlier this month sent shockwaves by revealing
the extent to which that promise was broken, even within the administration’s first 100 days.
At least nine people directly involved with the transition have already become lobbyists,
including such seemingly direct conflicts of interest as a tax policy analyst lobbying on tax
reform and an Education Department aide now lobbying the Education department.

What the bill does
The DRAIN the SWAMP Act, H.R. 484, would formally institute Trump’s 5 year pledge into
law, rather than just making it a voluntary but nonbinding commitment as it currently is. The
title’s double acronym stands for the Deter Revolving-door Appointments In our Nation
and Stop Washington Appointees from becoming Manipulative Petitioners Act.
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It formally institutes a five-year ban on lobbying for executive branch members after they
leave their governmental position. It also institutes a lifetime ban on executive branch
members from serving as “foreign agents” or lobbyists on behalf of other governments, a
heightened concern among Democrats given ties from Trump administration officials to the
Russian government and others.
Current law requires a two-year ban on lobbying after executive branch members leave
their positions, with a penalty of up to a year in jail. This legislation would not only increase
the ban from two to five years, but would stiffen the penalty with up to five years in jail.
There is no financial or penal punishment for anybody violating Trump’s self-proclaimed
ban, since it was not authorized by an act of Congress.

What supporters and opponents say
Supporters argue the bill is necessary to ensure Trump follows through on his campaign
promise, and also to significantly halt the influence of K Street on governmental affairs.
“President-Elect Trump ran on the promise of ‘Draining the Swamp,’” House lead sponsor
Rep. Peter DeFazio (D-OR4) said in a press release. “The American people elected him
with the expectation that he would bring a new way of doing business to Washington. I am
introducing legislation to hold him and the thousands of political appointees accountable to
those high standards.”
No members of Congress appear to have spoken out publicly against the bill, not wanting to
draw undue attention to legislation meant to embarrass the president and unlikely to pass.
But Trump Transition Executive Director Ken Nahigan noted to Politico that not everybody
involved in the transition signed the voluntary pledge. “We have no reason to believe nor
has the Transition been presented with any evidence that any individual who signed the sixmonth agreement as part of his or her service with the Transition is in non-compliance,”
Nahigian said

Odds of passage
The bill has attracted three House cosponsors, all Democrats. It’s been referred to the
House Judiciary Committee, where it has not yet received a vote. A previous version was
introduced by DeFazio in December 2016 during the lame duck session shortly after Trump
was elected and went nowhere, although with so little time remaining on the legislative
calendar at that point, it was intended more as a newsworthy headline-grabber than
anything else.

Last updated May 15, 2017. View all GovTrack summaries.
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Case study

Trump’s tax cuts

A White House press announcement dated February 5, 2018 claims that American President Donald Trump delivered the “Biggest Tax
Cuts and Reforms in American History”. This announcement is dated around 12 ½ months after this President’s inauguration. Key
extracts from this White House announcement are shown below.

This gesture may be evidence of reforms that are similar or identical to the NESARA Bill as discussed in this book.
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Case study

Quantum Financial Resets

Self-publishing journalist Benjamin Fulford (2019) claims that closure of banks in Indonesia and
Japan in recent months is possibly evidence that these nations are secretly resetting their banking
systems. These acts, as captured below, are apparently unprecedented in recent decades.

Fulford (2019) is correct that national leaders are increasingly calling for the end of the
Petrodollar global currency standard system. Such calls may be overt and not refer to USD.

Calls for a gold-backed global currency system may be a subtle way of advocating for the
abandonment of the Petrodollar fiat currency global benchmark.
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End of section review: Facts

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Fakery

Free money

There are several websites and publications that are deeply critical of the ‘NESARA Bill’. Most of
these discussions fall into two camps. The first theme argues that NESARA is a hoax. These crux
of these arguments are relatively straightforward. The virtual absence of official government
recognition of a NESARA Bill or NESARA Act are cited as evidence that NESARA is fiction not fact.

The second theme centers around the argument that NESARA is a nefarious plot that aims to
destroy America’s economy and social fabric. The dominant issue among these debates center
around the notion of the distribution of ‘free money’ to America’s citizens. This extract from page
55 of the alleged NESARA Bill is an example of a suggestion that offers cash to selected US citizens.

Detractors of this version of the NESARA plan argue that offers of ‘free money’ aim to seduce
Americans into accepting a Marxist Socialist economic system by stealth and deception. The
covert agenda of NESARA ostensibly seeks to undermine capitalist free market principles. This in
turn may disempower a lazy populace who become dependent on income, food, water, housing
and energy distribution from an authoritarian government who represent anti-Christian elites.
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Case study

Compound interest

The policy summary section of the alleged NESARA Bill strives to outlaw compound interest on
loans. I.e., this bill bans cumulating interest charged on the first set of interest incurred (page 7).

Page 47 of this Bill offers a financial formula for loan equations based on a “monetization fee”.

This revised model reduces loan repayment times and gross payments for borrowers. A
NESARA.org archive blog managed by Quatloos (2019) captures a popular criticism of NESARA’s
plan to abolish compound interest. Outlawing compound interest may ‘kill’ the Finance Sector,
including millions of direct and indirect jobs and reduce private lending. The ability to earn
compound interest is a major incentive that promotes private donors funding capital projects.
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Feasibility

In a nutshell, I theorize that the essence of NESARA and GESARA will be enacted within the next
decade. It is unlikely that either version will be enacted prior to 20 January 2021. These dates are
driven primarily by political considerations, most of which are taking place behind-the-scenes.

It is highly unlikely that the military-backed American Administration, led by President Donald
Trump, will announce any ‘drastic’, radical political policy developments prior to the forthcoming
national election cycle. This cycle lasts more than 12 months. On the balance-of-probabilities,
Donald Trump will spearhead the Republic Presidential ticket. This savvy political operator will
not risk an election fear campaign by those who oppose his presidency and/or his party.

GESARA will not be a global phenomenon if the world’s largest economy is not a signatory. In a
similar vein to discussion above, GESARA will probably not be implemented pre-January 20, 2021.
I suspect that the Trump Administration will deny or downplay public discussion about NESARA
and GESARA. It is easy for opposition figures to run fear campaigns if their opponents boldly
publicize plans to enact legislation that may profoundly alter the nation’s economy and society.

The trade war between China and America undermines the likelihood of the world’s largest
economic powers negotiating a GESARA pact soon. My book overleaf summarizes this trade war.
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Trade wars

This book titled ‘Red Panda Fate? 8 Reasons Why China Cannot Dominate the 21 st Century’
provides introductory context for those who aim to learn about the BRICS pact. It outlines China’s
plans to spearhead changes to the global political economy for the remainder of this century.

Book available for download, for free at https://journalistethics.com/

The acronym BRICS stands for Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa. It is possible that a
Global Currency Reset may select a collection of weighted foreign currencies that make
prominent one, some, most or all national currencies of the five members of BRICS.
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Case study

Behind-the-scenes brokers

Many seasoned political commentators concur that the most critical transnational economic
deals are always decided at levels above rubber-stamp parliaments. Most agents elected to
Western parliaments are puppets of higher powers such as royals and banking crime families.

A visit by Chinese Premier Xi Jiping and his apex-level delegation to Monaco during March 2019
was barely covered by mainstream media. At face-value, it is strange to imagine that the head of
the world’s second largest economy and the world’s most populous nation would find time to
conduct negotiation meetings with a square-mile micro nation that has around 30,000 citizens.

Monaco’s Royal Family, i.e. France’s de facto Royal Family, exert massive political leverage
behind-the-scenes. This observation supports my theory that European royal families, who
control Switzerland, are covertly plotting the birth of a Swiss-based Quantum Financial System.
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End of section review: Fakery & Feasibility

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this section that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Finalization

This public consultation draft aims to synthesize credible sources about the mysterious NESARA
Bill and related works of the late Dr. Harvey Barnard. I warmly welcome feedback as a tool to
revise this ‘dirty’ first edition that was researched and written in a little less than three weeks.

This book aims to be objective and center on the presentation of facts which I transparently
embed into discussions as images, supported with open-access references. On a personal,
subjective level, I am deeply concerned about the issue of transparency that surround the
supposed implementation of financial policies such as NESARA, GESARA, a Global Currency Reset
and a shift towards a barely publicized so-called Quantum Financial System based in Switzerland.

Secrecy is the major problem that underpins the modern-day train-wreck of virtually all nations’
economies and societies. It appears that global elites cannot abandon their mindset that We the
People are too simple and silly to handle the truth and work collaboratively to craft public policy.

I am deeply skeptical, beyond words, of any financial system that has roots in Switzerland. Roman
and royal rulers of this proud, pristine nation, who reside in Europe, have prostituted this
‘neutral’ fiefdom to consolidate their hell-on-Earth financial hegemony. A Swiss-based QFS will
likely steer us towards a destiny that is as sadistic as CERN’s opening ceremony and its 666 logo.
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Case study

Student debt Jubilee

The tables on the next two pages, overleaf, summarize a brief research effort that I conducted
around July 2018 into the notion of a student debt jubilee in the United States of America. The
title of the policy summary tables is probably self-explanatory. As shown in the image below,
student debt has grown faster over the past decade in America than other debt types.

I conducted research into the idea of a student debt jubilee in America shortly after producing
these two tables (overleaf). When crafting the information in these tables, I drew on my policy
experience in public institutions and prior scholarly research. When completing a literature
review, I concluded that much research on this topic has been published in recent years. If anyone
finds the information contained in the two tables overleaf useful, please freely use them or
forward them to others as you desire. Please cite the author, Jay Jericho.
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Student Debt Jubilee – Evaluation of policy options
Policy Solution:
Existing Debt

Policy
Summary
No change to the
current framework.

Prime
Advantage
Avoids economic
uncertainty from
policy changes.

(‘Jubilee’)

Prime
Disadvantage
Does not address
social and economic
problems of massive
debt stress.
This is a compromise between option 1. and 3. A partial mix of
advantages and disadvantages of these options are realized.
All student debt is
Allows an
May destabilize the
cancelled.
economic reset.
financial sector.

4.

State acquires
and manages debt

Student debt assets
are purchased and/or
forcibly acquired.

State may manage
student debt
compassionately
via social policy.

5.

Alter payment
terms and
conditions

Debtors repay interest
over a longer period,
at lower interest rates.

Legal remedies

Unlawfully acquired
debts are cancelled
and/or refunded.

Avoids economic
uncertainty from
dramatic policy
changes such as
debt cancellation.
Restorative justice
and liquid asset
redistribution.

1.

Status quo

2.

Partial write-off
(‘Jubilee’)

3.

Full write-off

(no write off)

6.

Forced takeover of
private assets may
not be lawful and
may undermine
business confidence.
State management
of private assets may
not be lawful and
may undermine
business confidence.
Judicial intervention
may undermine
business confidence.

These policy options are not mutually exclusive. For example, the state may acquire/manage
student debts and offer a full jubilee to those with net assets less than e.g. USD$100, 000.
Student Funding Policy Framework
I.

Status quo

II.

Partial reform

III. Major reform

No policy change at
state/federal level.

Avoids business
Replicates and
uncertainty from
exacerbates existing
policy changes.
problems.
This is a compromise between option I. and III. A partial mix of
advantages and disadvantages of these options are realized.
Existing framework is
Learns from the
Net economic
dramatically modified past – builds a
benefits of new
or dismantled.
prosperous
policy outcomes are
nation.
unknown.
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Student Debt Jubilee – Descriptive summary of policy options

1.

Existing Debt
Status quo

2.

Partial write-off
(‘Jubilee’)

3.

Full write-off
(‘Jubilee’)

4.

State acquires
and manages debt

5.

Alter payment
terms and
conditions
(no write off)

6.

Legal remedies

Policy intervention description and illustration example
This is the most appropriate course-of-action when the ‘do-nothing’
option yields the best results. This non-intervention may be the
best policy decision in the short-term in cases where any changes
to the current situation will exacerbate financial problems in the
medium- to long term.
Suitable for those who require partial debt relief so that they may
live above the poverty line.
Suitable for those who have minimal or no chance of repaying their
debts and living above the poverty line.
Suitable for numerous scenarios. This may include forced
acquisition of debt from creditors when most of their debtors live
below the poverty line and forecasts indicate that they will likely
stay in this classification for the next decade or beyond.
Policy intervention may be suitable for creditors when most of their
debtors are unlikely to live above the poverty line beyond the next
decade. These people may need short term relief.
Policy intervention is desirable in cases where there has been
blatant fraud and unconscionable conduct has been used to
procure debt and collect debt.

Student Funding Policy Framework
I.

Status quo

II.

Partial reform

III. Major reform

It is desirable to allow a free capitalist market to operate, subject to
legitimate policy controls such as transparency and free choice. The
status quo may be suitable for educational institutions and lenders
that have a history of ethical, responsible debt administration.
This policy may be suitable in sectors where market failure is
limited to narrow contexts such as predatory academic institutions.
Major policy reforms could be implemented in sectors where
extreme market failure exists. This may include sectors and
educational providers where student graduation rates are low.
Example: Regulation of college prices (Dynarski, 2015, p. 2)
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End of book review

Yes or No
or your own answer

Question
1.

Did you understand most of the content in this section?

2.

Do you feel that the author is pushing a covert or overt personal
agenda in this chapter that aims to forcibly guide the reader to
think and/or act in a certain way?
If you answer yes to the question above, you may wish to make
a note in the space under this box, or in another space of
agendas that you suspect. You may consider offering other
comments such as concerns, insights and personal discoveries.

3.

Please make a note of any ideas or questions below that you plan
to investigate in the future.

Your free-willed thoughts and notes

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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▾ About this capture

NESARA
The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act
Monetary and fiscal policy reform that will double the standard of living for every American
within one generation and restore economic and social prosperity across the land.
NESARA—A Proposed Bill | What’s In It For Me? | Contact Us
What Can I Do? | The “Real” NESARA | Articles and Information | Search

Draining the Swamp
Home

Introduction—The Ship of State
[T]hose people in Washington who write the
complex tangle of rules by which the
economy operates have, over the last twenty
years, rigged the game—by design and
default—to favor the privileged, the powerful
and the influential. At the expense of
everyone else.
Caught between the lawmakers in
Washington and the deal-makers on Wall
Street have been millions of American
workers forced to move from jobs that once
paid $15 an hour into jobs that now pay $7.
If, that is, they aren’t already the victims of
mass layoffs, production halts, shuttered
factories and owners who enrich themselves
by doing that damage and then walking
away.

Main Book Page
Order the Book
About the Author

America: What Went Wrong?
Donald L. Barlett and James B. Steele
Universal Press Syndicate, April 1992

About the Numbers
The numbers used throughout this book are from a variety of sources. Many of them are
identified in the endnote references. Almanacs were very useful. If you enjoy horror stories,
browse their sections on Business, Economics, Employment, Taxes and World Statistics.
They document a world in financial chaos. Stephen King wishes he could scare people this
much.
Efforts were made to assure that the figures used are correct, although absolute accuracy
was usually unimportant. Numbers that show how a system might work came from the
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Every effort was made to provide accurate and authoritative information. All errors are the
author’s and unintentional. This book is sold with the understanding that the publisher and
author are not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other related professional
services. Seek the services of a competent professional person if legal advice or other
expert help is required.

Preface
Americans live in two worlds simultaneously. One is a world of happy illusions; the other is a
world of sad realities. In both, 10% of the people own, control and consume 70% of the
available wealth while the remaining 90% of the people who produce almost all of that
wealth live on just 30%.
It’s just not fair. Why is there so much poverty in a world so rich?
Solving that paradox requires climbing a mountain of information. There are many paths up
the mountain, some straight and easy, others crooked and obstructed with boulders. All of
the paths are one-way. You may climb as high as your abilities will permit but you can never
climb back down.
Each novice begins the journey at a different point but all seek the same destination:
enlightenment.
Choose a guide or find your own path, travel alone or with others. Do not concern yourself
with reaching the peak; no one ever has.
For some, the journey takes years. Rarely, an extremely gifted traveler will accomplish the
task in just minutes. Such was the case for one novice upon hearing a partial list of the trail
markers. His face suddenly lit up with comprehension and he exclaimed, “Oh, my God! It’s
a whole new paradigm! Everything will be different but it will all be the same.”
His vision was accurate.
Once you understand exactly what he saw, you will have arrived at your destination.

Introduction—The Ship of State
An economic storm is rising. Soon crashing waves of payments due on the nation’s debt will
sink the Ship of State. Even a cursory inspection of the rigging suggests more than a rough
time ahead. The captain and officers offer only suggestions of shared sacrifice to weather
the storm. Conventional economic navigators point out two nearby ports on the charts—one
labeled Depression, the other, Hyperinflation. Neither sounds very inviting.
Fortunately for the passengers and crew, a third alternative exists. Unlike real storms on the
high seas, artificial laws drive this approaching economic storm, not the immutable laws of
nature. Change some fundamental rules and the size of this economic storm diminishes as
if by magic.
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A revolution brews among disgruntled citizens, disappointed by 2012
political
not
keptthis capture
2013promises
2014
▾ About
and dissatisfied with national leaders apparently powerless to find non-sacrificial solutions
to a host of America’s problems. Compelled to act by chronic deplorable social conditions,
they are educating themselves on current political issues and assuming a larger role in
public affairs.

22 Jul 2007 - 5 Nov 2013

Much of their education involves just two aspects of the nation’s troubles: the deficit and the
debt.
The federal deficit is the amount of money that the government spends each year over and
above its revenue receipts. In 1987, ‘88 and ‘89 the numbers average out to about $153
billion per year. By 1991 it was $269.49 billion and still climbing. So much for the GrammRudman-Hollings Act. This amiable piece of cost-cutting legislation, actually entitled the
Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, mandated an annual deficit
reduction for each of the following five fiscal years and projected a deficit target of zero in
1991.
Congress revised the projections in 1987 and again in 1990, then setting the deficit target
for 1992 at $317 billion. Announcing a landing at $27 billion below the target soothes the
nerves of paying passengers better than explaining spending excesses of $269 billion
above the mark. These lawyer-legislators know how to run a ship—when you can’t make
the scheduled port on time, change the destination. Most of the American people, not being
C-Span junkies, never catch on to the maneuver. Even so, members of Congress felt the
water rising—three attempts at deficit reduction and each time the deficit increases. A very
frustrated Senator Warren Rudman of New Hampshire, predicting that the dollar would be
worthless by 1997, announced that he would not seek reelection. Smart rats abandon a
Ship of State sinking in a sea of debt at the earliest opportunity.
Years of accumulated deficit spending make up the national debt, about $4 trillion in 1992
($8.18 trillion, November, 2004). That’s 4,000,000,000,000 dollars. The yearly interest on
that amount of debt calculated at 6 percent is $240 billion. Harry E. Figgie, Jr., made the
point in Bankruptcy 1995 that by then “interest on the national debt is likely to become the
largest item in the federal budget, topping the enormous Pentagon and Social Security
budgets. In a few short years, the government will have to spend more to make its interest
payments than it will collect in taxes, and in that year America will enter an age of financial
disaster that will dwarf the Great Depression and hail the end of the United States as we
now know it.”
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (HR2264, PL 10366) passed by
Congressional Democrats, with some Republican help, and signed on August 10 by
President Clinton was another failed attempt at permanent deficit control. By their own
figures, deficits would remain at an average of near $200 billion per year for five more
years, pushing the national debt $1 trillion higher. And, according to opponents, this
occurred simultaneously with the largest money grab—that is, unconstitutional retroactive
tax increase—in the nation’s history. One must admit the scheme displayed a certain crude
resourcefulness: If you never intended to pay off any portion of the $4 trillion national debt,
you might as well plan on not paying off $5 trillion.
Chart I
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Five years later, right on schedule, annual national deficits were becoming surpluses, driven
by a dot.com boom, the Republican Contract With America cap placed on spending on
social programs and unexpected low interest rates which decreased the government’s total
interest payments even as its debt climbed.
Chart II
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Between 1997 and 2001 the total portion of national debt held by the public decreased by
$562.3 billion, a cause for celebration and backslapping among Washington politicians.
Little noticed and less remarked, during this same period the Federal Reserve System debt
increased by $109.6 billion and the debt held by the Federal Government, meaning money
taken from Social Security and replaced with a government IOU, increased by $853.4
billion. Gross Federal Debt actually climbed by $400.7 billion.
Those economists addicted to studying tables and graphs couldn’t help but recognize that
the $562.3 billion of debt supposedly paid was offset by the increased debt of the Federal
Reserve System combined with the increased debt held by the Federal Government. Such
observations provided ample grapeshot for academic cannons but were overlooked by the
mass media and the public.
Notice the futuristic nature of all deficit reduction plans—either holding the line on deficit
increases or a projected annual deficit decrease for some period, usually five or more
years, followed by a guarantee of better days to come. The debt always remains and, in
most cases, increases. It turns out that the $8.18 trillion national debt most everybody
willfully ignores is only the tip of the iceberg.
In May, 2003, Peronet Despeignes, in a front-page article for Britain’s Financial Times,
reported that the G. W. Bush administration buried a report commissioned by Treasury
Secretary Paul O’Neill to study the future impact of retiring Baby Boomers’ pension and
healthcare needs. According to the article, the report, authored by Jagadeesh Gokhale, a
senior economic advisor with the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, and Kent Smetters, a
former Treasury deputy assistant secretary for policy coordination, cautioned that the U.S.
government faced a long-term budget deficit of more than $44 trillion and recommended an
“immediate and permanent” across-the-board tax increase of 66 percent.
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That off-budget $44 trillion, government guarantees for private pension programs, banks,
S&Ls and for un-funded actuarial liabilities in Civil Service, military, Congressional, Social
Security, and other federal retirement systems due over the next 50 years was somehow
lost in all the ballyhoo. It was never questioned. Combined with the on-budget debt the total
exceeded $50 trillion.
Chart III
Chart 1--National Debt

Now for the good news: Government promises require no interest payments; some of that
$50 trillion supports solid projects not likely to need taxpayer bailout, and most of the $50
trillion that must be paid is not due tomorrow.
Feeling better? Don’t get too comfortable. Paying off $50 trillion over a period of fifty years,
even without interest payments, still amounts to $1 trillion per year. Where is your share? If
you are one of 100 million people on the paying side of the ledger, you owe an additional
tax of $10,000 per year for the next fifty years. Perhaps you planned to be on the receiving
side of the ledger? Better keep a life jacket handy.
In the conventional view, paying a debt requires a surplus. The existing political climate
admits to no real surplus. Historically, the Democrats routinely fail in producing or loading
Ship’s cargo. Their talent seems to reside more in distribution or promises of distribution
once the Ship docks. The 1992 pre-election budget plan offered by the Republicans, under
the leadership of then-President George H. Bush, projected annual deficits averaging about
$250 billion for the next five years, only marginally better than the Democrats’ pre-election
budget plan.
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small percentages around on the budget charts, 2% here and 5% there. It was a better
plan, but it too would have failed. There are no conventional solutions to a $50 trillion
national debt problem.

❎

The ‘96 campaign sang the same song, second verse. Perot stressed deficit and debt and,
even with his creditability in the toilet, forced Bob Dole and President Clinton to pay
politically correct lip-service to the subject. Both made the usual political promises. Rational
true-believers were not to be found.
Widespread earnest concern was a short-lived manifestation. Keeping the Ship of State
afloat requires happy thoughts: America has the world’s largest economy. Or America is the
world’s only superpower.
Face it. No amount of sweat or tears solves this problem. The water is chest deep now and
still rising. At this point keeping your head above water requires brains not brawn. We either
think our way out of this predicament or launch the lifeboats; no other choices exist.

Eliminating the Debt
Bill Clinton posted the wrong campaign sign in his ‘92 headquarters. The corrected version
would have read “It’s the debt, stupid!”
Think about it—with no national debt few people would complain about deficit spending,
even at a rate of several hundred billion dollars per year over a period of several years.
Does this sound like an outlandish hypothetical idea? No, it’s historical fact.
The Office of Management and Budget historical record for the Budget of the United States
Government, Table I, shows that between 1961 and 1997 the federal government operated
on the deficit side of the ledger in every year but one. During this time Richard Nixon posted
the only surplus, $14.5 billion in 1969, his first year as president. Deficits reigned over a
generation.
Deficits originate in fiscal policy, the technical name for a nation’s yearly budget. The federal
government, through manipulation of its taxation and expenditures, tries to maintain a
thriving economy with low rates of inflation and often simply spends more money than it
receives in revenue. This is an easy course to follow because more people now work for
government than work for industry. Reversing course always proves difficult. With needs so
great, it makes little sense to cut jobs, even nonproductive government jobs, by suddenly
adopting a conservative economic policy. In the near term, throwing more people overboard
only increases the demand for government services.
The traditional solution of tax and spend, a strategy often attributed to the Democratic Party,
makes circumstances worse. Recent history shows that raising taxes generates less
revenue and encourages more government spending. In theory, the rich pay the tax and the
government spends the money for new programs to alleviate the problems. In reality, the
tax falls on everyone and the new government programs amount to full speed ahead on the
same irresponsible fiscal course. The Ship of State sinks ever deeper into a sea of debt.
In these situations governments sometimes finance their debt through monetary policy. This
amounts to little more than using their authority to print additional paper money, the
currency now used almost universally as a medium of exchange. The government’s
treasury sells the public debt, in the form of its own commercial paper, to the nation’s
web.archive.org/web/20131105115606/http://nesara.org/book/introduction.htm
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Office of Management and Budget
Table I—Historical Data, Billions
Year

Surplus or
Deficit (−)

Gross Federal
Debt

Debt Held by
Government

1961

−18.6

292,648

1962

−39.6

1963

Debt Held by Public
Total

FRS

54,291

238,357

27,253

302,928

54,918

248,010

29,663

−25.4

310,324

56,345

253,978

32,027

1964

−31.1

316,059

59,210

256,849

34,794

1965

−7.3

322,318

61,540

260,778

39,100

1966

−18.7

328,498

64,784

263,714

42,169

1967

−42.7

340,445

73,819

266,626

46,719

1968

−119.6

368,685

79,140

289,545

52,230

1969

14.5

365,769

87,661

278,108

54,095

1970

−12.0

380,921

97,723

283,198

57,714

1971

−91.4

408,176

105,140

303,037

65,518

1972

−86.9

435,936

113,559

322,377

71,426

1973

−52.6

466,291

125,381

340,910

75,181

1974

−20.0

483,893

140,194

343,699

80,648

1975

−157.3

541,925

147,225

394,700

84,993

1976

−202.6

628,970

151,566

477,404

94,714

1977

−136.4

706,398

157,294

549,104

105,004

1978

−141.1

776,602

169,476

607,126

115,480

1979

−89.5

829,467

189,161

640,306

115,594

1980

−146.8

909,041

197,118

711,923

120,846

1981

−142.0

994,828

205,418

789,410

124,466

1982

−214.8

1,137,315

212,740

924,575

134,497

1983

−332.7

1,371,660

234,392

1,137,268

155,527

1984

−282.8

1,564,586

257,611

1,306,975

155,122

1985

−313.1

1,817,423

310,163

1,507,260

169,806

1986

−318.4

2,120,501

379,878

1,740,623

190,855

1987

−209.6

2,345,956

456,203

1,889,753

212,040

1988

−210.8

2,601,104

549,487

2,051,616

229,218

1989

−199.8

2,867,800

677,084

2,190,716

220,088

1990

−280.6

3,206,290

794,733

2,411,558

234,410

1991

−327.4

3,598,178

909,179

2,688,999

258,591
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355,150

1995

−179.8

4,920,586

1,316,208

3,604,378

374,114

1996

−115.2

5,181,465

1,447,392

3,734,073

390,924

1997

−23.1

5,369,206

1,596,862

3,772,344

424,518

1998

72.1

5,478,189

1,757,090

3,721,099

458,182

1999

128.8

5,605,523

1,973,160

3,632,363

496,644

2000

236.4

5,628,700

2,218,896

3,409,804

511,413

2001

124.5

5,769,881

2,450,266

3,319,615

534,135

2002

−151.6

6,198,401

2,658,006

3,540,395

604,191

2003

−353.3

6,760,014

2,846,407

3,913,607

656,116

2004

−481.3

7,486,447

3,065,659

4,420,788

N/A

2005

−330.2

8,132,945

3,341,083

4,791,862

N/A

2006

−236.9

8,726,359

3,652,245

5,074,114

N/A

22 Jul 2007 - 5 Nov 2013

Note: 2005 and 2006 are estimates.
That check, passing through the nation’s commercial banks, increases the total amount of
currency in circulation without an offsetting increase in wealth. Moderate amounts of this
action induce inflation; gross amounts result in hyperinflation, a condition where inflation
proceeds at rates higher than 50 percent per month.
Choose payment or default—debt reduction is inevitable. Hyperinflation has the aesthetic
appearance of paying off the debt in dollar terms. Virtually worthless checks arrive on time
as promised. At first debtors seem favored over creditors but eventually an economic slump
spreads the pain to everyone.
Fiscal responsibility dictates a substantial increase in taxes and drastic cuts in government
programs. But cutting those government programs in which most of the debt lies amounts
to default, and increasing taxes reduces productivity, again leaving only the pain of sacrifice
to be shared.
Select either course and the manifest destiny of at least two generations of Americans
becomes diminished expectations. The Ship’s captain and officers try first one heading and
then another, frantically searching for a compromise between the two. Meanwhile, bad
weather steadily gets worse.

An Alternate Solution
When conventional solutions prove unworkable, consider other actions. The passengers
and some members of the crew might seize the Ship of State and plot another course, one
that goes around the storm. Mutiny? The response is extreme but mutiny may be too strong
a word considering that the passengers own both the Ship and its cargo. Reflecting on the
situation, it was just such radical action by the Founding Fathers that initially launched the
Ship.
Forget deficit reduction and fiscal responsibility for a minute. Suppose that a method could
be devised to attack the nation’s debt problem directly. And let’s further suppose that this
web.archive.org/web/20131105115606/http://nesara.org/book/introduction.htm
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government, a shift that might soon force government officials to resume a responsible
course. Achieve these goals and deficits become surpluses. While there is no guarantee
that the lawyer-politicians will exercise future fiscal restraint, since they can always make
more promises and spend more money, under this plan the possibility at least exists.

❎

This thesis acknowledges an impending debt crisis but argues that its primary cause is
philosophical, not technical error. On the other hand, the proposed solution is purely
technical, derived from systems theory. Its foundation rests in part on correcting
philosophical error and in part on anticipated public response.
. . . the suffering of one man is the suffering of all. Distances are irrelevant to injustice.
If not stopped soon enough, evil eventually reaches out to engulf all men, whether they
have opposed it or ignored it.
General Obiwan ‘Ben’ Kenobi, from the novel Star Wars by George Lucas
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108th CONGRESS
2nd Session
H. R. ________________
(This bill has not yet been introduced into Congress)

To amend the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, as amended; and the Internal Revenue Code of 1939, as
amended; in order to secure for the American people their unalienable right to Life, Liberty, and Property.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
_____________________ for himself, _____________________,
_________________, _________________, _________________,
introduced the following bill; which was referred to the committee on
____________________

A BILL
To amend the Federal Reserve Act to provide for the American people a constitutionally accurate, sound,
safe, and honest medium of exchange; and,
To amend the Internal Revenue Code enacted on February 10, 1939, as amended, to abolish the collection
of revenue based on income and to establish a constitutional tax system within the classes of imposts,
excises and duties;
So that the endeavors of the American people in agriculture, industry and commerce may prosper.
TITLE: NATIONAL ECONOMIC STABILIZATION AND RECOVERY ACT
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress
Assembled,
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Purpose
•
•
•

To provide monetary reform by amending the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.
To provide fiscal reform by amending the Internal Revenue Code of 1939.
To secure for the American people their unalienable right to Life, Liberty, and Property.
What is wrong with America?

•
•
•

The income gap between the rich and poor continues to widen
Earnings for the poorest fifth of American families rose less than 1% between 1988 and 1998
Earnings for the richest fifth of American families rose more than 15% between 1988 and 1998

•
•
•

Income tax preparation costs Americans more than $225 billion and more than 5 billion hours per
year in nonproductive labor
Social woes and problems continue to escalate
Income tax laws continue to erode privacy rights

•
•
•

Asset forfeitures continue to rise due to inequitable monetary policy and tax laws
The American Dream is quickly disappearing
Unsound monetary and fiscal policies encourage waste and graft

•
•
•

Public and private debt continue to rise
Current banking practices and policies no longer support the people but special interests
Current monetary and fiscal policy provides no mechanism to stop or defeat inflation
Can We Really “Fix” America?
Can One Bill Repair The Damage?

NESARA will:
• Reduce social inequalities and problems by doubling the average standard of living
• Eliminate trillions of dollars of public and private debt
• Return control of the currency to the public
•
•
•
•

Reduces the cost of using public currency
Provide new banking rules that are equitable and fair to all
Provide $500 billion of new public works projects
Replace the income tax with a fair tax

•
•
•

Improve the balance of trade problems
Rebuild American industry with high-paying, productive jobs
Eliminate inflation
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Executive Summary
Monetary Policy Reform
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishes three types of United States currency: standard silver coin, standard gold coin and
treasury credit-notes (restores Constitutional currency)
The United States Treasury buys and cancels all outstanding capital stock of the former Federal
Reserve Banks
The privately owned Federal Reserve System becomes a public entity, the United States Treasury
Reserve System
A new Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System uses a specific law-mandated plan to
maintain and stabilize the exchange value of the currency
The new Board assumes all powers and responsibilities of the former Federal Open Market
Committee
The existing regional Federal Reserve Banks become Treasury Reserve Banks and continue
clearinghouse operations and other bank service functions under the direction of the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency
All commercial banks must exchange their income-producing government obligations for treasury
credit-notes (reduces the national debt)
Only treasury credit-notes may be held as bank reserves
Fundamental changes are imposed on the repayment of all outstanding fractional reserve loans on
secured property—principal must be repaid before the monetizing-fee is paid (applies retroactively to
existing mortgages reducing private debt)
A progressive federal excise tax is imposed on the privilege of making commercial loans of currency
for profit
Commercial financial institutions such as credit unions are provided, subject to some restriction, with
opportunities to operate with fractional reserves
Fiscal Policy Reform

•
•
•

Amends the existing federal income tax system
A national retail sales (excise) tax is imposed upon non-exempt retail activities of commerce (21
categories of exemptions covering most necessities of life)
The Internal Revenue Service is reorganized as the National Tax Service to administer the collection
of the new tax
What NESARA Does Not Immediately Do

•
•
•
•

Eliminate all payroll taxes, such as Social Security and Medicare taxes
Eliminate constitutional excise taxes on regulated activities
Immediately eliminate the entire national debt
Immediately halt inflation (the economy needs some response time before inflation will disappear)
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Detailed Summary–Part I Banking and Monetary Reform
Immediate Relief and Results
•
•
•

Eliminates approximately $1 trillion of the nation’s public debt
Reduces future private debt by approximately $1 trillion
Immediately eliminates some private debt, especially for many homeowners
The Federal Reserve System

•
•
•

The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 is amended
The Federal Reserve System is abolished and replaced by a new Treasury Reserve System
Control of the currency is moved from private control of the Fed to public control of Congress and
the new Treasury Reserve System

•

Congress sets the standards for the new monetary system but the people create as much or as little
currency as they need
Functions of the Federal Open Market Committee are transferred to the Board of Governors of the
new Treasury Reserve System
A new mechanism, the Treasury Reserve Account, is created to provide the Treasury Reserve System
Board of Governors a better method to fine-tune the money supply, effectively eliminating inflation

•
•
•
•

The Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors will continue using the previous three mechanisms
for controlling the money supply: 1. Setting reserve requirements. 2. Setting the national discount
rate. 3. Purchasing U.S. Treasury securities on the open market.
All U.S. Treasury securities purchased by the Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors will be
immediately turned over to the U.S. Treasury and cancelled out of existence.
Monetary Policy

•
•
•

People are provided with several alternatives for currency
Constitutional currency is restored
Currency becomes debt free as the people stop paying interest payments for their use of a public
utility

•
•
•

Unlike previous policy, the new Treasury Reserve Board is provided one very specific mandate:
maintain a stable currency
Expansion of the economy is returned to the free market
Private coinage is encouraged

•
•
•

Exchange ratios for the various currencies are published at least weekly
Printing of redeemable gold and silver certificates is allowed
Postal money orders are made available in denominations of gold and silver coin
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Banking
•
•
•

Returns the banking industry to serving public interests
For secured loans, compound interest is outlawed and replaced with a monetization fee
Provides stricter banking controls by imposing excise taxes to discourage high or runaway
monetization fees

•

On secured loans obtained from a fractional reserve bank, principal must be paid in full before the
bank begins collecting its monetization fee
Eliminates the façade for banking insurance (FDIC)
Except for fraud and criminal activities, virtually eliminates bank failures

•
•
•
•
•

Banks are prohibited from using as reserves any commercial paper
Only Treasury credit-notes can be used as bank reserves
Banks are prohibited from purchasing government issued debt, effectively removing banks from
influencing monetary policy

•
•
•

Checking accounts against gold and silver deposits are prohibited
Commingling of funds among the various money accounts without owner’s permission is prohibited
All currency deposits with banks are general warrant deposits and custody accounts.
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Detailed Summary–Part II National Sales and Use Tax
Immediate Relief and Results
•
•
•

Workers maintain better control of their earnings
Production is no longer taxed, just consumption
Most of the necessities of life are not taxed

•
•
•
•

Encourages production thus revitalizing industry in America
Encourages rebuilding of inner cities
Discourages wasteful uses of natural resources
Exposes the true cost of government

•
•

Greatly eliminates the struggle between tax “protesters” and bureaucracy
Allows the “underground” to resurface and become a viable contribution to production of goods and
services
Greatly restricts the influence of special interests and lobbyists

•

The Income Tax
•
•
•

The Income Tax Act of 1939 is amended
People need no longer fear the IRS
Billions of hours of nonproductive labor are eliminated

•
•

Mounds of paper work are eliminated
The cost of the income tax is no longer hidden and embedded in the cost of doing business and passed
down the chain with the consumer paying the final tab
Most likely eliminates state income tax plans because state income taxation piggybacks on federal
income taxation

•
•
•
•

The IRS is reformed into the National Tax Service
Volumes of complicated tax code are history
Eliminates personal income taxes

•
•
•

Eliminates corporate income taxes
Eliminates gift taxes and estate taxes
Eliminates capital gains taxes
Sales and Use Tax

•
•
•

Tax rate of 14%
Government entities are exempt
Government mandated expenses such as licenses, permits, passports, are exempt

•

Sales of bullion, coin and currency are exempt
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•
•

Sales made by or to nonprofit schools are exempt
Sales of prescription drugs, medical supplies and services are exempt

•
•
•

Real estate rents and leases are exempt
Sales of groceries are exempt
Sales of plants, livestock and fish used in the production of food for human consumption are exempt

•
•
•

Insurance sales are exempt
Segregated portions of labor in retail service contracts are exempt
Incidental or occasional sales such as garage or rummage sales are exempt

•
•
•

Sales for the purposes of recycling are exempt
Meals provided by companies at company expense are exempt
Sales that are nonprofit in nature are exempt
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Part I. Banking and Monetary Reform
Section 1. Definitions
Definitions for terms used in this part are equivalent to those of the United States Constitution and the
Coinage Act of 1792 or are explicitly stipulated below.
Accounting unit dollar: Token dollar; imaginary accounting unit used to denominate United States
currency.
Barter: Wealth traded by direct exchange.
Bill of credit: Paper document issued as legal tender by the government on its authority and credit,
redeemable in specie at a future day, and designed to circulate as money.
Coin: A piece of metal with its commodity type, weight and fineness stated on its face; an item of
intrinsic value based in the unconditional, historical domain and often used as a medium of exchange.
Credit: Imaginary demand. Reliance on the truth or reality of something; belief; faith.
Credit-note: Paper document denominated in token dollars; United States Treasury credit-note.
Currency: That which circulates as a medium of exchange; anything that is in immediate, continuous and
widespread use as money.
Custody account: a fiduciary account of general warrant deposits whereby rights to deposited funds
remain vested in the depositor.
Dollar: A unit of weight, as construed in the U.S. Constitution and in the Coinage Act of 1792, equal to
371 and 1/4 grains; equivalent to 24.0566 grams or 0.77344 troy ounces.
Eagle: A gold coin containing one troy ounce of gold; an easily recognizable standard United States coin
which may be used as money.
Exchange value: Instantaneous parity of a thing at the time of the exchange.
Expediency: That which is apt or suitable to an end in view.
Federal Reserve Note: Paper document denominated in token dollars; a token note having only exchange
value; a type of U.S. currency adopted by custom and through the imposition of legal tender laws; a direct
obligation of the United States; fiat money; scrip.
Fiat money: Paper documents or token coins, normally issued by governments and made legal tender by
fiat or statutory law, not redeemable in specie; an item of exchange value based in the conditional, future
domain; accepted by the issuer as compensation for taxes, fees, duties or debts; accepted by others in
anticipation of future exchanges.
Fiat: A sanction; decree.
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Free market: One in which any individual may exchange their products or services by competitive
bidding, open to all, without constraint.
Fungible: Goods and commodities that are identical with other goods and commodities and of the same
nature.
General warrant deposits: fungible deposits allowing banks to return property like-for-like.
Gold certificate: A document certifying that a like amount of its face denomination in (gold) eagles is on
deposit with and held in trust for its immediate redemption at the U.S. Treasury or at a designated agent
of the U.S. Treasury.
Gold eagle: Eagle.
Interest: Compensation paid to a creditor for loss of the use of their own currency.
Intrinsic value: Inherent value usually related to cost of production, more properly related to marginal
utility.
Irredeemable: Not convertible into specie at the pleasure of the holder; inconvertible; not terminable by
payment of the principal.
Lawful: Authorized; sanctioned; not contrary to nor forbidden by law; constitutional.
Lawful money: Lawful money of account; specie: silver dollars, eagles.
Legal: Done or performed in accordance with the forms and usages of law, or in a technical manner. An
Act may be legal but, if not constitutional, it is not lawful.
Legal-tender: Default medium of exchange; forced use of a government specified medium of exchange
when parties to a mercantile transaction fail to specify a specific medium of exchange.
Medium of exchange: Currency; an intermediate used during trade or commerce; an expediency
accepted in an exchange; that which is used as money in an exchange.
Monetization fee: Payment required for the monetization of debt; pseudo interest.
Money: A psychological creation; a concept; the mental image of that which is used as a medium of
exchange.
Note: Certified claim on wealth; a written or printed paper acknowledging a debt and promising payment.
Payment: Discharge of an obligation or debt by delivery of value, usually lawful money. The execution
and delivery of negotiable papers [instruments] is not payment unless it is accepted by the parties in that
sense. (UCC § 3–410)
Scrip: Provisional certificate; evidence that the holder or bearer is entitled to receive something.
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Seigniorage: The difference, which may be positive or negative, between the face value of specie (coin),
silver or gold certificates, or fiat money and its commodity value in a free market.
Silver dollar: A coin containing a dollar weight—371 and 1/4 grains—of silver; an easily recognizable
standard United States coin which may be used as money.
Silver certificate: A document certifying that a like amount of its face denomination in dollars of coined
silver is on deposit with and held in trust for its immediate redemption at the U.S. Treasury or at a
designated agent of the U.S. Treasury.
Source: Point of origin or creation.
Specie: Coin, usually of silver or gold.
Tender: Any offer to settle a debt or obligation with any accepted medium of exchange accompanied by
means for fulfillment of that offer.
Token coin: A piece of metal intended for use as currency, issued at a nominal or face value normally far
in excess of its commodity value; United States clad coins and subsidiary coins of base alloys.
Token dollar: Imaginary accounting unit dollar; debt; an artificial creation, irredeemable in specie.
Token: Something that serves as what it is not.
Treasury bill: Obligation of the U.S. Treasury for a specified term of three, six or twelve months from
the date of issue, bearing no interest but sold at a discount.
Treasury bond: Paper document issued by the government as evidence of long-term indebtedness.
Treasury certificate: Obligation of the U.S. Treasury generally maturing in one year on which interest is
paid by coupon.
Treasury credit-note: United States currency; paper document denominated in token dollars, designed to
circulate as money, having exchange value, irredeemable, with limited legal-tender character, authorized
by the Congress of the United States, issued by the U.S. Treasury bearing no interest and spent into
circulation through voluntary acceptance; an obligation of the United States; fiat money.
Treasury note: Obligation of the U.S. Treasury, with a maturity of one to five years and interest paid by
coupon.
Unit: Any specified or determinable amount or quantity adopted as a standard of measurement. Unity;
one.
Units of Measure—Common Equivalents: Accurate to one part per million or better; included for
reference only;
•
•

1 pound, Troy = 373.2417216 grams;
1 pound, Troy = 12 ounces, Troy;
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•
•
•

1 pound, Troy = 5,760 grains;
1 ounce, Troy = 480 grains;
1 grain = 0.06479891 grams
Section 2. Findings

The Congress finds that —
(1) an excessive debt, both public and private, is the cause of much of this nation’s economic distress.
(2) outdated banking, monetary and fiscal practices, supported by national statutes, codes and regulations,
led to the creation of a large portion of this debt.
(3) the nation’s privately owned central banks of the Federal Reserve System exercise significant control
over the national economy through manipulation of monetary policy.
(4) the private character of the Federal Reserve System was recognized in the Act creating the system
when Congress reserved to itself “[t]he rights to amend, alter, or repeal” the authorizing legislation. (38
Stat. 251, 275)
(5) the reservation of “[t]he right to amend, alter, or repeal” the Act establishing the Federal Reserve
System displays Congressional concern to obviate any possibility that the private parties comprising the
Federal Reserve System might acquire, directly in or through application of the statute, any rights,
powers, privileges or immunities that the courts could later hold were constitutionally immutable.
(6) the federal courts have also recognized that, although the Federal Reserve System may perform
various functions purportedly on behalf of the national government, it is not an agency of the United
States. Lewis v. United States, 680 F.2d 1239, 1240 (9th Cir. 1982)
(7) the Supreme Court of the United States noted in 1896 that “National banks are instrumentalities of the
Federal government, created for a public purpose, and as such necessarily subject to the paramount
authority of the United States.” Davis v. Elmira Savings, 161 U.S. 275
(8) the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System and the Federal Open Market Committee were
given a mandate to “maintain long run growth of the monetary and credit aggregates commensurate with
the economy’s long run potential to increase production, so as to promote effectively the goals of
maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates.”
(9) the performance of the Federal Reserve System, particularly in pursuit of its mandate to “promote
…stable prices and moderate long-term interest rates,” has been considerably less than satisfactory. A
1950 dollar is worth only 18 cents in 1990, losing 82 percent of its value in 40 years.
(10) changes in the economic behavior of the American people, particularly since World War II, have
greatly reduced the ability of the Federal Reserve System to regulate monetary policy.
(11) Federal Reserve System regulators struggle to maintain stability, hampered by conflicting goals and
grossly inadequate monetary tools.
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(12) the authority of Congress to issue irredeemable, legal tender paper currency, or to delegate such a
power, finds no basis in Article I, § 8, cl. 5 of the United States Constitution, which grants Congress the
power “To coin Money, [and] regulate the Value thereof.”
(13) the constitutional power “To borrow Money” found in Article I, § 8, cl. 2 does not authorize
Congress to issue “Bills of Credit” or to delegate such a power.
(14) reconstruction of the national banking and monetary system can begin based on the unquestionably
constitutional premises that:
(a) Congress has the power and duty to provide the nation with a sound monetary system; and,
(b) Congress has the power to borrow money; and,
(c) Congress has no power or privilege to emit bills of credit, nor to delegate such a power; and,
(d) Congress has the power and duty to protect commerce from irresponsible banking practices.
(15) the reform of the current monetary system as outlined in this Act is necessary to ensure the American
people of their unalienable rights to Life, Liberty, and Property, and to provide for them a constitutionally
accurate, sound, safe, and honest medium of exchange.
Section 3. Congressional Control Of The United States Monetary System
(A) The monetary system of the United States shall be under the control of Congress.
(B) It shall be administered within the Department of the Treasury of the United States by the Secretary of
the Treasury and by other government officers.
Section 4. Provisions For United States Currency
(A) Congress hereby directs the Secretary of the Treasury to authorize the production and immediate
distribution of United States Treasury credit-notes, denominated in 1, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100-token dollar
units, in sufficient quantity to replace all outstanding United States legal tender paper currency of every
type.
(B) The following characteristics, among others, define the United States Treasury credit-notes:
(1) paper document denominated in token dollars
(2) an obligation of the United States
(3) created by authorization of the United States Congress
(4) issued by the United States Treasury bearing no interest
(5) placed in circulation through voluntary acceptance
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(6) designed to circulate as money
(7) irredeemable in specie
(8) having exchange value
(9) having limited legal-tender character
(C) Congress hereby declares that, from the date of passage of this Act, United States Treasury creditnotes are legal-tender for all debts—public, private, and personal—where such debts are not explicitly
stated and understood by the parties involved to be dischargeable in some other stipulated medium of
exchange.
(D) All existing forms of United States legal tender paper currency of whatever type, denominated in
dollars and produced on or before the date of passage of this Act, are exchangeable or replaceable at a
face value of one for one for the new United States Treasury credit-notes. Federal Reserve Notes,
National Bank Notes, and State Bank Notes will no longer be printed.
(E) Congress hereby directs the Secretary of the Treasury to authorize the production of standard silver
and gold coins from the following sources:
(1) coinage at the public mints of all government-owned silver and gold bullion except for minimum
amounts which may be required under the Strategic and Critical Materials Stock Piling Act (50 USC
98 et seq.); and,
(2) coinage at the public mints of silver and gold bullion acquired on the world market by the
Secretary of the Treasury at not more than the then current average world price; and,
(3) unlimited coinage at the national mints of privately owned bullion; and,
(4) encouragement of private coinage.
(F) Congress hereby directs the Secretary of the Treasury, under Article I, § 8, cl. 5 of the United States
Constitution, to establish and implement procedures and necessary regulations to encourage each of these
sources to its maximum extent.
(G) United States Coinage
(1) The standard unit of the domestic monetary system shall be a lawful United States constitutional
silver dollar coin, containing 371 and 1/4 grains of silver, as construed in the United States
Constitution and the Coinage Act of 1792. The Secretary of the Treasury shall provide for the minting
of 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10-dollar pieces, containing weights of silver in these exact proportions to the
standard silver dollar.
(2) The Secretary of the Treasury shall provide for the minting of standard gold coins. A standard
gold coin, called the eagle, will contain 1 troy ounce of gold. The Secretary of the Treasury may, by
discretion, provide for companion-pieces containing 1/10 troy ounce of gold, the 1/10 eagle; and 1/4
troy ounce of gold, the 1/4 eagle; and 1/2 troy ounce of gold, the 1/2 eagle.
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(3) Despite any other provision of law, the Secretary of the Treasury shall provide for the minting and
issuance of standard gold and standard silver coins of the following character:
(a) consist of an alloy of —
(i) the specified weight of the precious metal; plus
(ii) other metal, weighing not more than 1/10 of the total weight of the coin, included to
increase the coin durability;
(b) a silver dollar will contain 371 and 1/4 grains of silver, being a minimum of 90 percent silver
by weight, with the 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10dollar pieces containing weights of silver in exact
proportions to the standard dollar;
(c) an eagle will contain 1 troy ounce of gold, being a minimum of 90 percent gold by weight,
with 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10eagle pieces containing weights of gold in exact proportions to the standard
eagle;
(d) have a standardized design which remains unchanged for thirty years —
(i) symbolic of Liberty on the obverse side; and
(ii) of an eagle on the reverse side;
(e) have inscriptions —
(i) indicating denomination, such as “One-half Dollar” or “One Eagle”; and
(ii) actual type and weight of precious metal content, such as “371 & 1/4 Grains Silver” or
“One Troy Ounce Gold”; and
(iii) “Liberty”; and
(iv) “United States of America”;
(f) are marked —
(i) to identify the mint of origin; and
(ii) with the first year of the decade of minting or issuance;
(g) all standard silver coin will have a twelve-sided polygon design with reeded edges;
(h) all standard gold coin will have a sixteen-sided polygon design with reeded edges;
(4) To compensate for abrasion of the lawful coinage, the “Value” of any particular coin is equal to its
actual weight divided by its specified total weight expressed in appropriate terms of dollars or eagles.
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(5) The Secretary of the Treasury shall immediately open the public mints to unlimited coinage of
both metals, levying a charge, denominated in treasury credit-note dollars, for seigniorage at the
minimum level necessary to fund the mints’ operations.
(6) The Secretary of the Treasury shall determine and publish at least weekly, but more often if he
deems necessary, the exchange-ratios between —
(a) a treasury credit-note dollar and a United States standard silver dollar and
(b) a treasury credit-note dollar and a United States eagle,
such ratios being calculated by adding the current average world market price, denominated in
treasury credit-note dollars, for the bullion equivalent weight of the standard coin to the mint
seigniorage charge to produce a standard coin.
(7) All existing laws or regulations authorizing governmental seizure of precious metals for monetary
policy purposes or prohibiting the recovery and use of the bullion content of lawful coins are hereby
repealed.
(H) Private Coinage
(1) As part of the duty, under Article I, § 8, cl. 5 of the United States Constitution, to supply the
country with an adequate coinage, Congress requires the Secretary of the Treasury to, upon request of
United States wholly owned and operated private mints, have prepared and make available at cost,
dies for the minting of standard silver and gold coin of the United States.
(2) The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby directed to create, subject to the approval of Congress, the
necessary policies, procedures and regulations to ensure that the quality of standard silver and gold
coinage produced by private parties equals or exceeds the public standard. Any penalties provided
will apply equally to officers of the public mints.
(I) The Secretary of the Treasury may issue silver and gold certificates, denominated in dollars and
eagles, respectively.
(1) The silver series shall include 1, 5, and 10-Dollar Silver Certificates of the following character:
(a) They are printed on a distinctive paper of silver color.
(b) They have inscriptions —
(i) “United States of America”; and
(ii) “In God We Trust”; and
(iii) indicating year of issue; and
(iv) indicating denomination, such as “Five Dollar Silver Certificate”; and
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(v) indicating promise of redemption, such as “The United States Treasury will pay face
value to the bearer on demand in standard silver dollar coin.”
(2) The gold series may include 1, 5, and 10-Eagle Certificates of the following character:
(a) They are printed on a distinctive paper of gold color.
(b) They have inscriptions —
(i) “United States of America”; and
(ii) “In God We Trust”; and
(iii) indicating year of issue; and
(iv) indicating denomination, such as “Ten Eagle Certificate”; and
(v) indicating promise of redemption, such as “The United States Treasury will pay face
value to the bearer on demand in standard gold coin.”
(3) These certificates shall represent only standard coined silver and gold actually on deposit with the
United States Treasury, or with designated Treasury agents, and must be redeemed on demand.
(4) Any failure to redeem silver certificates or gold certificates issued under the provisions of this Act
upon any demand
(i) shall cause an immediate audit by two independent qualified public auditors at the expense of
the Treasury and
(ii) will be prima facie cause for the removal of the Secretary of the Treasury.
(J) All accounts of record of all monetary transactions of whatever type, subject to the jurisdiction of the
United States, are hereby required to show the form or forms of currency used. The use of the term
“dollar” or the symbol “$” without other qualifiers will designate United States Treasury credit-notes or
its subdivisions such as clad token coins and subsidiary token coins of base alloys. The terms “silver
dollar,” “silver $,” “dollars silver” or “$ silver” without other qualifiers will designate standard silver
dollar coin containing 371 and 1/4 grains of silver and its appropriate subdivisions. The term “eagle”
without other qualifiers will designate standard gold coin containing 1 troy ounce of gold and its
appropriate subdivisions.
Section 5. Reformation Of The Federal Reserve System
(A) The Federal Reserve Act of 1913, as amended, is hereby further amended, as per its provisions for the
dissolution of and recovery of assets of the Federal Reserve System.
(B) Administration of the Federal Reserve System is hereby vested in the United States Treasury in a new
department of the Treasury, hereby established and called the United States Treasury Reserve System or
by the short title of Treasury Reserve System.
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(C) A Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System is hereby established and charged with the
administration of the Treasury Reserve System, to exercise all powers and duties granted within the
provisions of this Act and those powers and duties, some of which are subject to modifications by this
Act, previously specifically granted to the Board of Governors and to the Federal Open Market
Committee of the Federal Reserve System. This Board will consist of thirteen officers including a
Director of the Board plus one Governor of the Board from each of the existing twelve Federal Reserve
Bank Districts, hereafter called United States Treasury Reserve Districts.
(1) All officers of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System will be appointed by the
President of the United States with the advice and consent of the Senate, the initial selection of all
thirteen officers commencing with the passage of this Act and following the guidelines set forth
herein. Selection shall be made without discrimination because of race, creed, color, sex, or national
origin. No individual who is or has been a Senator or Representative in Congress shall be an officer of
the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System.
(2) The officer who serves as Director of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System:
(a) shall be a United States citizen; and,
(b) shall be selected from the nation at large; and,
(c) shall be a person of tested banking or economic experience; and,
(d) shall receive a salary equivalent in amount to the salary of a member of the United States
Senate; and,
(e) shall maintain an office within the District of Columbia; and,
(f) shall have no specific term of office, being replaced at the pleasure of the President of the
United States with the advice and consent of the Senate.
(3) Each officer who serves as a Governor on the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve
System:
(a) shall be a United States citizen; and,
(b) shall have been a resident for at least two years of the Treasury Reserve District which they
represent; and,
(c) shall be actively engaged in their Treasury Reserve District in commerce, agriculture, the
medical arts, education, industry, services, or consumer or labor affairs; and,
(d) shall not at the time of their selection, nor at any time during that period of service, be or have
been an officer, director, employee, or a direct stockholder of any bank; and,
(e) shall not have held State elected or appointed office; and,
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(f) shall not be an Officer of the Court, a Member of the American Bar Association, nor a
practicing Attorney; and,
(g) shall maintain an office within the Treasury Reserve District which they represent; and,
(h) shall receive a salary equivalent to the salary of a member of the United States House of
Representatives; and,
(i) shall, on good behavior, serve a minimum term of four years, being replaceable at the pleasure
of the President of the United States with the advice and consent of the Senate except that, after
initial selection of all thirteen officers, no more than four of the twelve Governors may be
replaced in any one four-year period or in any one presidential term of office.
(4) A Lieutenant Governor will be selected for each of the twelve Treasury Reserve District Offices
in the same manner and under the same guidelines as are Governors except that, after the initial
selection, more than four new selections for that office are permitted in any one presidential term
when the purpose of each additional selection is to fill an office which becomes vacant. Each
Lieutenant Governor—
(a) shall receive a salary equivalent in amount to 85 percent of the salary of a member of the
United States House of Representatives; and,
(b) shall assume the powers, responsibilities, duties and salary of the Office of the Treasury
Reserve District Governor upon the resignation or during any period of incapacity of the
Governor of the District or in the event that the holder of that office is convicted of a felony.
(5) All officers of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System will receive their written
Delegations of Authority from and be sworn into office by the Secretary of the Treasury.
(6) All officers of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System are hereby charged to
administer the affairs of the nation’s monetary system with the sole purpose of maintaining a longterm, stable exchange value for United States Treasury credit-notes.
(a) All actions undertaken by the Board will require an affirmative vote, recorded as part of the
public record in the District of Columbia Office of the Director of the Board of Governors, by
nine of the thirteen officers.
(b) The officers need not be physically present in order to cast their vote.
(D) A Treasury Reserve Account which will be administered at the sole discretion of the Board of
Governors of the Treasury Reserve System is hereby established.
(E) The Federal Open Market Committee of the existing Federal Reserve System is hereby abolished, its
powers and responsibilities being transferred to the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System.
(F) All rights, titles, properties, interests, and every claim of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve, of all Federal Reserve Banks, of all member banks, of all Federal Reserve agents, and of all
individuals, in and upon the Federal Reserve System is hereby transferred to and vested in the United
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States Government to be held in and administered by the United States Treasury under the Treasury
Reserve System.
Section 6. Reformation Of The Federal Reserve Banks
(A) The word “Federal” within the titles of the twelve existing Federal Reserve Banks is hereby changed
to “United States Treasury” as “Federal Reserve Bank of New York” becomes “United States Treasury
Reserve Bank of New York.”
(B) At the written request of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System, the Secretary of the
Treasury is hereby directed to authorize the production of United States Treasury credit-notes for the
Treasury Reserve Account in sufficient quantity to complete the exchanges or replacements specified by
this Act. On request of the Board of Governors or at the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury,
treasury credit-notes may be produced in any desired denominations larger than $100.00 provided that
their use is restricted to the Treasury Reserve Banks, the Treasury Reserve Account, and the General
Account of the United States Treasury.
(C) All securities, notes, bonds or other evidences of indebtedness, whatever the source, type or issue,
held by the twelve United States Treasury Reserve Banks shall be delivered to the Office of the Director
of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System and exchanged for United States Treasury
credit-notes from the Treasury Reserve Account at an equivalent face value of one for one. These creditnotes may be used for the ordinary operating expenses of the Treasury Reserve Banks.
(D) All evidences of indebtedness and obligations of the United States other than United States Treasury
credit-notes, whatever the type or issue, received in the Office of the Director of the Treasury Reserve
Board of Governors will be delivered to the Secretary of the Treasury whereupon they shall be canceled
out of existence.
(E) All United States Treasury Reserve Banks are hereby declared to be Treasury agents. The Secretary of
the Treasury shall distribute the standard gold and silver coin of the United States among the twelve
Treasury Reserve Banks as it becomes available to the Treasury. Any individual may trade treasury
credit-notes for standard gold and silver coin at any Treasury Reserve Bank at the current exchange-ratio
on an as available basis.
(F) United States Treasury Reserve Banks shall continue their normal operations under the Office of the
Comptroller of the Currency except that they are prohibited from purchasing or holding for their own
account income-producing obligations of the United States or those of other nations. This Act does not
change their present clearinghouse functions.
(G) The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is hereby directed to revise or create, subject to the
provisions of this Act and the approval of Congress, the necessary policies, procedures and regulations to
promote the normal operation of the United States Treasury Reserve Banks. Fees charged for
clearinghouse functions and other such banking services at all Treasury Reserve Banks will be uniform
and approved by the Comptroller of the Currency. Treasury Reserve Banks shall not issue checks against
nor otherwise make dispersals from accounts which contain no funds.
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Section 7. Regulation Of Commercial Banks And Other Financial Institutions
(A) All persons and every national banking association holding capital stock in former Federal Reserve
Banks are hereby required to deliver that stock to the Office of the Director of the Board of Governors of
the Treasury Reserve System. A compensation of one-hundred dollars ($100) plus one-half of 1 percent
per month from the period of last dividend, if earned, will be paid from the Treasury Reserve Account in
United States Treasury credit-notes for each share. All stock in former Federal Reserve Banks is hereby
canceled, declared irredeemable 90 days after this Act becomes law.
(B) All securities, notes, bonds or other evidences of indebtedness or obligations of the United States
other than United States Treasury credit-notes, whatever the type or issue, held by any bank subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States, whether as bank reserves or for the banks’ investment account, shall be
delivered to its district’s Treasury Reserve Bank which will forward them to the Office of the Director of
the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System. They will be exchanged at a face value of one
for one, plus earnings, if any, current to the date this Act becomes law, for United States Treasury creditnotes. The banks may receive compensation on a dollar for dollar basis from their District Treasury
Reserve Bank in treasury credit-notes or as a deposit to a Treasury Reserve Bank account in their name.
(C) Every bank subject to the jurisdiction of the United States is hereby prohibited from purchasing or
holding for their own investment account income-producing obligations of the United States, such as
Treasury bills, bonds, certificates, or notes, or those of other nations. Only United States Treasury creditnotes will be counted as bank reserves.
(D) No financial institution under the jurisdiction of the United States making commercial loans of
currency for profit may grant a loan to any person, or to members of their immediate family, while that
person is a director, officer or employee of that financial institution nor shall a financial institution grant a
loan to itself.
(E) All financial institutions shall maintain separate accounts of record based on currency type. The form
of currency used in any account of record will determine whether that account is an eagle (gold) account,
a silver dollar account, or a credit-note dollar account. One type of account of record will not be
commingled with another type of account of record. No funds of any type of account will be converted to
funds of another type of account without written authorization of the owner of the funds indicating the
owner’s agreement to a specific exchange-ratio.
(F) All tenders in repayment, which have been previously made or which are made on any secured loans
outstanding on or made after the date of passage of this Act with any financial institution making such
loans on a fractional reserve basis, will be credited to repayment of the loan principal prior to any credits
being applied to any monetization-fee on that loan.
(1) The repayment rate for each loan will be calculated as:
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where:
Rr = repayment rate, $ per $ per month
n = number of equal payments, months
fm = bank monetizing-fee per month, expressed as a decimal
Cf = cost factor for the loan
L = amount of the loan
Mb = base monthly payment
Cb = base cost for the loan
(2) The requirement for bank reserves for the conversion of loans outstanding on the date of passage
of this Act is hereby eliminated.
(3) Compound monetization-fees or charges on monetization-fees earned are prohibited.
(4) A service charge may be imposed by the lender for each tender in payment recorded, retroactively
and on future tenders in payment, provided it does not exceed a total or 25 dollars monthly for any
one loan and the total service charges for any one converted loan do not exceed 50% of the savings to
the borrower.
(5) All new secured loans made on a fractional reserve basis may —
(a) be subject to a maximum origination fee of 50 dollars or 1 percent of the principal loan
amount, whichever is greater; and,
(b) be issued with a prepayment of discount points up to a maximum of 5 percent of the principal
amount of the loan, the allowed maximum being proportionally decreased at the rate of 1 percent
for each 1 percent increase in the loan interest rate above 7 percent.
(G) Commercial banks may open and maintain accounts for their customers in any type of currency if:
(1) the accounts are kept segregated by currency type; and,
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(2) they retain as reserve 100 percent of the deposited standard gold or silver coin or its equivalent in
Treasury gold or silver certificates; and,
(3) all gold and silver accounts are custody accounts only, the ownership of the funds deposited
remaining vested in the depositor; and,
(4) checkable accounts or travelers checks on gold accounts or silver accounts are not allowed;
however, gold or silver funds on deposit may be transferred between like accounts within a bank or
between like accounts of different banks within banking systems by a Lawful Money Bank Transfer
Order properly authorized by the owner of the funds; and,
(5) all credit-note dollar accounts are general warrant deposits; and,
(6) all demand credit-note dollar accounts are custody accounts only; and,
(7) any other type of credit-note dollar account, where the deposited funds are considered loans to the
bank, require written agreement by each depositor acknowledging the loan.
(H) No bank may advertise itself as a “full service bank” if it fails to offer its customers choices of gold
accounts, silver accounts, and treasury credit-note accounts.
(I) In case of a bank failure or closing, regardless of the reason, the holders of gold and silver accounts
will have immediate preferential treatment in the return of their deposits or a settlement of equal value.
(J) The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is hereby directed to revise or create, subject to the
provisions of this Act and the approval of Congress, the necessary policies, procedures and regulations to
regulate the service operations of all banks subject to the jurisdiction of the United States.
Section 8. Excise Tax Imposed On Monetization-Fee Or Interest Income
(A) An excise tax is hereby imposed on the monetization-fee or interest income of all financial
institutions or persons, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, who make commercial loans of
currency for profit. The amount of the excise tax is calculated upon the annualized rate of the
monetization-fee or interest:
(1) For loans secured with physical property —
(a) No excise tax imposed on income received at rates less than 5 percent; plus,
(b) An excise tax of 10 percent on the portion of income received at rates between 5 percent and
12 percent; plus,
(c) An excise tax of 20 percent on the portion of income received at rates exceeding 12 percent.
(2) For unsecured loans —
(a) No excise tax imposed on income received at rates less than 10 percent; plus,
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(b) An excise tax of 20 percent on the portion of income received at rates between 10 percent and
20 percent; plus,
(c) An excise tax of 40 percent on the portion of income received at rates exceeding 20 percent.
(B) The excise taxes hereby imposed will be deposited within three working days of receipt of that
income with any authorized federal depository which will transfer these funds to the Treasury Reserve
Account.
Section 9. Regulation Of The Exchange Value Of Treasury Credit-Notes
(A) The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency will establish a method for calculating and publish at
least weekly a United States Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index which will track the exchange
value of treasury credit-notes against a composite list of not less than 12 nor more than 24 commonly
traded items, including labor rates, rents, cost of professional services and basic commodities, excluding
gold and silver. The initial list will be prepared by the Comptroller of the Currency with the approval of
Congress and, once approved, will not be changed more than once in any five-year period and then only
with the consent of Congress. The exact method used for calculating the Treasury Credit-Note ExchangeValue Index will remain fixed and will be published as part of the public record. The initial value of the
Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index will be set at 100.000 as of the date this Act becomes law.
(B) The Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System will administer the affairs of the nation’s
monetary system by adjusting the aggregate amount of the nation’s currency and credit to maintain the
Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index within a range of 97 percent to 103 percent of its initial
value by using four primary regulation tools:
(1) By setting the percentage of reserves required of the commercial banks. Commercial banks will
not be penalized should their reserves fall below the percentage required provided —
(a) the bank grants no new loans for 90 days after any day on which its reserves were below the
requirement; and,
(b) the bank does not call for immediate repayment of any outstanding loans which are
performing within normal limits; and,
(c) the reserves of a commercial bank do not fall below 50 percent of the reserve requirement, at
which point the bank would be declared insolvent.
(2) By setting the national discount interest rate, the interest rate at which commercial banks borrow
funds from Treasury Reserve Banks.
(a) Commercial banks may obtain loans from their district Treasury Reserve Bank at the national
discount interest rate in exchange for their best acceptable commercial paper.
(b) District Treasury Reserve Banks may obtain funds for these loans from the Treasury Reserve
Account, paying that account one-half of the interest income earned as a fee for using these funds.
(3) By purchasing income-producing United States Treasury obligations in the open market.
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(4) And by impounding funds within the Treasury Reserve Account or by transferring funds from the
Treasury Reserve Account to the General Account of the United States Treasury or by depositing
funds with commercial banks. All funds within the Treasury Reserve Account are maintained
separately from all other United States Treasury funds and may not be transferred, appropriated or
expended by the United States Treasury except at the sole discretion of the Board of Governors of the
Treasury Reserve System.
Section 10. Authorization For Limited Bank Charters
(A) Currently operating financial institutions such as credit unions may obtain charters as limited national
banks to operate on a fractional reserve basis to grant loans within the local community if they —
(1) apply to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; and,
(2) meet the financial requirements imposed on commercial banks and the necessary policies,
procedures and regulations imposed by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency; and,
(3) have a paid-up capital of at least five million dollars; and,
(4) grant, under these limited operating provisions, only loans secured by physical property.
(B) To meet the provisions of this section and to increase efficiency, several financial institutions located
within a Treasury Reserve District may, at their request, be combined into a single organization or they
may be allowed to operate in partnership with an existing bank.
Section 11. Regulation Of Postal Money Orders
(A) To meet the currency provisions of this Act, postal money orders will hereafter be issued in three
types denominated in —
(1) silver dollars in the standard currency units of 1, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/10 dollar, each with an aggregate
maximum limit of 1,000 silver dollars; and,
(2) eagles in integer units, no fraction of an eagle being allowed, each with a maximum limit of 10
eagles; and,
(3) any appropriate amount of treasury credit-note dollars with a maximum limit of 1,000 dollars
each.
(B) Postal money order blanks shall have distinctive color and markings for each of the three types of
standard currency, those to be denominated in standard silver or gold coin being similar in appearance to
their respective silver certificates and gold certificates.
(C) Postal money orders shall be issued only for the type and amount of currency actually tendered.
(D) The fee for issuing any postal money order shall be one dollar.
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(E) Except in unusual circumstances, postal money orders shall be redeemable in the designated currency
at any United States Post Office within the jurisdiction of the United States within three working days of
their submittal for exchange.
Section 12. Crime Defined And Punishment Established
(A) Any person convicted of willfully violating the monetary and fiscal responsibility provisions of this
Act resulting in aggregate losses exceeding 5,000 dollars in any 12-month period shall be deemed guilty
of a felony and shall be subject, on each conviction, to a fine not exceeding 5,000 dollars, or a term of
imprisonment of not more than 5 years, or both.
(B) Any person convicted of any willful violation of this Act that results in the production or circulation
of substandard silver or gold coin shall be deemed guilty of a felony and shall be subject on each
conviction to a fine not exceeding 10,000 dollars, or a term of imprisonment of not more than 20 years, or
both.
(C) Any person providing information leading to the conviction of one or more individuals for the
violation of any provisions of this Act shall be paid from the United States Treasury the sum of 10 eagles.
(D) Any person who is not paid from the United States Treasury lawful money on demand for United
States Silver Certificates or for United States Eagle Certificates according to the provisions of this Act
shall be paid from the Treasury the sum of 5 eagles.
Section 13. All Inconsistent Acts Repealed
(A) All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions of this part are hereby repealed.
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Part II. National Sales and Use Tax
Section 1. Definitions
Definitions for terms used in this part are equivalent to those of the United States Constitution or are
explicitly stipulated below.
Business: Includes all activities engaged in or caused to be engaged in with the object of gain, benefit or
advantage, direct or indirect.
Buyer: Purchaser
Charitable organization: Any entity organized and operated exclusively for charitable, philosophical,
scientific, testing for public safety, literary or educational purposes, or to foster national or international
amateur sports competition, or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals, provided that no part
of the entity’s net earnings goes to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual.
Coin: Monetized bullion or other forms of money manufactured from gold, silver, platinum, palladium,
or other metals now or in the future and used as a medium of exchange in the United States or in any
foreign nation.
Commerce: Any kind or type of exchange of goods, productions, or property, or the rights to property
offered for a consideration to the general public at large.
Contrived Sale: A commercial transaction executed in an extraordinary manner for the purpose of
evading the national sales and use tax otherwise due.
Groceries: Food or drink advertised or marketed for human consumption and sold in the same form,
condition, quantities, and packaging as is commonly sold by grocers, such as: cereals and cereal products;
milk and milk products; meats and meat products; fish and fish products; eggs and egg products;
vegetables and vegetable products; fruits and fruit products; sugars, sugar products and sugar substitutes;
coffees and coffee substitutes; teas, cocoa and cocoa products, carbonated and non-carbonated soft
(nonalcoholic) drinks; spices, condiments and salt; or any combinations of food products or food product
substitutes, whether sold prepared or unprepared. The term does not encompass chewing gum, cocktail
mixes, alcoholic drinks, proprietary medicines, lozenges, tonics, ice, vitamins and other dietary
supplements, or food or food products not for human consumption such as pet food. Nor does it
encompass food or drink served or furnished in or by cafes, restaurants, lunch counters, cafeterias,
delicatessens, hotels, drugstores, social clubs, nightclubs, cabarets, resorts, snack bars, caterers, carryout
shops, and other like places of business, whether fixed or mobile, such as pushcarts, motor vehicles or
other mobile facilities, at which prepared food or drink is regularly sold; nor food or drink vended by
machines for a vendor; nor food or drink furnished, prepared, or served for consumption on or near the
premises of the retailer although such food or drink is sold on a “take out” or “to go” order and is bagged,
packaged, or wrapped and taken from the premises of the retailer.
Manufacture: The operation of producing a new product, article, substance, or commodity different from
and having a distinctive name, character, or use from its constitute raw or prepared materials.
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Person: Any individual, firm, partnership, joint adventure, corporation, estate, or trust, or any group or
combination acting as a unit, but not a governmental unit, and the plural as well as the singular number.
Personal property: Exclusive individual ownership of private property.
Precious metal bullion: Any refined precious metal, such as gold, silver, platinum, and palladium, which
is in a state or condition where its value depends primarily upon its precious metal content and not its
form.
Primary sales of commercial securities: The original sale or transfer of a commercial security for the
exclusive benefit of the issuer.
Private property: Everything subject to ownership, not denominated as real estate; a person’s right or
interest in things, either corporeal, meaning moveable and tangible things such as animals, furniture,
merchandise, etc., or incorporeal, meaning rights to intangible things such as name, image, endorsements,
annuities, stocks, shares, patents, copyrights, etc.
Profit: A benefit, advantage or gain, particularly a pecuniary gain of excess returns over expenditures,
accruing to an owner through the use or exchange of their property, or their rights to property, other than
an individual’s personal labor, barter or trade.
Property: Everything that is the subject of ownership, corporeal or incorporeal, tangible or intangible,
visible or invisible, real, private or personal.
Property rights: Any type of right to specific property.
Purchase: The transfer of property or property rights from one person to another by voluntary act or
agreement in exchange for a valuable consideration.
Purchase price: The cost or consideration paid by the purchaser, exclusive of any direct tax imposed by
territorial, state, or local government and exclusive of the national sales and use tax.
Purchaser: Person who acquires property or rights to property in commerce for a valuable consideration;
buyer; vendee.
Real estate: Land and those things erected or growing upon it, such as buildings, fences or crops. The
term embraces items such as light, plumbing and heating fixtures when permanently attached.
Retailer: Person doing a retail business, known to the trade and public as such, and selling in commerce
to any user or consumer; also called vendor or seller.
Retail sale: All sales other than wholesale sales.
Sale: The commercial exchange of property or property rights for money, for other property or property
rights, or for a consideration, either immediate or over a period of time, as in an installment or credit
transaction, rent or lease. The term does not include gifts to immediate family members; nor does it
encompass transfers of assets among persons holding ownership interests in those assets providing such
transfers are in direct proportion to their interest in either settlement or rearrangement of those interests—
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such as: the transfer of assets between a partner and a partnership in the formation or dissolution of the
partnership; the transfer of assets between a shareholder and a corporation in the formation or dissolution
of the corporation; the transfer of assets between parent and subsidiary corporations; or the repossession
of private property or property rights by a person with an ownership interest—and the purpose of such
transfers is merely an exchange of assets, not to avoid the national sales and use tax otherwise due.
School: Any institution or person offering training or educational services to the public.
Secondary sales of commercial securities: Any sale or transfer of a commercial security other than its
primary sale or transfer, regardless of the number of times that the security has been sold or transferred.
Redemption of a bond by the initial issuer is not a sale.
Seller: Any person who transfers property or property rights by sale in commerce; a merchant, a retail
dealer, a supplier, a retailer, a vendor; one who offers a service or buys to sell.
Tangible private property: Corporeal private property.
Tax: Either a tax payable by the purchaser of property or of rights to property subject to taxation, or an
aggregate amount of taxes due from the taxpayer, as the context may require.
Taxpayer: Any person obligated to account to the National Tax Service for taxes payable, to be
collected, collected, or due.
Vendee: Purchaser
Vendor: Seller
Wholesale sale: A sale by manufacturers, producers or wholesalers to retail merchants, jobbers, dealers,
or other manufacturers, producers or wholesalers for ultimate resale but not sales made to users or
consumers not for resale, even when made by or to a recognized manufacturer, producer or wholesaler,
the latter sales being deemed retail sales.
Wholesaler: Person doing regularly organized wholesale or jobbing business, known to the trade as such
and selling to retail merchants, jobbers, dealers, or other wholesalers for resale.
Section 2. Findings
The Congress finds that —
(1) contrary to popularly held belief, the progressive income tax is actually regressive because it is often
easily passed through as a hidden tax in the price of goods and services.
(2) the progressive income tax falls most heavily and unfairly on working middleclass citizens who pay
the tax twice, once when it is withheld from their wages and again as a hidden tax in the price of essential
goods and services.
(3) a progressive income tax is counterproductive in that it discourages industry and productive activity.
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(4) taxes based on personal income reduce or eliminate the incentive for recipients of government aid to
become productive citizens.
(5) shifting taxes from productive activity to consumption will encourage the former and discourage the
latter.
(6) individuals of modest means can be protected from the adverse effects of federal taxation by removal
of the hidden elements of current tax policies on productive activity and by exempting groceries, rent,
insurance, medicines, and some categories of previously used articles from consumption taxes.
(7) compensation is required for individuals receiving fixed income payments such as SS and retirement
benefits from the federal government for paying the current national sales and use taxes after having paid
income taxes in prior years.
(8) an income tax, being essentially a uniformly imposed annual tax, provides only a poor means for the
regulation of commerce.
(9) the very nature of the income tax, being administered as a commercial code rather than as positive
law, invites constant congressional lobbying by powerful special interest groups for tax provisions that
benefit themselves, often at the expense of others less able to influence legislation.
(10) to remain constitutional, the current income tax system, as applied to individuals, relies on voluntary
compliance for its success.
(11) voluntary compliance with the federal income tax system is steadily decreasing, the number of nonfilers currently estimated at ten million, making the system increasingly non-enforceable.
(12) a huge “underground” and thus untaxed economy is depriving the government of billions of dollars
of revenue annually.
(13) the reform of the current federal income tax system, as outlined in this Act, is necessary to eliminate
its counterproductive and abusive aspects, to promote social welfare through a more equitable distribution
of the national tax burden, and to improve regulation of the national commerce, all for the benefit of the
American people.
Section 3. Federal Income Tax Abolished
(A) All federal income taxes, regardless of their nature and regardless of the nature of the entity taxed,
with the exception of Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid payroll taxes, are hereby abolished as of 12
o’clock midnight on the date this Act becomes law.
(B) All federal income tax liabilities that were contractually created to become due and payable at some
unspecified future date, such as those involving property transfers or individual retirement accounts,
which are not due and payable as of the date this Act becomes law, are hereby abolished.
(C) All federal income tax liabilities that were due and payable on or before their abolition remain due
and payable.
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Section 4. Revision Of The Internal Revenue Service
(A) The Secretary of the Treasury shall reorganize the Internal Revenue Service, which shall hereafter be
known as the National Tax Service, to administer the collection of the national sales and use tax.
(B) The National Tax Service shall be structured by Regions and Districts, with Regions being defined by
recognized state and territory boundaries, and Districts being defined by federal Congressional districts;
with appropriate Delegations of Authority issued annually to a National Executive Director, to each
Regional Executive Director and to each District Director.
(C) The Secretary of the Treasury shall supervise the organization of the National Tax Service, creating
such rules, regulations and procedures as are consistent with law and as are required to secure the efficient
collection of the national sales and use tax.
(D) The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby charged to structure the National Tax Service and to organize
its rules, regulations and procedures to make the system as paperless as possible and to take maximum
advantage of state sales and use tax systems.
(E) The functions of the existing Internal Revenue Service shall remain in place and continue operation,
concurrent with the new National Tax Service, for one year from the date on which the income tax is
abolished, to complete and close the books on all income tax liabilities that were due and payable on or
before the date of their abolishment. Outstanding income tax liabilities that cannot be cost-effectively
collected within this period will be discharged by writing them off as uncollectible.
(F) The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to expend the additional money necessary to
accomplish the objectives set forth herein, these added expenditures not to exceed in amount the actual
expenditures for federal revenue collection in the previous year.
Section 5. National Sales And Use Tax Imposed
(A) There is hereby levied, and there shall be collected and paid, a tax of 14 percent upon the
consideration or the purchase price paid or the fair market value of the retail sale or use of all property or
rights to property or the conversion of taxable property or services to private or personal use and upon all
secondary sales of commercial investment securities of whatever type, both domestic and foreign, and
upon all sales of commercial enterprises and business investments, in whole or in part, both domestic and
foreign, exchanged in commerce by any person within the jurisdiction of the United States of America,
excepting those items specifically excluded from this national sales and use tax by Act of Congress.
(B) There is hereby levied, and there shall be collected and paid upon gaming activities and services by
the gaming sponsor, a tax of 8 percent of the gross gaming receipts less total gaming payoffs to chance
purchasers and government entities or sponsors, when acting in their governmental capacities only.
(C) Exemptions:
(1) All sales to the United States government, to its departments and institutions, and to its political
subdivisions, when acting in their governmental capacities only;
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(2) All sales of licenses, permits, passports, visas and all charges for public services or user fees made
by the United States government or the governments of the States or Territories of the United States
and their political subdivisions, when acting in their governmental capacities only;
(3) All sales of precious metal bullion, coins, and currency;
(4) All sales made to or by charitable organizations in the conduct of their regular activities or
charitable functions and where their sales are not for profit and are not unduly competitive with sales
made by others subject to the tax;
(5) All sales made to or by nonprofit schools where the items purchased or sold by the school are not
for pecuniary gain, are required for normal rather than extraordinary operation, and where all sales
made to the public—such as books sold at a school-operated book store or tickets to public events or
food service at school-operated cafeterias, snack bars, or student unions—remain taxable;
(6) All sales of drugs dispensed by prescription; of all corrective eyeglasses, contact lenses, or hearing
aids; of all therapeutic agents, devices, appliances, or their related accessories or materials when
furnished, prescribed or recommended by any licensed practitioner of the medical arts for the
treatment or relief of any human impairment or disability; and all compensation or fees paid to
licensed practitioners of the medical arts for their professional services;
(7) All sales in the nature of rents or leases of real estate for which a written agreement exists
providing for the exclusive use by any person for any continuous period of not less than sixty
consecutive days;
(8) All sales of groceries;
(9) All sales of plants, livestock and fish customarily used in the production of food for human
consumption; embraces—all sales of meat cattle, sheep, lambs, poultry, swine, and goats; all sales of
livestock for breeding purposes; all sales of live fish for stocking purposes; all sales of feed for
livestock; all sales of seeds, orchard trees or other plants for food production;
(10) Incidental or occasional sales, not exceeding three events per year, of used tangible private
property where the primary motive for the transaction is trade rather than profit through commerce
and where the transactions are made through use of “want ads” or as a part of a “yard” or “garage”
sale;
(11) Incidental or occasional sales for the purpose of recycling materials;
(12) Fifty percent of the purchase price paid for the retail sale of all used tangible property exchanged
in commerce, excluding remanufactured items sold with warranties exceeding 90 days;
(13) All primary sales of commercial securities and 90% of the current purchase price on options to
purchase primary commercial securities, the tax being due and payable with the acceptance of the
option, whether or not the option to purchase is ever exercised;
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(14) Ninety percent of the purchase price paid for all secondary sales of commercial investment
securities of whatever type, excluding the transferable securities of the United States government and
all its political subdivisions which are exempt from the tax;
(15) All sales of insurance or surety bonds;
(16) Meals provided by employers to employees at their places of employment at no charge or at
reduced charges which are considered as partial compensation for their labor;
(17) The identified and segregated labor portion of written retail contracts, such as professional
service, construction, maintenance and service industry contracts;
(18) Real estate transactions to the extent that the national sales tax has been paid, or would have been
paid had this Act been in force, coincidental with the previous retail transaction or for transactions in
progress when this Act becomes law;
(19) All sales of printed matter of a periodical nature, such as newspapers, magazines, news letters,
directories and sales catalogs that are nonprofit in nature or whose primary purpose is to promote
sales subject to the national sales and use tax or to carry paid advertisements subject to that tax.
(20) Compensation paid for celebrity endorsements to the extent that they are personally promoting or
autographing their own products or talents but not personal endorsements or reproduced stamped or
printed autographs on other commercial products.
(21) Compensation paid for the domestic sale, use or licensing of patents, copyrights, or processes in
domestic production but not foreign sales.
(22) Any premiums, benefits, or alternate currencies, for example, “coupons” or a “free” airline ticket
based on “frequent flyer miles,” derived from taxable transactions in commerce upon which the
imposed tax was collected and whose primary purpose was to promote those taxable commercial
transactions.
Section 6. Liability For And Disposition Of The National Sales And Use Tax
(A) Every seller dealing in commerce shall be liable and responsible for collecting the national sales and
use tax lawfully due and remitting it to the National Tax Service. Purchasers are liable for payment of the
tax to the seller. The tax upon a credit sale of moveable property is due and payable in full at the time of
the sale. The tax upon a credit sale or a contract for sale of immovable property where the purchase price
is paid in installments is due and payable on each installment payment. If any seller transfers, sells,
assigns, or otherwise disposes of an account receivable, they shall be deemed to have received the full
balance of the consideration of the original sale and shall be liable for the remittance of the tax on the
balance of the total sale price not previously reported.
(B) The national sales and use tax is to be collected by the seller from the purchaser only at the retail, end
or final transaction and not from wholesalers, or from intermediate sales of items directly used for or
incorporated into the manufacture of a product to be ultimately sold at retail, or from sales made to
exempt entities such as those made by contractors or subcontractors to the United States government, to
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its departments and institutions and its political subdivisions when acting in their governmental capacities
only, or sales made to qualified exempt organizations.
(C) There is no limit to the number of times a particular article may be subject to the national sales or use
tax. Each time it returns to the stream of commerce, the purchaser must pay and the seller collect and
remit the tax unless the sale is exempt.
(D) The burden of proving that any particular person is liable for payment, collection or remittance of the
national sales and use tax shall be on the National Tax Service.
(E) Tax payments made by a purchaser to a seller and documented by written receipts or certificates
amount to payments by the purchaser to the National Tax Service, discharging their tax liability.
(F) In case of a dispute between the purchaser and seller about whether any particular sale is exempt from
the national sales and use tax, the seller shall collect and the purchaser shall pay such tax and the seller
shall then issue to the purchaser a receipt or certificate showing the name of the seller and the purchaser,
the item or items purchased, the date, price, amount of tax paid, and a brief statement of the claim of
exemption. The purchaser may then apply, within sixty days of the date of the sale, to the District
Director of the National Tax Service of the district in which the purchaser resides or in which the sale was
made for a refund of taxes paid. It is the duty of the District Director, or a duly qualified deputy, to
resolve the question of exemption and to provide written notice of such determination and the appropriate
refund plus interest calculated at the rate of 12 percent annually, where applicable, to the purchaser within
sixty days of the date of the application for refund, subject to review within one year by a court of
competent jurisdiction.
(G) Excess national sales and use tax inadvertently collected must be remitted to the National Tax Service
when not refundable.
(H) Credit Certificates equal to 10 percent of any contribution valued at $250 or more made to qualified
charitable organizations shall be issued by the National Tax Service if the charitable organization is
recognized by the National Tax Service, if it applies for the Credit Certificate in the donor’s name, and if
it submits proof of the contribution with each application. These certificates are applicable to any national
sales and use tax liability.
(I) Remittances discharging a seller’s national sales and use tax liability shall be made in full to the
National Tax Service at any authorized federal depository on or before the tenth day of each month for all
taxable transactions occurring during the previous month. Any seller doing business in two or more
locations which are in different districts may elect to make consolidated deposits and file consolidated
reports in a single district.
(J) Summary documentation, also called a return or report, of monthly tax remittances may be submitted
(postmarked) to the District Director of the National Tax Service of the district in which a tax deposit was
made not less than five working days after the tax due date.
(K) Each seller who, acting as agent for the National Tax Service, submits timely summary
documentation for remitted tax is allowed to deduct 1 percent of tax deposits timely made to offset their
expense in its collection and remittance. They shall also be subject to a penalty of 2.5 percent per month,
cumulative each month to a maximum of 15 percent, for late deposits. Besides the penalty, late deposits
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shall be subject to interest charges at the rate of 1 percent per month. Inadvertent clerical errors are
subject to interest but not penalty charges.
(L) Credit Certificates issued by the National Tax Service are transferable in commerce and shall be
accepted for tax payments at full face value at authorized federal depositories or may be remitted for tax
liabilities with the summary documentation.
(M) Any seller dealing in commerce who sells their business, or stock of goods, or quits business, shall be
liable to file a final return with the National Tax Service within thirty days of such action. The seller’s
successor in the business, if any, becomes liable for the collection and remittance of taxes on future sales
and for taxes due and not remitted on current sales, unless they hold a receipt or certificate showing that
the taxes were paid.
(N) In cases of unusual circumstance, such as a natural disaster or a personal hardship, penalty or interest
charges or any portion thereof on late deposits may be waived by a District Director of the National Tax
Service or by Executive Order of the President of the United States.
(O) Certificates of National Sales and Use Tax Exemption, identified by number and valid for twelve
months, shall be issued to qualified and approved purchasers or sellers within sixty days of the application
date made to a District Director of the National Tax Service. The District Director shall provide forms for
such application and for the certificates and shall have the authority to verify that the purchaser or seller
is, in fact, entitled to exempt status.
(P) Sellers who make sales exempt from the national sales and use tax with valid exemption certificates
issued by the National Tax Service, except those made to the United States government, are required to
maintain records of such sales by item, date of sale and exemption certificate number for two years from
the date of the sale. Sellers may, at their option, provide an itemized summary report to the National Tax
Service of their exemption certificate sales on the same basis as if the sales had been subject to the tax.
Each reporting seller making timely reports shall receive a Credit Certificate applicable to national sales
tax liabilities equal to 0.15 percent of the total amount of exempt sales reported, except those made to the
United States government, to cover the expense in the collection of data and the submission of the
itemized summary report.
(Q) Fifteen percent of the total amount of monies collected by the National Tax Service each month shall
be immediately deposited to the Treasury Reserve Account and may not be transferred, appropriated or
expended by the United States Treasury without authorization of the Board of Governors of the Treasury
Reserve System.
(R) All secondary sales of commercial investment securities of whatever type, both domestic and foreign,
and all sales of commercial enterprises and business investments, in whole or in part, both domestic and
foreign, made by foreign persons not subject to the jurisdiction of the United States to purchasers subject
to the jurisdiction of the United States, whether resident of the United States or of a foreign nation, shall
be made through an independent broker approved by the National Tax Service. The independent broker
shall be liable and responsible for collecting the national sales and use tax lawfully due and remitting it to
the National Tax Service.
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Section 7. Compensation For Tax Policy Changes
(A) Fixed income payments from the federal government to individuals receiving Social Security or
retirement benefits shall be increased by 4.2%, limited to $300 per year, as compensation for paying the
current national sales and use taxes after having paid income taxes in prior years.
(B) To prevent double compensation for high income recipients with full Cost of Living Adjustments
(COLA) protection, as mandated by the government or by private labor contracts, the new national sales
and use taxes are hereby excluding from the calculations of the Consumer Price Index (CPI) which is
used to calculate the Cost of Living Adjustments (COLA).
Section 8. Recovery Of Taxes, Penalty, And Interest
(A) All sums of money imposed by the national sales and use tax and paid by a purchaser to a seller shall
be and remain public money, the property of the United States Treasury, and the seller shall hold the same
in trust for the sole use and benefit of the national government until deposited at an authorized federal
depository.
(B) If a person neglects or refuses to pay, collect or remit the national sales and use tax as required, a duly
qualified Officer of the National Tax Service shall make an assessment, based upon such information as
may be available, of the amount of taxes due for the period for which the taxpayer is alleged delinquent
and shall add thereto the appropriate penalty and interest on such delinquent taxes and shall within ten
days of the date of the determination deliver a written Assessment / Preliminary Notice of Deficiency of
the estimated taxes, penalty and interest to the alleged delinquent taxpayer by first-class certified mail to
their last known address on file with the National Tax Service.
(1) The Assessment / Preliminary Notice of Deficiency shall indicate and include:
(a) the name of the alleged taxpayer,
(b) their last known address on file with the National Tax Service,
(c) the date of the Assessment / Preliminary Notice of Deficiency,
(d) a statement about the alleged taxable activity upon which the alleged tax is due,
(e) the amount of the tax and the date on which it was due,
(f) any penalties and interest due and the date of the accrual thereof.
(C) An alleged delinquent taxpayer may, within thirty days of receiving an Assessment / Preliminary
Notice of Deficiency, request a hearing with a duly appointed Officer of the National Tax Service to
review the facts of the case.
(1) The hearing, when requested, shall be held within thirty days of the request date.
(2) The District Director, or a duly qualified deputy, shall, within ninety days of the date of an
Assessment / Preliminary Notice of Deficiency, review the facts of the case, including the records of
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any hearing(s) held, and shall make a Preliminary Determination based upon the best available
information.
(3) Written notice of the Preliminary Determination shall be delivered to each person receiving an
Assessment / Preliminary Notice of Deficiency by first-class certified mail to their last known address
on file with the National Tax Service. A Preliminary Determination may dismiss the Assessment /
Preliminary Notice of Deficiency, or may revise and reissue an Assessment / Preliminary Notice of
Deficiency, or may issue a Final Notice of Deficiency.
(4) A Final Notice of Deficiency shall indicate and include:
(a) the name of the taxpayer,
(b) their last known address on file with the National Tax Service,
(c) the date of the Final Notice of Deficiency,
(d) the amount of the tax and the date on which it was due,
(e) any penalties and interest due and the date of the accrual thereof, and
(f) a notice of lien that the National Tax Service claims a first and prior lien on the taxpayer’s
business property as provided by law.
(D) A person receiving a valid Final Notice of Deficiency from a District Office of the National Tax
Service may, within thirty days of receiving such notice, challenge the notice by:
(1) remitting the amount of the alleged tax, including any penalties and interest, and filing a written
appeal for refund stating the pertinent facts of the case and the reason(s) for the refund request with
the Regional Executive Director of the National Tax Service, or;
(2) posting a third-party surety or a cash bond for the alleged tax, excluding any penalties and interest,
with the National Tax Service and filing suit for relief with a court of competent jurisdiction, or;
(3) claiming inability to post bond or inability to pay the tax, penalty or interest without suffering
undue damage and petitioning a court of competent jurisdiction for a review of the facts in the case
and, at the court’s discretion, immediate dismissal of all or any part of the alleged liability.
(E) The Regional Executive Director, or a qualified deputy, shall, within sixty days of the date of an
appeal for refund of taxes paid under a Final Notice of Deficiency, review the appeal and issue a Final
Determination. No penalties shall accrue after the date of filing this appeal. A Final Determination shall
either affirm, revise or dismiss the Final Notice of Deficiency. Revisions or dismissals in favor of the
applicant shall be accompanied with an applicable refund of excessive monies paid, if any, plus the
interest due on such monies calculated at the rate of 12 percent annually. The issuance of a Final
Determination by the National Tax Service, whether or not accompanied by a refund, shall not be
construed to prohibit any person from seeking relief for damages from courts of competent jurisdiction.
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(F) Taxpayers who are successful in obtaining relief, including partial relief, in courts of competent
jurisdiction from false allegations of national sales and use taxes owed shall be awarded by the court
monies equal to the sum of their legal fees plus twice the amount of tax relief ordered by the court.
Taxpayers who are unsuccessful in obtaining relief in courts of competent jurisdiction from allegations of
national sales and use taxes owed shall be subject, at the court’s discretion, to the payment of court costs,
of all legal fees, and, in cases where surety rather than cash bonds were posted with the National Tax
Service, the accrued amount, as of the date of the court’s decision, of penalties and interest on taxes owed.
(G) The National Tax Service may treat any taxes, penalties and interest shown on an unchallenged Final
Notice of Deficiency that is more than sixty days old as a debt due the National Tax Service. The District
Director, or a duly qualified deputy, may issue a Notice of Levy against the business goods and business
fixtures of any seller dealing in commerce, said Notice of Levy being delivered by registered mail to the
seller at the seller’s last known address or posted at the seller’s place of business. A Notice of Levy shall
indicate:
(1) the name of the taxpayer,
(2) their last known address on file with the National Tax Service,
(3) the date of the Notice of Levy,
(4) the amount of the tax and the date on which it was due,
(5) any penalties and interest due and the date of their accrual.
(H) In an attempt to settle the alleged tax debt expressed in a Final Notice of Deficiency, ten days after
the delivery or posting of a valid Notice of Levy, the District Director, or a duly qualified deputy, may file
a certified copy of the Notice of Levy with any appropriate local Clerk’s or Recorder’s Office.
(1) Collection of any alleged tax debt by levy may not proceed until a warrant for distraint is issued
by a court of competent jurisdiction. A warrant of distraint may be issued only upon presentment of
facts to create probable cause and supported by a sworn or affirmed oath. The presentment of facts
and oath shall become part of the record against the alleged taxpayer.
(2) Upon issuing a warrant of distraint the District Director, or a duly qualified deputy, may request
the Attorney General or any District Attorney to commence action for recovery of taxes, penalty and
interest due, or may issue a warrant directed to the local Sheriff or to the chief law enforcement
officer of any political subdivision of the States or Territories of the United States, authorizing the
Officer, as provided by law and subject to the additional limitations listed herein, to levy upon, seize
and sell sufficient business goods and business fixtures of the seller as may be found within the
Officer’s jurisdiction. Local Sheriffs or chief law enforcement officers shall be entitled, for the
execution of valid warrants, to such fees as are allowed by law for similar services.
(I) The national sales and use tax shall be a first and prior lien upon the business accounts, business
goods, and business fixtures of any seller dealing in commerce, excepting any stock of perishable goods
sold or for sale in the ordinary course of business, and shall take precedence, except as otherwise
provided herein, on all such business property over other liens or claims of whatsoever kind or nature.
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(1) No notice of lien shall be filed without proper certification. Certification shall indicate and
include:
(a) that an Assessment / Preliminary Notice of Deficiency was properly issued,
(b) that a hearing was held within 30 days or that a hearing was not requested,
(c) that the District Director reviewed the facts within 90 days of the hearing,
(d) that a Preliminary Determination was issued,
(e) that a Final Notice of Deficiency was issued.
(J) The remedies of liens, levies and of garnishment against personal property not used in business shall
not apply to the collection of assessed national sales and use taxes, or to penalties and interest imposed
thereon, if such property can be reasonably identified as not being used in business, nor shall such
collection action be taken against the stockholders of a corporation, other than the responsible officers,
nor against the partners of a partnership, other than the general partner or the responsible officers of the
partnership.
(K) The real or personal property of an innocent third party owner who has made a bona fide lease to a
seller dealing in commerce shall be exempt from tax levies and liens against that seller if such property
can be reasonably identified from the lease description and that the lessee has no present or future
ownership rights to the property listed.
(L) The national sales and use tax for any period, including any associated interest and penalties, shall not
be assessed, nor shall any Notice of Levy be issued, or warrant for collection issued, or suit for collection
begin, nor any other action to collect the same be commenced more than two years after the date on which
the tax was payable or due.
(1) No collection action of any kind, other than suits in courts of competent jurisdiction, shall
continue more than three years after the date on which the tax was due.
(2) A Notice of Levy, even when valid and properly filed, is automatically invalid three years after
the date when the taxes indicated were due.
(3) Before the period of limitation expires, the taxpayer and the District Director, or a duly qualified
deputy, may agree in writing to an Offer in Compromise in partial settlement of taxes due or to an
extension of the limitation for a specified period, and that period may be subsequently similarly
extended.
(M) All liabilities for the national sales and use tax plus any imposed penalties and interest are
immediately dischargeable in an action of bankruptcy by a court of competent jurisdiction.
Section 9. Crime Defined And Punishment Established
(A) It is unlawful for any seller to suggest in any way, directly or indirectly, that the national sales or use
tax imposed on any subject transaction will be assumed or absorbed by the seller, or that it will not be
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added to or included within the purchase price, or that if added to or included within the purchase price it,
or any part of it, will be refunded. Any seller convicted within three years of the date of this offense shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be subject upon each conviction to a fine of not more than
one thousand dollars, or a term of imprisonment of not more than six months, or both.
(B) Any person knowingly participating in one or more sales taxable under this Act and willfully failing
to pay or to collect and remit the tax, or collecting and willfully failing to remit the tax to the National
Tax Service, or of participating in a contrived sale, or conspiring to evade the tax, even when the tax is
disputed, where the cumulative amount of the tax in any consecutive twelve-month period, excluding
interest and penalties, equals more than one hundred dollars but less than one thousand dollars, shall, if
convicted within three years of the offense, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be subject upon
each conviction to a fine of not more than one thousand dollars, or a term of imprisonment of not more
than six months, or both.
(C) Any person knowingly participating in one or more sales taxable under this Act and willfully failing
to pay or to collect and remit the tax, or collecting and willfully failing to remit the tax to the National
Tax Service, or of participating in a contrived sale, or conspiring to evade the tax, even when the tax is
disputed, where the cumulative amount of the tax in any consecutive twelve-month period, excluding
interest and penalties, equals more than one thousand dollars shall, if convicted within three years of the
offense, be deemed guilty of a felony and shall be subject upon each conviction to a fine of not more than
five thousand dollars, or a term of imprisonment of not more than two years, or both.
(D) Any person knowingly making fraudulent use of, or of conspiring to fraudulently use, a Certificate of
National Sales and Use Tax Exemption, whether or not for monetary gain, shall, if convicted within three
years of the date of this offense, be deemed guilty of a felony and shall be subject upon each conviction to
a fine of not more than five thousand dollars, or a term of imprisonment of not more than two years, or
both.
(E) Any person subject the jurisdiction of the United States, whether resident of the United States or of a
foreign nation, convicted of knowingly participating in one or more purchases taxable under this Act
made from foreign persons not subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, without the services of an
approved independent broker, and failing to pay the lawfully due tax, shall be subject to forfeiture of the
entire value of the transaction, or fine of equal value, in addition to other criminal penalties which may
apply.
Section 10. All Inconsistent Acts Repealed
(A) All Acts or parts of Acts inconsistent with the provisions of this part are hereby repealed.
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Appendix A
Part I. Banking and Monetary Reform Explanation and Details
In a battle of knowledge between the lawyer-politicians and the public, the people fight unarmed. An elite
group dominates through legal finesse. It holds the high ground, establishing rule with nothing more than
technical words written on paper and a few simple principles adopted from Lex Mercatoria, nowhere
officially recorded. Its real power emanates from control of America’s institutions, primarily those
dealing directly with monetary and fiscal policy. Misuse of this power for its own purposes, with
considerable encouragement from voters expecting to get something for nothing, led to the nation’s
current economic predicament. The easiest way out of this mess requires new monetary and fiscal
policies. Both systems desperately need renovation.
Monetary policy controls money creation. Most of these rules have changed little since 1913 when they
were first implemented. Despite the modern appearance of the buildings and shiny new computers of the
nation’s financial institutions, our monetary system is antiquated. Modern computers process numbers
faster but do not improve the system’s outdated fundamental operations.
The proposed bill, the National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, increases the efficiency of the
monetary system and immediately eliminates part of the national debt. One way or another, that $44
trillion debt, impossible to pay, must soon be discounted. Under current economic conditions and
systems’ rules, this requires either general depression or hyperinflation. Both methods wipe debt off the
books; both are painful processes. NESARA proposes a third method. By changing the rules it offers an
engineered solution to the problem rather than insisting on additional sacrifice from those who have little
more to contribute.
Modification of the nation’s monetary system starts with the definitions in Section 1 of Part I, Banking
and Monetary Reform. Words often have legal definitions that differ from popular or colloquial usage.
“Dollar” is a unit of measurement, specifically, a unit of weight equal to 371 and 1/4 grains. A price of
ten dollars is semantically equivalent to a price of ten gallons. Gallons? Gallons of what? Practical
applications demand an additional clarification. Individuals usually supply the answer through ignorance
in the form of assumed knowledge. Their stock seems unlimited.
Words build sentences. Sentences frame ideas. Ideas lawfully expressed in statutes become law. Changing
definitions of words after the fact corrupts the law. The lawyer-politicians make effective use of this tactic
with one exception—their attacks on the U.S. Constitution.
In order for it to have reasonable construction the words in the Constitution must be taken at their obvious
historical meaning. In 1824 Chief Justice Marshall wrote, “As men, whose intentions require no
concealment, generally employ the words which most directly and aptly express the ideas they intend to
convey, the enlightened patriots who framed our constitution, and the people who adopted it, must be
understood to have employed words in their natural sense, and to have intended what they have said.”1
On occasion, the lawyer-politicians, attempting to evade clear constitutional intent by changing the
meaning of a word, encounter someone like Justice Mahion Pitney of the 1920 Supreme Court. He
declared that “Congress cannot by any definition it may adopt conclude the matter, since it cannot by
1

Opinion of Chief Justice John Marshall, Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. 1, 6 L Ed 23, p. 68
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legislation alter the Constitution, from which alone it derives its power to legislate, and within whose
limitations alone that power can be lawfully exercised.”2
Definitions are important. Misunderstanding the meaning of words used in the proposed bill might result
in an incorrect interpretation of the statute’s intent when it becomes law. Furthermore, all definitions must
conform to those used in the Constitution. Pay close attention to the specific definitions given for “bills of
credit,” “eagle,” “interest,” “lawful,” “legal,” “legal-tender,” “money,” “payment,” “seigniorage,”
“specie” and “tender.” All of the ideas found in NESARA are based on the simple legal definitions of a
few dozen words.
Section 2 of Part I lists some obvious items as likely findings of Congress. The purpose of this section is
to state the relevant facts about the issue addressed and explain why a new law is needed. New laws
should not be passed without serious justification because their current total volume exceeds the ability of
any human to know, let alone comply with all of them.
Section 3 of Part I acknowledges congressional control of the United States monetary system. This
authority originates with the Constitution, contained in its monetary powers and disabilities
•
•
•
•

Article I, §8, cl. 2—The Congress shall have the Power …To borrow Money on the credit of the
United States[.]
Article I, §8, cl. 5—The Congress shall have the Power …To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof,
and of foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures[.]
Article I, §8, cl. 6—The Congress shall have the Power …To provide for the Punishment of
counterfeiting the Securities and current Coin of the United States[.]
Article I, §10, cl. 1—No State shall …coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make any Thing but gold and
silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts…

Clearly the nation’s monetary system is under the control of Congress.
In Section 4 of Part I Congress exercises its monetary power, directing the United States Treasury to
produce three new kinds of currency: treasury credit-notes, standard silver coin, and standard gold coin.
Treasury credit-notes “in sufficient quantity to replace all outstanding United States legal tender paper
currency of every type” will become the bulk of the nation’s currency. All printing of previously
authorized paper currency is now prohibited. Natural circulation and the resultant wear and tear will
eventually eliminate the old paper currency, predominantly Federal Reserve Notes, except those items
held as collectibles. Existing gold and silver certificates will not be redeemed in specie but are still usable
under their current legal tender status. The bill authorizes but does not mandate production of new silver
certificates and new gold certificates that are redeemable. It also provides general specifications and
limitations for their production along with remedies for failure to meet those limitations.
Congress further directs the Secretary of the Treasury to begin maximum production of standard United
States gold and silver coin according to the general instructions provided. A standard design unchanged
for thirty years and the marking of all coins produced within a decade with the same date works to limit
an excessive exchange value for the coins as collectibles and to promote their circulation.

2

Eisner v. Macomber, 252 U.S. 189, 64 L Ed 521 (1920)
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NESARA opens the public mints to unlimited coinage. Anyone may bring gold or silver bullion to these
mints to be coined. A charge, called seigniorage, keeps them self-supporting. It raises the exchange value
of the standard coin to a point above the exchange value of its bullion content, another way of protecting
its circulation. In addition, seigniorage makes feasible the operation of private mints in competition with
government mints, assuring the efficiency of both. The Secretary of the Treasury is directed to promote
and regulate such operations.
Notice that unlimited coinage at the national mints of privately owned bullion has the effect of monetizing
not just U.S. owned precious metal, but the entire world supply. By honestly following this simple plan
the United States will become the monetary capital of the world, its currency immediately acceptable at
the published exchange-ratios anywhere on the planet. And this is accomplished at no cost to the
government.
The benefits of a moral monetary system extend beyond the borders of any nation. Imagine what would
have happened if the United Nations had adopted this plan and obtained its financial support from a small
tax on the international trade of its members. Undoubtedly, the world today would be a far different place.
Maintaining three types of currency in simultaneous circulation requires practical solutions to two
problems: One is nomenclature; the other is regulation of their exchange-ratios.
The term “dollar” has been corrupted by popular use so far beyond its original constitutional meaning that
its recovery seems improbable. Under these circumstances the most appropriate solution is to assign the
term “dollar” or the symbol “$” without other qualifiers to designate United States Treasury credit-notes
or its subdivisions such as clad token coins and subsidiary token coins of base alloys. In contrast,
terminology designating standard silver coin must contain the word “silver” as a qualifier. The term
“eagle” seems adequate to identify the new standard gold coin. Specific historical coins can be identified
by date and description.
To avoid the problems often encountered with fixed exchange-ratios, Congress directs the Secretary of
the Treasury to determine and publish the exchange-ratios between the various currencies. This method,
established as a matter of law, discharges Congress’s constitutional obligation to “regulate the Value
thereof.”
Treasury credit-notes enjoy a limited legal-tender status as a default medium of exchange. If parties to a
mercantile transaction fail to specify a specific medium of exchange, such as standard silver dollars or
eagles, the courts must assume they intended to use treasury credit-notes. Of course, as the issuing agent,
the government must accept them in payment of all taxes and fees.
Other provisions of this section give the new coinage a distinctive shape, useful for the visually impaired,
and specify the method to compensate for abrasion. NESARA also repeals all existing laws authorizing
government seizure of precious metals for monetary policy purposes or prohibiting the recovery and use
of the bullion content of lawful coin. This enables artists to use either the coin itself or its metal content in
their works. It also encourages public enforcement of the regulation of their exchange-ratio because the
coins may be melted to recover the intrinsically valuable bullion without penalty.
Section 5 of Part I identifies the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 as the Act amended by this bill, using its
original provisions for the dissolution and recovery of assets of the Federal Reserve System. In effect, this
section transfers all rights and ownership of whatever kind that anyone may have in the Fed, everything
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from the dust on its chandeliers to the spiders under its foundations, to the United States Government. It
assimilates the existing Federal Reserve System into the United States Treasury as the United States
Treasury Reserve System and creates a new Board of Governors. The character of this new Board is
established by specifying that twelve of its thirteen officers are ordinary citizens representing their
districts, a design patterned after the jury system.
To encourage only conservative actions, NESARA reduces the current wide range of sometimes
confusing and often conflicting objectives imposed on the existing Federal Reserve System to the single
objective of maintaining a long-term, stable exchange value for the new treasury credit-notes. Every
action by the new Board of Governors requires an affirmative vote by nine of its thirteen officers.
Some of the Board’s prerogatives are expanded. The existing Federal Open Market Committee of the
Federal Reserve System is abolished, its powers and responsibilities transferred to the new Board of
Governors. Also, a special account within the United States Treasury Reserve System called the Treasury
Reserve Account is established, to be administered at its sole discretion.
Section 6 of Part I renames the twelve existing private Federal Reserve Banks as Treasury Reserve
Banks, now public entities. It establishes a requisition and accounting method for the Treasury to track the
production and distribution of treasury credit-notes. Denominations larger than $100 are allowed,
provided their circulation is not public.
All financial instruments held by the twelve United States Treasury Reserve Banks shall be delivered to
the Office of the Director of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System and exchanged for
treasury credit-notes from the Treasury Reserve Account at an equivalent face value of one for one. These
treasury credit-notes may then be used for the ordinary operating expenses of the Treasury Reserve
Banks. This will effectively eliminate or keep the necessary charges for their services very low for an
extended period. It also provides one method of slowly releasing them into general circulation, preventing
economic shock. Once these funds have been expended, the Treasury Reserve Banks must charge a
sufficient amount for their services to remain self-supporting.
As the obligations of the United States are received in the Office of the Director of the Treasury Reserve
System, they will be delivered to the Secretary of the Treasury. Appropriate action by the Secretary
cancels them out of existence. Notice that all commercial instruments other than those of the United
States, such as private commercial paper and the financial instruments of other nations, remain under the
control of the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System.
The Office of Comptroller of the Currency becomes responsible for regulation of the United States
Treasury Reserve Banks. Except for an absolute prohibition against making dispersals from accounts that
contain no funds, they continue normal operations. Their exact status is deliberately left as an open
question. The Comptroller of the Currency may operate them under commercial contracts or the current
staff might become government employees. It is contemplated that, at some future time, their physical
assets and ordinary banking functions might be sold back into the private sector. This option should be
kept open.
United States Treasury Reserve Banks now operate as direct agents of the Treasury. They obtain the
standard gold and silver coin from the Treasury as it becomes available. Individuals may exchange their
paper currency for coin at the published ratios.
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Section 7 of Part I compensates the former owners of the private Federal Reserve Banks for cancellation
of their outstanding capital stock. They are paid in newly printed treasury credit-notes at the price
previously fixed by law. Stock not redeemed in 90 days becomes worthless.
All government obligations, both foreign and domestic, held by the nation’s commercial banks are
exchanged for treasury credit-notes, on a dollar for dollar basis, with their district Treasury Reserve
Banks. Ultimately, the Secretary of the Treasury cancels the U.S. obligations. The new law prohibits
commercial banks from purchasing or holding the income-producing instruments of the United States, or
those of other nations, effectively eliminating much of their influence on monetary policy.
These actions amount to a direct reduction of the public debt, and at virtually no cost. To see how this is
accomplished, follow the money’s path. The Treasury prints new money, swapping it for the
government’s income-producing obligations held by the old Federal Reserve System. When this system is
absorbed into the Treasury, it gets that money back, essentially paying itself for its own obligations with a
small printing cost. Using this money again, the Treasury buys its income-producing obligations currently
held by more than ten thousand of the nation’s banks, either as fractional reserves or for their own
investment accounts. The Secretary of the Treasury then cancels these government obligations,
eliminating billions of dollars of public debt.
By limiting commercial bank reserves to treasury credit-notes, which produce no direct income, the
national economy remains largely unaffected. Most of the exchanged treasury credit-notes rest quietly in
bank vaults as reserves, out of the stream of commerce. Because they are not in public circulation, they do
not bid the price of consumer goods higher.
Swapping treasury credit-notes for the government’s income-producing obligations is remarkably fair. It
prevents taxpayer support of the banks through double use of the same funds, first as income producers
for the banks and then as an expansion base for the banks’ monetization of the public’s debt. From now
on, commercial banks must earn their living through direct service to the community, not at taxpayers’
expense.
Similarly, the private debt of the American people can be reduced by astronomical amounts simply by
requiring repayment of principal on secured loans before a bank begins to earn the monetization-fee and
by prohibiting compounded monetization-fees. These rules would only apply to financial institutions that
make secured loans on a fractional reserve basis. Such loans are nothing more than monetization of the
borrower’s own debt, an extension, not of bank credit, but of the national credit through the bank’s license
to create money.
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Current loan equations based upon compounded interest:

T = P (1 + i )

n

where:
T = total amount of debt
P = principal; equal to the original investment
i = interest rate per interval, expressed as a decimal
n = number of equal intervals

R = L

i
−n
1 − (1 + i )

where:
R = amount of periodic payment
L = amount of the loan
i = interest rate per interval, expressed as a decimal
n = number of equal payments
New loan equations based upon simple monetization fee:
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M b = LRr
Cb = nM b = LC f
where:
Rr = repayment rate, $ per $ per month
n = number of equal payments, months
fm = bank monetizing-fee per month, expressed as a decimal
Cf = cost factor for the loan
L = amount of the loan
Mb = base monthly payment
Cb = base cost for the loan
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Applying these rules to outstanding loans immediately reduces the private debt of the American people.
Lowering the debt-service burden associated with secured loans allows an ordinary working family a
modern lifestyle it can afford. It also assures that the banks fulfill a very necessary “public purpose”
which, as the Supreme Court noted in 1896, was the reason for their creation by the government.
Banks are compensated for this midstream change in rules in several ways—by a monthly service charge
not exceeding 25 dollars, retroactively and on future loans, and by origination fees and points on new
loans. The total service charges for any one converted loan must not exceed 50% of the savings to the
borrower for the conversion. Discount points are limited to a maximum of 5 percent of the principal loan
amount and reduced proportionally as the annualized rate of the monetization-fee increases. This
encourages low rates.
Under these rules, and in the absence of fraud, bank failures and taxpayer bailouts become a thing of the
past. It will be almost impossible to suffer loss on a secured domestic loan with the principal paid up
front. And, in contrast to the perpetual expansion of compounded interest charges, the new repayment
equations always converge to zero under any repayment plan. Defaults occur only if the borrower fails to
make the payments specified in the original contract or to arrange for new terms through renegotiation.
The Office of the Comptroller of the Currency is responsible for the day-to-day regulation and normal
operation of the nation’s commercial banks. With all regular banking operations controlled from this
office, the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve System can concentrate on monetary policy.
Several restrictions are imposed by Congress on all financial institutions operating within the jurisdiction
of the United States. To avoid the appearance of impropriety they may not grant loans to themselves nor
to their directors, major stockholders, officers or employees or to members of their immediate families.
To reduce public confusion, and the opportunity for mismanagement of funds, separate accounts of record
must be maintained for each type of currency. Converting funds between any two of the three different
types of accounts requires the written authorization of the owner.
To avoid legal confusion with credit-note dollar accounts, all such accounts are general warrant
deposits—fungible accounts allowing banks to return property like-for-like, and all demand credit-note
dollar accounts are strictly custodial accounts. Deposits to other types of credit-note dollar accounts, such
as certificates of deposit, require the depositor to be informed about and acknowledge the account
contractual status. This helps to avoid confusion with credit-note dollar accounts.
All gold and silver accounts are custody accounts only, the ownership of these funds remaining vested in
the depositor. These specie accounts earn no income because they can never be used as fractional reserves
for credit expansion or as the basis for loans. A financial institution may even impose service charges for
their maintenance. Checkable accounts or travelers checks on gold or silver accounts are strictly
prohibited, blocking another avenue for fraudulent activity.
On the positive side, gold and silver accounts help satisfy Congress’s moral and constitutional obligations
for creating a lawful currency system. Individuals not wishing to participate in a fractional reserve money
system have a clear alternative. If a financial institution fails, the owners of gold and silver accounts
receive preferential treatment for recovery of their funds. Such accounts may also prove useful in
international trade.
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This bill forces no one to use hard currency. A casual look at the figures and that impractical dream of the
‘goldbugs’ evaporates like dew in the hot morning sun. The United States holds a trifle more than 260
million troy ounces of gold as monetary reserves, roughly 28 percent of the world’s total, or about one
eagle for every citizen. Selling it at $400 per ounce, above the current market price, raises only a little
more than $100 billion. That amount pays approximately five months interest on the nation’s outstanding
debt.
What about silver? True, the U.S. Treasury owns more silver than gold but it is worth much less. The
world’s total reserve base is only about 420,000 metric tons. Coin all of it into silver dollars, nearly 17.5
billion of them, and sell them at $4 each, a little more than the current market price. The total, $70 billion,
will not pay the interest charge on the national debt for four months.
Merely hinting that the United States intended to sell all its gold and silver at market prices would drop
their value into the cellar. Mining stocks would plummet. Gold and silver mines would close as their
operation became unprofitable. It would be much cheaper to mine the U.S. Treasury.
Monetizing all the nation’s gold and silver will not pay any portion of the national debt. Bank accounts in
lawful money will be restrictive, earn no interest and may suffer the insult of maintenance charges. It is
most unlikely that specie will return to general circulation. Much of it remained in bank vaults even while
the nation was on various metallic standards. Facing these difficulties, why bother with a complex system
using three types of currency?
With a cast of characters selected and the stage set, use your imagination and let the play begin. Suppose
that Congress instructs the Treasury to sell small-denomination, nontransferable interest-bearing gold and
silver savings bonds to U.S. citizens through their bank specie accounts. These bonds are redeemable in 5
to 20 years, interest paid annually, calculated in specie but paid in treasury credit-notes at the current
exchange-ratio. Americans could exchange their paper currency for lawful money, deposit it in a specie
bank account, then convert those funds to interest-bearing gold or silver savings bonds.
This immediately creates a tremendous circulating market for the Treasury’s gold and silver coin, most of
which never leaves its vaults. The sale of $50 billion in specie bonds at par removes that amount in paper
currency from general circulation. Because they are nontransferable, the bonds never enter the stream of
commerce and cannot replace the paper currency. Nor can they be used as bank reserves. Due to the
expansion factor built into the fractional reserve monetary system, the nation’s available currency and
credit drops, perhaps by $500 billion.
At the least this move is sharply deflationary, and probably recessionary. Since the nation’s aggregate of
currency and credit is only about $3,000 billion, the government would have to increase the money supply
before the economy collapsed. Suppose Congress decides to accomplish this by redistributing the
proceeds from the bond sales as restricted bank reserves, setting the restricted reserve requirement at 10
percent. State and local governments could borrow funds for infrastructure projects from local banks
equal to 10 times the reserve amounts, provided taxpayers agree to new taxes to repay the loans.
Everybody wins. The federal government, using the bullion now collecting dust at the Treasury, redirects
a significant portion of net national production toward rebuilding a crumbling America—new roads,
bridges, and other public facilities including water supply and waste disposal plants. Bankers earn a fee
for handling the transaction. Voters get back into the loop. Proposed projects die without local approval.
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And, because principal is repaid before the monetization-fee, low debt-service factors on long-term
projects keep the cost down and taxes low.
If this strategy seems vaguely familiar, it should. Jay Cooke would recognize it as the flip side of his plan
to finance the Civil War. In this instance the government leverages its gold and silver to generate billions
of dollars for much-needed capital improvements. Wise selection of public projects will increase national
efficiency, ultimately lowering the nation’s debt. The financing technique employed is an adaptation of
the Guernsey plan. It keeps local bankers and voters directly involved where it counts the most, their
pocketbooks.
Other versions of this general strategy may apply in international commerce. A foreign nation—China,
Russia, India, South Africa—having gold and needing technological assistance and investment capital for
infrastructure projects might find both in an American corporate partner. Suppose that the foreign gold is
delivered to the U.S., coined and deposited in a gold account. With Congressional approval, those funds
are converted to gold savings bonds, the proceeds being designated as restricted bank reserves for a loan
to finance a specified project.
Everybody wins again. The foreign partner gets an infrastructure project—a national communications
system, power production or transmission facilities, a water or sewage treatment plant, heavy construction
equipment, etc.—financed at a very low debt-service burden. An American corporation gets a major
international sale, creating local jobs and reducing this nation’s trade deficit. The bank earns its fee and,
after loan repayment, the gold is returned with interest, or perhaps recycled into a new project.
When conventional solutions fail, consider creative alternates. Fair deals work for everybody. Foreign aid
projects that benefit the American taxpayer while helping others make good sense.
Section 8 of Part I imposes a progressive excise tax on the monetization-fee or interest income of all
financial institutions or persons who make commercial loans of currency for profit. These provisions raise
revenue for the government but also, and perhaps more important, discourage excessive debt-service
burdens. This tax is especially appropriate for those financial institutions that use a government-issued
license to operate a fractional reserve system.
In Section 9 of Part I Congress creates a United States Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index.
This index, initially set at 100, tracks the exchange value of treasury credit-notes. Congress then directs
the Board of Governors of the Treasury Reserve to adjust the sum of the nation’s currency and credit to
maintain that value, setting the target range between 97 and 103. These provisions eliminate the
conflicting goals of monetary policy.
The Board of Governors administers monetary policy through four major regulation tools: 1) by setting
the percentage of reserves required of commercial banks; 2) by setting the national discount interest rate,
the rate at which commercial banks may borrow funds from their district Treasury Reserve Banks; 3) by
purchasing income-producing United States Treasury obligations in the open market; and 4) by
impounding and extinguishing funds within the Treasury Reserve Account or by transferring funds from
the Treasury Reserve Account to the United States Treasury.
To curb some problems inherent in fractional reserve systems, NESARA provides for new or modified
regulation tools.
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One of the most troubling problems is associated with the credit expansion and contraction multiplier
factor. A 5 percent reserve requirement sets it at 20, the reciprocal of the reserve percentage expressed as
a decimal number (1 divided by 0.05 = 20). Most of the trouble occurs during periods of monetary
contraction, the Great Depression being a notable example. As the nation’s total stock of money falls, the
banks, forced below their reserve requirements, call in loans. To improve their loan/reserve ratio they may
call in loans from some of their best, most solid customers. Local bankers do not repossess the family
farm out of malice. Heaven forbid they should ride a tractor for a living! They are compelled to act by
banking rules they never wrote.
Few people protest a large multiplier factor during monetary expansion, with the economy booming and
money flowing freely. But on the downside, good hardworking people get hurt. Unable to pay off their
loans, they go broke, slowing down the economy and making a bad situation worse. Engineers call this
system nonlinear and describe it as operating with a negative stability factor. People ruined by it call the
system an atrocity.
A more charitable attitude blames inadequate design. One set of uniform rules applied despite condition
or consequence explains a large part of the problem. To improve the character of fractional reserve
systems, change the rules.
Banks that temporarily fall below their reserve requirements, particularly when the cause is a sudden shift
in national monetary policy, are not necessarily insolvent. Under NESARA’s rules they are not penalized
if they make no new loans until 90 days after their reserve ratio recovers and if they do not call for
immediate repayment of any outstanding loans that are performing within normal limits. A bank is
declared insolvent only when its reserves fall below 50 percent.
To improve its reserve ratio a bank may borrow funds from its district Treasury Reserve Bank at the
national discount interest rate set by the Board of Governors. Each district Treasury Reserve Bank may
obtain these funds from the Treasury Reserve Account, paying that account one-half of the interest
income earned as a fee for their use. This provides a source of income to the Treasury Reserve Banks,
possibly reducing their charges for other banking services.
A fifty-fifty split of interest income between the Treasury Reserve Banks and the Treasury Reserve
Account is arbitrary, there being no compelling reason for Treasury Reserve Banks to pay a fee. Other
figures in the bill, such as the amount of excise tax imposed on monetization-fee or interest income and
the target range for the Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index, are equally arbitrary. Congress must
set the final numbers which should be based on studies of computer simulations of the economy.
The Board of Governors may purchase income-producing United States Treasury obligations from the
open market with treasury credit-notes. Their former prerogative of selling these obligations vanished
with the requirement to transfer all they receive to the Secretary of the Treasury for cancellation. Buying
on the open market adds treasury credit-notes to the economy, increases bank reserves and expands
national credit through use of the multiplier factor. It also reduces the national debt because of the
cancellation process. But, under NESARA’s new rules, the Board of Governors cannot reverse the
process since they cannot sell what they do not have. This prohibits them from increasing the national
debt, an option best left in the hands of an elected Congress and its authorized agent, the United States
Treasury.
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To offset this loss, NESARA gives the Board of Governors a powerful new regulation tool. They may
impound and extinguish funds within the Treasury Reserve Account or disburse them in one of several
ways, effectively using the multiplier factor to contract or expand national credit.
The Treasury Reserve Account functions as a currency reservoir, acting as a shock absorber during
periods of rapid economic change. Part of the national sales tax collection is diverted to this account,
making it a potent tool for fine tuning the economy. Control of these funds enables the Board of
Governors to execute national monetary policy without the usual abrupt shifts in interest rates or in the
reserve requirements for commercial banks.
During periods of national prosperity,—a thriving economy, government revenues increasing and
expenditures for public support programs decreasing—funds accumulating in the Treasury Reserve
Account could be used to retire part of the national debt. Keynesian economists, those who advocated
deficit spending in times of depression, now have the opportunity to test the second half of their theory,
using surpluses to pay off debt in times of abundance.
Section 10 of Part I provides a method for eliminating the unfair advantage that banks operating on a
fractional reserve basis have over other financial institutions, such as limited membership credit unions
serving their local communities. NESARA enables them to operate on a restricted fractional reserve basis,
either individually or as an association, by meeting certain minimum requirements and obtaining a limited
bank charter. Alternately, they may achieve the same objective as a partner with an existing bank.
In Section 11 of Part I Congress authorizes new types of postal money orders conforming to the three
types of standard currency. A distinctive color for each type helps prevent misunderstandings. Because
postal money orders must be purchased with cash, those denominated in silver dollars or eagles are issued
only in integer units of standard coin.
Maximum limits are set on each postal money order purchased by type: 1,000 silver dollars, 10 eagles,
and 1,000 treasury credit-note dollars. Regardless of type, the fee for each is one dollar. Note that the use
of the term ‘dollar’ without other qualifiers designates a treasury credit-note or its subdivisions in clad or
base metal coin. Except in unusual circumstances, any United States Post Office within the jurisdiction of
the United States is required to redeem postal money orders in the designated currency within three
working days of their submittal for collection. Examples of reasonable exceptions include “inability to
perform” such as during catastrophic events — fires, earthquakes, storms, etc. — or with post offices
located aboard U.S. ships at sea.
Section 12 of Part I deals with enforcement of the Act. Willful violation of its monetary and fiscal
responsibility provisions resulting in aggregate losses exceeding 5,000 dollars in any 12-month period is a
felony. The penalty for each conviction is a fine not exceeding 5,000 dollars, or a term of imprisonment
of not more than 5 years, or both. Each conviction for willfully counterfeiting or circulating substandard
silver or gold coin earns a fine not exceeding 10,000 dollars, or a term of imprisonment of not more than
20 years, or both. Though not the death penalty imposed by the Founding Fathers in the Coinage Act of
1792, this is definitely enough to get one’s attention.
Other provisions of this section encourage citizen enforcement. A reward of 10 eagles is offered for
providing information leading to the conviction of one or more individuals in willful violation of its
provisions. The redemption by the United States Treasury on demand in specie of any new United States
Silver Certificates or United States Eagle Certificates produced under this legislation is paramount for a
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moral monetary system. Congress therefore directs that the Treasury shall pay a penalty of 5 eagles for
any failure in this regard.
Section 13 of Part I simply repeals all previous legislation or any parts of previous legislation
inconsistent with the provisions of this part.
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Appendix B
Part II. National Sales and Use Tax Explanation and Details
The most important action Congress can take to put America on the road to recovery is to replace the
federal income tax with a uniform excise tax on consumption. Only one myth stands in the way—the
misconception that a national retail sales tax is always regressive, that it falls hardest on those who must
spend most of the money they earn out of necessity, not choice. Discrediting that myth destroys the
income tax.
Consider the fabled poor family of four. At a minimum wage of $5.15/hour, two full-time wage earners
provide an annual income of $21,424, (2 workers x $5.15/hour x 40 hours/week x 52 weeks/year =
$21,424).
According to the March 1999 Current Population Survey by the U.S. Census Bureau, this annual salary
places the family in the 2nd Quintile ($12,040 to $25,560) of income, and provides only $4,724 more than
the $16,700 Poverty Guideline set by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services for 1999.
This hard-working family’s income is only 28% above the poverty level. With careful money
management the family members squeeze by each year, living modestly day-to-day. For them real
middle-class status is a distant dream. Yet millions of Americans earning less envy this family as does
most of the rest of the world earning much less.
With standard deductions, filing jointly, and standard child care credit, this family pays no federal income
tax.
Suppose Congress replaces the income tax with a 14% national sales and use tax; but exempts the
necessities of life such as groceries, rents or leases of real estate, insurance, and medical items and
services. Unlike other families earning a higher income, abolishing the federal income tax immediately
adds no extra income to this family’s monthly income.
Of course, this family will be affected by the new federal retail sales and use tax. If 90% of the family’s
income is spent on necessities—nontaxable items, a reasonable figure for a poor family, the taxes actually
paid becomes 14% of the remainder, or $299.94 ($21,424 x 10% x 14%).
At first glance, this appears to be an annual net loss of $299.94, making a national sales tax a bad choice,
but what about those hidden embedded income taxes and the cost of collection?
When spending money for necessities the family pays directly for the goods and services received, and
pays indirectly all of the hidden embedded costs of the income tax. The hidden embedded cost of the
income tax affects all purchases. Assuming the national sales tax system is a mere 2.5% more efficient
than the current income tax system (a conservative estimate), this family will avoid an additional $535.60
of hidden embedded taxes (2.5% x $21,424), providing an annual net savings of $235.66 per year (–
$299.94 + $535.6).
As does every family and person, people near or below the poverty line, about 14% of the nation, daily
pay income taxes and their associated collection costs hidden in the price of necessities. Eliminating these
hidden embedded costs effectively increases everyone’s standard of living by at least 2.5%.
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Furthermore, replacing the current income tax with a 14% national sales and use tax provides an
approximate 4.85% rise in true purchasing power for every additional quarter per hour earned by
workers. For purposes of discussion, ignore for the moment the hidden embedded effects of the income
tax. If the two wage earners of the family earn only $6.07/hour, this family starts paying a federal income
tax. With a 14% national sales and use tax, the two wage earners in the fabled family of four need earn
only $6.61/hour each to see the sales tax directly offset current federal income taxes and realize a rise in
effective purchasing power.
The hidden embedded effects of the income tax cannot be ignored. Therefore, in addition to a true rise in
purchasing power caused by the higher wage, a minimal 2.5% rise in purchasing power is caused by only
2.5% improved efficiency in the tax system. A higher efficiency causes an even higher rise in purchasing
power.
Regardless of the wage earned when the fabled family of four starts paying a federal income tax,
converting instead to a national sales tax causes purchasing power to rise significantly.
Remember that the primary purpose of the 1942 Victory Tax was to control consumption, not to raise
revenue efficiently. The tax evolved into a potent tool for political power brokers. Their power rests on
their ability to manipulate the system, to give special favors to their supporters and contributors. Thus,
politicians have an overriding vested interest in maintaining the current system even at the cost of a
reduced standard of living for the American people. A national sales and use tax is a moral tax because
political lobbyists and power brokers cannot as easily manipulate the revenue collection and spending
schemes.
Another proposal for protecting lower income groups is with a periodic cash allotment. A payment of
$500 per year to every man, woman and child comprising the lowest 20 percent of the nation’s income
distribution would cost the government $26 billion annually, roughly the amount of the food stamp
program. Under this plan a poor family of four receives cash payments of $2,000 per year.
That $26 billion seems like a large sum until compared to an estimated cost of $100 billion just to collect
the corporate income tax. Abolish all income taxes, pay the allotment and the nation nets a $74 billion
reduction in hidden corporate tax collection costs.
Increasing the efficiency of the tax collection system reduces everyone’s burden. Think of the income tax
system as an ordinary job such as digging a ditch. Because of some silly bureaucratic rule, the first hour
every morning is spent throwing dirt into the ditch. The rest of the day you work to remove that dirt and
continue digging. Each day you follow the same procedure, wasting your efforts the first hour plus
working an additional hour to recover.
In frustration you might decide to skip work for the first two hours every day. At the end of each day the
net gain in length of the ditch remains the same. A more ingenious plan is to report for work every day
one hour late, avoiding the bureaucrat’s silly rule. The result is higher efficiency, digging more ditch with
less work.
Obviously, even old familiar things are not always what they seem. Conventional wisdom is based on
perspective. In this light the definitions in Section 1 of Part II, National Sales and Use Tax give explicit
legal meaning to some selected prosaic words. Notice the complexities of seemingly simple words like
“groceries” and “sale.”
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Do all items of food and drink marketed for human consumption qualify as groceries? Not necessarily. If
you select and purchase an assortment of doughnuts over the counter at a bakery or delicatessen, even if
the facility is located within a grocery store, you pay a national sales tax. Buy similar prepackaged items
from the shelves of a grocery store and you avoid the tax. The distinction exists in intent. When a facility
acts as a manufacturer, selling its food or drink products for human consumption through a grocery store,
no national sales tax is imposed.
Is a sale always a sale—in every exchange of property for a valuable consideration? One might be
inclined to think so until learning that some courts have held that love and affection can be a valuable
consideration. It is not the intent of NESARA to tax noncommercial transactions even when they have the
appearance of being a sale. Typical examples include property exchanged between family members, as
when parents ‘sell’ the old family car to one of their children. The same idea extends in principle to the
‘legal families’ of partnerships and corporations. In both cases the offer is never made to the public nor
with a motive of profit. These types of transactions are not considered sales unless they are contrived or
structured for the purpose of avoiding the tax.
The word “coin” provides another good example of viewpoint. Though used as a noun in both Parts I and
II of the bill, its definition changes with circumstances. The monetary considerations of Part I call for
emphasizing its self-identifying intrinsic value and current use as a medium of exchange. Part II expands
this definition in the time domain and deletes all self-identifying requirements. Here the definition easily
recognizes the coins of antiquity, modern coinage, or any future coins, provided they are of metal and
during any period were officially sanctioned by some nation as a medium of exchange.
Section 2 of Part II lists some probable Congressional findings, several being intuitively obvious to the
most casual observer. They boil down to a stern criticism of the nation’s so-called progressive income tax
system. By almost any measure it is an appalling failure. Any one of its counterproductive features
supplies ample justification for its elimination.
One item is conspicuously absent from the list—the fact that nobody understands the eight volumes of
fine print comprising the Internal Revenue Code, including its authors, the Congress. And it is unlikely
that they will care to note that less than two dozen pages of simple rules replaces and outperforms their
incomprehensible tax system.
Section 3 of Part II abolishes the national income tax as of 12 o’clock midnight on the date the Act
becomes law. Expect the vested interests, primarily the lawyer-politicians and tax lobbyists who derive
power and make a living from tax law manipulation, to complain that this action is too sudden, to demand
a transition period. They will fight a holding action, insisting on phasing out the income tax as if flogging
you a little bit less each day is somehow better for you than just quitting. Their actual intention emulates a
pattern set in Europe—reduce the income tax, add consumption taxes, then raise the income tax, ending
with both.
All income tax liabilities that were not due and payable when the Act becomes law vanish. Technically,
millions of people owe taxes on gains they supposedly made when selling property or on deferred
income, perhaps invested in retirement accounts. Taxes on those paper gains, gains that were largely
imaginary because of inflation, are abolished. On the other hand, any taxes due and payable on a specific
date before the Act becomes law are still due and payable.
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Section 4 of Part II places responsibility for reorganization of the Internal Revenue Service as the
National Tax Service with the Secretary of the Treasury. Congress directs the Secretary to structure the
National Tax Service along recognized state and territory boundaries and to create any rules, regulations
and procedures required for efficient collection of the national sales and use tax. Districts are also
organized according to Congressional districts, thereby providing more accountability of District
Directors to representatives. A practical approach makes use of existing state sales tax systems where
available and keeps paperwork to a minimum.
Cost being relatively unimportant, this project has no detailed budget. By the time the bean counters could
generate an accurate estimate the job will be complete. The situation is akin to having a bursting
appendix. America needs an appendicitis operation this afternoon—discussions of costs, if any, will come
later. Congress allocates initial funding for the project equal to actual expenditures for federal revenue
collection in the previous year.
During the first year after the Act becomes law, the Internal Revenue Service continues to function,
closing the books on outstanding income tax liabilities. Any that cannot be cost-effectively collected
within that year will be discharged by writing them off.
This reverses the standard IRS policy that cost is never a consideration in collection efforts. The only
purpose for spending large sums in attempts to collect small sums was public intimidation. Americans
were annually treated to well-publicized examples of what could happen to them if they failed to pay their
taxes voluntarily. Morality aside, the policy might have been justified if it worked. It failed, and in the
process drove a significant portion of the economy underground. With the abolishment of the income tax
system it goes into history’s trash can, exactly where it belongs.
Section 5 of Part II imposes a national sales and use tax of 14 percent on the retail sale or use of all
property, both domestic and foreign, exchanged in commerce by any person within the jurisdiction of the
United States. The first requirement of this tax is that it replaces dollar for dollar all revenue lost with the
demise of the income tax.
Congress must set the actual tax rate, 14 percent being a judicious suggestion based on computer
simulations of the national economy. With the anticipated increase in economic productivity and tender
hopes for prudent government, that initial rate drops. After a few years one estimate puts it as low as 7
percent, others at around 9 percent. All estimates are established on various assumptions for many factors.
Experts argue over the validity of their assumptions and the impacts of numerous factors in their
economic models. Most agree on one thing—the size of a uniform tax rate generating a given amount of
revenue depends on the volume of taxable sales.
Secondary sales of securities are taxed at 10 percent of the full sales tax rate. Within the philosophy of a
sales tax, taxing secondary stock sales is fair, largely paid by wealthy people just relieved of income and
capital gains taxes. The tax is low enough to prevent capital flight from the country and high enough to
raise substantial amounts of revenue. More importantly, this tax discourages market speculation, the
constant moving of money to make money in the short run rather than into long-term productive
investments. Long-term investors are largely unaffected by this tax.
NESARA distinguishes between initial public offerings and secondary transfers of stock. NESARA
encourages new commercial investment because initial issues of stocks and bonds are not subject to the
national sales tax, only trades in the secondary market. Initial investments build businesses; secondary
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trades merely swap ownership. Stock certificates are property and proof of company ownership. Whereas
initial stock purchases capitalize a new venture, secondary exchanges are really nothing more than
property sales in the commercial retail market and thus subject to any sales tax.
Exemptions are fun. Eliminating many of life’s necessities from the national tax base nullifies much of
the argument that a sales tax is always regressive. It gives Congress opportunities to tinker with tax law,
one of its favorite pastimes. But it also puts Congress on the horns of a dilemma—with sales volume a
constant, every item deleted from the tax base means that it must raise the tax rate or settle for less
revenue. Hold revenue constant and the delight of tax exemptions comes with the distress of higher tax
rates, a very visible tax that the public pays each day of the year.
Why not exempt everything? A radical thought but perhaps not unreasonable. Abolish all income taxes,
forget replacing them with a national sales tax, and the nation still has an annual income of over $570
billion from other sources. That amount covers every penny spent by the federal government in 1979 and
leaves a $67 billion surplus. In other words, all federal income taxes now collected, an amount equal to 54
percent of the annual budget, pays only the extra cost heaped on the public by Congress in the last 17
years. Do not hold your breath in expectation. The facts merely show how far and fast the nation slipped
downhill and the potential for improvement.
NESARA imposes a tax of 8 percent on the gross profits of gaming sponsors, that is, 8 percent of gross
gaming receipts less total gaming payoffs to chance purchasers and government entities. Some people
would argue that this is an income tax (receipts – payoffs = gross income) and not a one-time excise in
the nature of a retail sales tax. A reasonable argument except that the nature of gaming is different in that
the activity is considered illegal unless licensed by the government and the government always claims its
share of the take as a “partner” in any licensed activity. Taxing the sale of chances when initially
purchased would treat the exchange more like a retail event and would answer the objection, but then the
government would receive all of that revenue plus its share of the take as a “partner”, that is, double
taxation.
Currently, gaming payoffs to individuals are taxable income when in excess of gaming losses so, under
NESARA, the government would lose that source of revenue. The new provision recovers that revenue
without double taxation and individuals still get a better deal with the elimination of the personal income
tax and the need to keep records.
Sales to federal, state and local government agencies, when acting in their official capacities, are not
taxable transactions. Neither are sales of licenses, permits, passports, visas and all charges for public
services or user fees made by these agencies. If raising additional revenue is the intent, charges for each
item can be increased. Without competitive alternatives the public has no choice but to pay. Other types
of sales by government agencies, such as the disposal of surpluses at an auction, are taxable unless
excluded by further exemptions.
Under NESARA, all sales of precious metal bullion, coins and currency are untaxed. Taxing these
exchanges skews the monetary system by degrading the standards. Imagine going into a bank with two $5
bills to ‘buy’ a $10 roll of quarters and being charged a national sales tax on the transaction. The same
principle applies to exchanges involving treasury credit-notes, precious metal bullion, silver dollars, and
eagles, and equally to trades in international currencies. Congress has a constitutional responsibility to set
standards and regulate values but must be careful not to pollute its own efforts.
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Sales made to or by charitable organizations in the conduct of their regular activities or charitable
functions are normally exempt from the tax. They must not be for profit or unduly competitive with sales
made by others subject to the tax. A church engaged in charitable activities might legitimately raise funds
to support those activities with an occasional fair or carnival, no taxes due. It cannot open an amusement
park in competition with one across town and claim exemption because of its charitable status, even if
every penny collected goes to its charitable efforts. The same reasoning applies to nonprofit schools.
Government’s genuine interest in supporting such organizations does not extend to encouraging their
unfair participation in the realm of commerce.
Exempting several categories of life’s necessities—groceries, insurance, qualified rents or leases of real
estate, and medical items and services—converts a regressive tax into a progressive one. Under this
system poor people, spending most of their money for the essentials, pay little if any tax while the rich
pay lots of tax.
Some argue that the rich spend more money on food so they get an excessive benefit from that exemption.
Not necessarily true. No matter how rich you are, the amount of food that you can eat is limited. Rich
people eat out more and in fancy restaurants where they pay the tax. Even when they buy expensive
groceries and eat at home that money is not lost to the tax system. It continues to circulate in the economy
and is inevitably used to buy taxable items.
One dollar taxed at 14 percent and circulated through the economy ten times provides the government
with $1.40 in revenue. That seems strange. How can the amount of revenue exceed the taxable base?
Simple. There are no limits on total revenues when the government constantly spends those tax dollars
back into circulation maintaining the base. With a fixed uniform tax rate the important consideration is
dynamic, that is, the speed at which a given volume of money circulates through taxable items. Do not be
concerned if the government fails to tax a few transactions. This is a rigged game and it is going to win.
Tax rates are adjusted so that the government always get its share.
Rents or leases of real estate for periods longer than 60 days are excluded from the national sales tax for
some of the same reasons that groceries were eliminated. Rich people own their homes. Poor people are
more likely to rent or lease. The same relationship presumably exists between many small businesses and
their larger, richer competitors. Failure to eliminate this category of taxable items discriminates against
the poor.
Exempting qualified medical items and the professional services of licensed medical personnel from the
national sales tax benefits both rich and poor. An argument that the rich gain more than the poor is no
reason to penalize the poor. Taxing anything discourages its consumption to some extent, though it affects
some items more than others. If the post office doubles the cost of stamps few people will reduce their
volume of mailings by half to break even.
Poor people often have considerable difficulty affording adequate health care. NESARA provides two
kinds of relief—elimination of the income tax and an exemption from the national sales tax. Without the
income tax, the working poor have more money. Moreover, prices of medical items and services decrease
compared with other goods and services as competition removes previously hidden costs. A sales tax
exemption adds frosting to the cake.
Incidental or occasional sales, when the primary motive is not profit, are not taxable transactions. The
federal government has no interest in your yard or garage sale if you are not actively engaged in
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commerce. It does encourage recycling materials. This justifies a 50 percent tax break on retail sales of
used tangible property—used cars or equipment, parts acquired at scrap yards, merchandise from
secondhand stores, etc.—excluding remanufactured items sold with warranties longer than 90 days. The
latter are treated as new items and taxed at the full rate.
NESARA treats sales of insurance or surety bonds as necessities, exempting them from the national sales
tax. Poor people frequently have greater needs for insurance than do the rich. Secondary sales of
commercial investment securities in the stock and bond markets are another matter. These transactions are
taxable.
By taxing only 10 percent of the purchase price paid for stocks and bonds at the uniform national sales tax
rate of 14 percent, the effective tax rate is reduced to 1.4 percent. This is a fair tax, largely paid by
wealthy people just relieved of income and capital gains taxes. It is low enough to prevent capital flight
from the country and high enough to raise substantial amounts of revenue. Also, this tax discourages
market speculation, the constant moving of money to make money in the short run rather than into longterm productive investments.
NESARA encourages new commercial investment because initial issues of stocks and bonds are not
subject to the national sales tax, only trades in the secondary market. Initial investments build businesses;
secondary trades simply swap ownership. Securities of the United States government and all its political
subdivisions are never taxed even in the secondary market. This gives them a slight advantage over
commercial investments, restoring some of their competitive edge lost with the abolishment of the income
tax. Income from all investment securities, government and private alike, is now tax free.
Meals provided by employers to employees at their places of employment at no charge or at reduced
charges are not subject to the national sales tax. They were often considered as partial compensation for
labor, once taxed as income, now abolished. Of course, if the employees will not eat there, maybe you
should go somewhere else too.
NESARA exempts the identified and segregated labor portion of written retail contracts, such as
professional service, construction, maintenance and service industry contracts, from the national sales tax.
Technical consultants, lawyers, accountants, engineers, surveyors and architects normally sell their labor.
Taxable material costs for such things as copies of blueprints and specifications are often inconsequential
when compared to the total charge. When these services are supplied to industry, the labor costs pass
through into the price of the final product. Taxing that product effectively taxes the original labor. Taxing
both the service and the final product amounts to double taxation.
This exemption could be applied to certain categories of maintenance and repair bills with large labor
components that can be easily identified and segregated—for instance, having your carpet cleaned or
taking your car to a shop for repair. You pay the tax on materials but not on direct labor. Rent a limousine
and pay the tax on the rental but not on the driver’s labor identified and billed separately. Buy an airline
ticket; pay the tax. The pilot’s labor can be identified but not segregated because total ticket sales are
unpredictable. What if you rent a taxi? Pay the full tax—no written contract. Decisions are not difficult if
you know and follow the rules. In these cases the objective is simply to give the taxpaying public a break
on designated expenditures, not to avoid double taxation.
Labor is property. When sold directly into commerce at retail it is a legitimate subject of sales taxation.
Many services have high direct labor components—beauty salons, barber shops, dance instruction, dry
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cleaners, pet grooming, and tattooing just to name a few—all subject to the full tax. In the coming battle
over exemptions, direct retail labor exclusions will likely be an early casualty. Fortunately, as the taxable
base increases, Congress can cut the uniform tax rate and still raise the same amount of revenue. Either
way the public wins.
Real estate sales are taxable but credit is allowed for taxes paid on previous retail transactions or for taxes
that would have been paid had NESARA been in force. A home purchased for $100,000 several years ago
and sold for $150,000 after NESARA becomes law has a $50,000 taxable base. If it sold for less than
$100,000 no national sales tax would be due. For purposes of establishing an initial taxable base,
transactions in progress when the Act becomes law may be considered as completed.
Under NESARA, new real estate developments suddenly become more expensive, older properties more
valuable. This inevitably slows the mad dash to abandon existing property. A new $200,000 suburban
home carries a $28,000 national sales tax burden. Many people could achieve the same increase in
standard of living, spend less money and avoid most of these taxes by playing This Old House with an
older property. The net effect revitalizes inner cities and older neighborhoods at little or no cost to the
government. In fact, federal, state and local governments all collect revenue from these activities while
avoiding the expense of supporting new expansion projects. Taxpayers win by spending less, avoiding
some sales tax, but also with lower property taxes due to more efficient use of the existing infrastructure.
NESARA continues the longstanding government policy of exempting from sales taxes qualified sales of
printed periodical materials such as newspapers, magazines, news letters, directories and sales catalogs.
To qualify, they must be nonprofit or contribute in some way to raising revenue.
Intangible things such as name, image, endorsements, annuities, stocks, shares, patents, copyrights, etc.,
when exchanged in commerce, are taxable. An exemption for compensation paid for celebrity
endorsements to the extent that they are personally promoting or autographing their own products or
talents is fair because it encourages individual creativity, personal advancement and the dissemination
new ideas, artistic and literary works. However, mass personal endorsements or mass reproduced stamped
or printed autographs on unrelated commercial products, as when a celebrity participates in an
advertisement endorsing a particular product, are simply transactions in commerce. Typically, an agent
sells that endorsement to the highest bidder. The celebrity, or his agent, doesn’t pay the sales tax due but
is responsible for collecting it from the buyer and remitting it to the government.
In a similar manner, excluding from the sales tax the compensation paid for the domestic sale, use or
licensing of patents, copyrights, or processes in domestic production provides the nation with identifiable
benefits within our economy. Foreign sales of these items tend to promote foreign economies. While
these sales would indirectly benefit our economy, a healthy self-interest dictates a direct rather than an
indirect benefit.
Taxes on taxable transactions in commerce where the tax has already been paid permits any premiums,
benefits, or alternate currencies, for example, “coupons” or a “free” airline ticket based on “frequent flyer
miles,” to be issued without additional national sales taxes imposed. This avoids double taxation of the
original qualifying transaction. Notice that the exemption only applies to “taxable transactions in
commerce where the tax was paid.” Any premiums, benefits, or alternate currencies issued on the basis of
nontaxable transactions in commerce are still subject to the national sales tax when used to purchase
taxable items. Example: If you receive a “coupon” worth $50 toward the purchase of a taxable item, say
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luggage, by purchasing nontaxable items such as groceries, then the tax applies to the total price of the
taxable item (luggage) including the value of the “coupon.”
Section 6 of Part II attaches the liability for payment of the national sales and use tax to every purchaser
and for its collection and remittance to every seller. The mere act of initiating a taxable sale in commerce
within the jurisdiction of the United States makes one an agent for the National Tax Service. There are no
forms to fill out or sign, no coupons to clip or box tops to send in. Getting into this game is ridiculously
easy.
To get out, remit the tax due in full at any authorized federal depository on or before the tenth day of the
month following the month in which the taxable sale was made and do not initiate any more taxable sales.
Keep the receipt. That piece of paperwork is all that is necessary to prove the seller’s liability was
discharged. The same holds true for the purchaser’s receipt from the seller.
Obviously, the tax bureaucrats will insist on standard forms and taxpayer identification numbers. But
these items are only for the convenience of maintaining auditable records. They have nothing at all to do
with establishing or discharging one’s liability under the law. The burden of proving that liability falls on
the National Tax Service.
Three elements prove a government tax case—a taxable sale occurred; it was within the government’s
jurisdiction; and you participated. The government need only establish liability, avoiding any requirement
to prove a negative, that is, to produce a witness that will swear he saw you not pay or remit the tax. You
evade the charge by defeating any element in the government’s case. Prove that the sale was exempt from
the tax or that it was not within the government’s jurisdiction or that you were neither a seller nor a
purchaser in the transaction. Failing that, you had better have a receipt.
Governments take few chances on collecting their money. Taxes on credit sales of moveable property are
payable in full at the time of the sale. Taxes on immovable property paid for in installments are due as the
seller receives each installment. If a seller disposes of an account receivable, the balance of the tax is
immediately due.
There are no limits to the number of times a particular article may be subject to the national sales or use
tax if it returns to the stream of commerce. Each time the purchaser must pay and the seller must collect
and remit the tax unless the sale is exempt. But taxes are collected at the retail, end or final transaction
and not from wholesalers, or from intermediate sales of items directly used for or incorporated into the
manufacture of a product to be ultimately sold at retail. Maintenance tools and office supplies purchased
by a chemical manufacturer are taxable even if bought from a recognized wholesale dealer. Pipe, valves,
pumps, catalyst and solvents directly used in its processes to make chemicals are exempt. Electric power
to its office buildings or to run its pumps is taxable but power used directly in its industrial processes,
such as electroplating and metals refining, is exempt.
Should a dispute occur between the purchaser and seller about whether any particular sale is exempt from
the tax, the purchaser must pay it. The law provides ways to challenge that collection and, if successful, to
get the money back plus interest. Excess taxes inadvertently collected must be remitted to the National
Tax Service when not refundable.
NESARA abolishes the federal income tax and along with it tax policies that stimulated contributions to
charitable organizations. It restores some of that loss by issuing Credit Certificates applicable to national
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sales and use tax liabilities for donations to qualified organizations. To obtain the certificates, worth 10
percent of all donations valued at $250 or more, the organization must be recognized and approved by the
National Tax Service. It must also apply for each Credit Certificate in the donor’s name and certify the
contribution. The Credit Certificates can be sold in commerce and will be accepted by the government for
tax payments at full face value.
Summary documentation, also called returns or reports, of the seller’s monthly tax remittances may be
voluntarily submitted to the National Tax Service. If timely, meaning within five working days after the
tax due date, the seller may deduct 1 percent of their tax deposit to offset expenses for collection and
keeping records. If everyone files, sellers will divide $6 billion annually. What at first seems like a lot of
money comes to only $600 per year when split equally among 10 million sellers. Of course the big
companies get most of it but they also do most of the work.
Failure to make tax deposits within the ten-day designated period can be costly. Penalties for late deposits
are set at 2.5 percent per month and continue to accumulate each month for a maximum of six months or
15 percent. In addition, interest charges are added at the rate of 1 percent per month without an upper
limit. Expect the government’s accountants to compound those interest charges. They really want tax
money deposited on time. This tax system provides little enough forgiveness except for inadvertent
clerical errors, which are subject to interest but not penalty charges, and unusual hardship circumstances.
In the latter case, penalty or interest charges or any portion of either may be waived by the National Tax
Service or by Executive Order of the President of the United States.
Sellers who go out of business must file a report with the National Tax Service within thirty days. Anyone
acquiring the business or its stock of goods becomes liable for taxes due and not remitted unless the buyer
has a receipt showing that the taxes were paid to the seller. By continuing in business new owners become
liable for the collection and remittance of taxes on future sales.
Qualified and approved purchasers or sellers may apply for and obtain Certificates of National Sales and
Use Tax Exemption from the National Tax Service. These certificates, valid for 12 months, are identified
by serial number. Their use is voluntary—one can never be penalized for participating in an exempt
transaction—but desirable because they simplify nontaxable commerce.
Revenuers appreciate Exemption Certificates because they make tracking nontaxable sales easier. When
they are used in commerce, the seller becomes liable for maintaining sales records for two years from the
date of the sale. To encourage their use and the reporting of exempt sales, the National Tax Service offers
Credit Certificates applicable to tax liabilities equal to 0.15 percent of the total amount of exempt sales
timely reported. This offer excludes sales made to the federal government; presumably records of these
sales are already available to the National Tax Service.
Every month 15 percent of the national sales tax collected is deposited in the Treasury Reserve Account.
These funds may not be used by the government without authorization of the Board of Governors of the
Treasury Reserve System. The Treasury Reserve Account joins the Siamese twins of fiscal and monetary
policy at the hip. They live in Washington, D.C., in a glass house, largely ignored during periods of good
behavior while a thriving nation runs smoothly. But family squabbles upset the neighbors who are sure to
notice and complain. Continued disruptions tempt them to become personally involved, a situation
everyone finds distasteful.
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Section 7 of Part II provides compensation for tax policy changes to recipients of fixed income payments
from the federal government and prevents double compensation for high income recipients with full Cost
of Living Adjustments (COLA) protection.
Section 8 of Part II addresses occasions of negligence or refusal to pay, collect or remit the national sales
and use tax as required by law. Conflicts will arise but should be minimal. Sellers have little reason not to
collect the tax: A lawful statute, clearly worded and easily understood, requires that they collect it;
Uniform taxes do not unduly affect their competitive position; They are not the ones paying the tax; and
the government compensates them, at least in part, for obeying the law. Purchasers refusing to pay the tax
are unlikely to obtain goods and services from sellers. No sale, no problem with the law.
Simple procedures handle the difficulties that do occur. Each step taken by the National Tax Service is
explicitly marked by the title of the notification document: Assessment / Preliminary Notice of
Deficiency, Preliminary Determination, Final Notice of Deficiency, Final Determination, and Notice of
Levy. One or more remedies are available at every stage for an alleged delinquent taxpayer to challenge
the government’s assertion.
Upon receiving either a Final Notice of Deficiency or a Final Determination, one may bypass the National
Tax Service, placing the argument before a court of competent jurisdiction. The stakes get higher. Win,
even partially, and the government must pay your legal fees plus twice the amount of tax relief ordered by
the court. Lose and the court may order you to pay its costs and all legal fees in addition to the tax,
penalties and interest.
A Notice of Levy cannot be issued more than two years after the date on which a tax was payable or due
and it automatically expires three years after the tax due date. During that period the National Tax Service
may agree to an Offer in Compromise in partial settlement of taxes due or by mutual agreement extend
the limitation period in hopes that the taxpayer might acquire the money and pay the debt.
To avoid the many problems associated with collections under the current income tax system, NESARA
clearly defines that a warrant of distraint be issued before continuing with any seizure. Additionally,
because the national sales and use tax is collected only in activities of commerce, real and personal
property is exempt from seizure and collections. Innocent third party owners of property are also
protected, eliminating some of the repulsion with current asset forfeiture laws.
The government prefers to obtain something for taxes due rather than nothing. It is one thing to drill for
oil, quite a different matter when you know it will be a duster. Revenuers cannot use the remedies of
garnishment against a delinquent taxpayer while the taxpayer can declare bankruptcy any time. Better for
everyone to make the best of a bad situation, reach a compromise settlement if possible and move on.
The provisions of Section 9 of Part II define four federal tax crimes and specify the punishment for
convicted offenders. A seller who misrepresents or hides the national sales tax attempts to gain unfair
competitive advantage or to defeat its visibility, a misdemeanor. Knowingly participating in a taxable
transaction and willfully evading responsibility to pay, collect or remit the tax may be a misdemeanor or a
felony depending on the amount of money involved. If the amount is over $100 but less than $1,000, the
crime is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or a term of imprisonment of not
more than six months, or both. For amounts over $1,000 the crime is a felony punishable by a fine of not
more than $5,000 or a term of imprisonment of not more than two years, or both. Making or conspiring to
make fraudulent use of a Certificate of National Sales and Use Tax Exemption is a felony. Conviction
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may subject you to either a fine of not more than $5,000 or a term of imprisonment of not more than two
years, or both.
Rudimentary procedures are more than sufficient to enforce the federal sales and use tax laws. Simple,
understandable tax law invites public participation. People know what goes on and some will tell. Sting
operations by revenuers will be almost as easy as handing out traffic tickets. To catch the bad guys they
need only make a purchase in a taxable sale from a careless or imprudent seller trying to beat the system.
Anyone smart enough to contemplate evading the tax or defrauding the government is smart enough to
recognize that the risk exceeds the potential gain.
Section 10 of Part II simply repeals all previous legislation or any parts of previous legislation
inconsistent with the provisions of this part.
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Appendix C
Fair or Equitable?
The world operates according to natural laws and rules. Some laws are immutable from nature and some
are arbitrary from humans. In combination, those rules determine the quality of life for everyone.
Simple observation demonstrates that wealthy people live better than poor people and that the poor vastly
outnumber the wealthy. Why?
Perhaps the explanation is just talent or luck, but maybe some of those arbitrary rules have more to do
with the distribution of wealth than many people imagine.
Certainly many wealthy people have expended a lot of sweat equity to obtain their well-deserved wealth,
and a handful of people win lotteries. A person could argue that the wealthy pay most of the taxes and
that the free market is fair because its rules are uniform and anybody can, through hard work, become
successful. However, that argument avoids mentioning that fair is not the same as equitable.
Consider a 20-year chess master veteran playing a twelve year-old novice. Both play the game according
to one set of rules. When the veteran wins in a minimal number of moves, nobody will argue that the rules
were unfair. Yet, almost everybody will agree that the competition was one-sided.
In the last decade compensation for management increased by more than 500% while compensation for
labor barely exceeded inflation. About 80% of the nation’s workforce produces close to 100% of the
nation’s goods and services but more than 50% of those goods and services are consumed by the
wealthiest 5% of the people. Under current rules, that may be fair but definitely is not equitable.
Consider a national lottery. Uniform rules are fair because everyone has the same chance to win but, by
the nature of the game, there are few winners. Seems reasonable for a lottery game but somewhat less
reasonable as a means to achieve social justice.
Suppose a highly paid manager receives compensation of perhaps $100 per minute. She derives selfsatisfaction by focusing on the $30 or so per minute she pays in taxes, justifiably claiming that the
wealthy pay most of the taxes, but never mentions the $70 or so per minute she keeps. Meanwhile, the
bottom 20% of the work force, many who work just as hard as this manager, would see $10 to $12 per
hour and a 40 hour work week as a real success story.
Nor can the manager claim hard work and talent as the sole source of her success. True, she probably
wouldn’t be successful without those elements, but there must be thousands of others who are just as
talented and work just as hard without achieving that level of success.
A socialistic solution would provide each talented manager an equal opportunity to manage and reap the
rewards of that $100/minute. Our talented well-paid manager gets her turn once every thousand or so
days, obviously not a workable solution. This simple example demonstrates one of the failings of
socialism; that is, an equal distribution is not necessarily a practical solution.
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The challenge is not that the highly paid manager should be deprived, but that the common laborers are
suppressed by arbitrary rules they did not create. Those arbitrary rules often benefit only a few people and
create gross inequities in the social order.
Continuing inequities breed social hate, discontent and class struggles. The problem begs for a solution,
something other than the failed strategies of socialism and the Robin Hood approach of governments
legally stealing from the wealthy to give to the poor while they concurrently appropriate a portion of the
legal plunder to perpetuate their own existence.
The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, NESARA, offers such a solution in the form of
proposed legislation for basic revisions to the nation’s fiscal and monetary policies.
NESARA replaces the Federal Income Tax, dollar-for-dollar, with a National Sales and Use Tax, a
progressive sales tax because most of the necessities of life are excluded from taxation. The proposal also
replaces the Federal Reserve System with a new Treasury Reserve System and a new Treasury Reserve
Board, returning Congress to its proper role of setting monetary policy standards and returns most of the
benefits of ownership of the nation’s monetary system to the people.
The net effect of both changes enable that 80% of the nation’s workforce which produces almost all of the
nation’s wealth to keep more of the wealth they produce.
The following articles outline some of the social prospects of adopting NESARA as the nation’s new
fiscal and monetary policy.
Imagine Legislation That…
Promotes Universal Home Ownership
For secured loans made on a fractional reserve basis, NESARA replaces compounded interest with a
simple monetization fee, thus making home ownership much more affordable.
Replacing compound interest with a monetization fee is fair and equitable to all parties because borrowers
pay less and lenders still receive a sizable stipend for their efforts. Unlike compound interest, which is
calculated on the unpaid balance of a loan, NESARA’s monetization fee applies to the repaid principal of
the loan, all principal being repaid before any of the monetization fee is due.
For example, under current banking practices and laws, a $100,000 loan at 7.9% interest repaid over 30
years would cost the borrower a total of $261,649.95. The interest fee for that loan amounts to
$161,649.95.
With a straightforward monetization fee replacing compound interest, that same 30-year loan costs the
borrower $178,791.49 (includes a monthly service fee of $25). Under NESARA, the monetization fee for
the loan is $78,791.49.
Furthermore, the monthly payment under the current banking system (excluding taxes and insurance)
would be $726.81, whereas under NESARA that monthly payment would be $471.64 (excluding monthly
service fees).
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These numbers demonstrate how the new equations benefit borrowers. However, the new equations also
benefit lenders. NESARA requires principal to be repaid before the monetization fee, greatly reducing
risk for lenders. With principal repaid first, lenders free their reserves faster, thus providing more
opportunities to loan money on a fractional reserve basis. Therefore, rather than making one loan every
thirty years, lenders can make three loans every thirty years, increasing their profits and, incidentally,
provide greater service to their communities by increasing total home ownership. A win-win situation for
all.
Replacing compound interest with a straightforward monetization fee provides tremendous stability to the
lending business. The buyer gains equity faster and at much lower cost while the lender makes higher
profits at much lower risk. Reducing risk provides lenders with more incentive to loan, thus creating more
opportunities for borrowers to own their own home.
With NESARA’s new bank loan equations, home ownership suddenly becomes more affordable to all,
encouraging universal home ownership.
NESARA also changes the rules for home sales. Under NESARA, all current taxes on income are
replaced with a national retail sales tax.
After NESARA becomes law, a sales tax on real estate sales will be due only if the cost basis for the
property increases. During the transition, the sales tax basis of all real estate will be the previous purchase
price of the property.
For example, the sales tax basis for a new $100,000 home will be $100,000. At 14%, the sales tax would
be $14,000. If that same $100,000 home later sells again for $150,000, the subsequent sales tax basis
would be $50,000 and at 14% the sales tax would be $7,000.
If an existing home was purchased years ago for $110,000 and now sells for $120,000, the sales tax
would be 14% of $10,000, or $1,400. If the home sold for $110,000, no sales tax would be due. Under
these rules, the new sales tax on consumption discourages the runaway effects of continually rising
property prices, makes existing homes much more desirable, and slows the mad dash to abandon existing
property.
What about inflation? NESARA is designed to end currency inflation. However, there will be an initial
surge of home sales during the transition period while NESARA moves from bill to law. This action will
superficially raise home prices simply because of supply and demand as people hurry to avoid the new
sales tax.
After NESARA becomes law, existing homes probably will sell for a little more than actual value, simply
because the sales tax bite will be less on them than that for a new home of equal value. Initially this will
encourage sales of existing homes over new homes and sellers will take advantage by increasing their
prices. Buyers also will be willing to pay the slightly inflated prices in order to avoid the larger sales tax
bite on new homes of the same relative value.
In the end, however, once the effects of currency inflation are eliminated, real estate prices will shake out
and settle down. Instead of appraisers having to always compensate for currency inflation, appraisals will
reflect actual “replacement” value. Real estate appraisals suddenly have real meaning, particularly on
multi-million dollar commercial or industrial property.
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As a bonus, because real estate prices finally stabilize, property owners can finally say good-bye to the
effects of property taxes rising due to acquisition values and currency inflation. With price stabilization,
the local costs of continual appraisals also drops, reducing overhead at the local government level, thus
further reducing property taxes.
Encouraging universal home ownership means NESARA discourages renting. As home prices fall and
stabilize, landlords will be forced to respond to market pressures and lower rental fees. However, as home
ownership becomes less expensive than renting, tenants will leave the lease behind in favor of ownership.
For example, suppose you rent an apartment for $625/month. After ten years you have paid $75,000 with
“nothing” to show for those payments. Let’s say another landlord down the street converts apartments to
condos and sells each condo for $75,000. Under NESARA, with a 15-year payment schedule at 4.9%, the
total cost will be $100,935.88 (including the monthly service fee of $25) with monthly payments of
$560.75. You save more than $64 per month and build equity at the same time. You could spend that $64
outfitting your new home. Of course, you also could apply that $64 toward your loan, reducing your total
cost of the loan.
Let’s say after ten years you decide to sell the condo for $75,000. No sales tax is due and you’ve paid the
lender almost all of the original principal. You roll over the original loan (you still owe some principal
plus the monetization fee, a total of $26,460.61) and buy a nice $125,000 ranch home in the suburbs,
using the $75,000 received from the sale of your condo as down payment and borrowing additional
principal of $50,000. If the seller of the ranch home originally paid $125,000, no sales tax is due. At 4.9%
and a new 15-year payment schedule on the $76,460.61 loan, your payments will be $571.19. You are
still paying less than your original monthly rent and have quite a bit of equity too!
By the way, why the low monetization fee (interest rate) in this example? NESARA imposes an excise tax
of 10% on monetization fees between 5% and 12%, and an excise tax of 20% on fees higher than 12%.
This is a fair tax because banks do not really loan money—they have been granted a special government
license to create money, that is, to monetize debt. As such, banks perform a public service and the excise
tax promotes that purpose. Therefore, NESARA greatly encourages home ownership merely by
promoting lower monetization fees!
With many people owning homes instead of renting, what will smart apartment building owners do? They
cannot reduce rent by an absurd amount. They can convert the building into condos and sell at a profit
further encouraging home ownership throughout the land. Everyone wins!
Terminates or Drastically Reduces Existing Mortgage Debt
The proposed National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, known as NESARA, is based on a new
theory of money, its fundamental tenet being that all currencies are symbols of debt, including gold and
silver coin with substantial intrinsic value. Explicitly identifying the characteristics of currency clarified
the process of its creation and helped refine its purpose.
Using this information, NESARA amends the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 (as amended) to modify the
nation’s monetary system. The effects of these modifications are dramatic:
1. The national economy is stabilized through the use of new control mechanisms.
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2. Several revisions to current commercial bank lending rules and regulations eliminate massive
amounts of public and private debt.
3. Under NESARA, for secured loans made by banks operating on a fractional reserve basis, compound
interest is eliminated, being replaced by a monetization fee. These banks must credit all loan
repayments in excess of their regulated service charges to the principal loan amount, collecting the
entire principal before they can collect their monetization fee.
Because the new rules apply to all existing secured loans made by banks operating on a fractional reserve
basis, outstanding balances must be recalculated. In every case, the outstanding balance will be reduced
and in some cases totally eliminated.
Example: The recalculated outstanding balance will be zero for someone who has made 17 years of
payments against a 30 year home mortgage loan at 8.5% interest. The bank will return the mortgage
marked paid in full to the borrower saving 13 years of loan payments. For compensation on this one-time
recalculation, banks will receive retroactive service fees calculated from the origination date.
Provides New Banking Rules That Are Equitable To All
Using today’s accounting methods for bank-issued mortgages, the typical cost factor for a 30-year note at
7.5 % is approximately 2.5. That means borrowers pay approximately 1.5 times the principal they
borrowed.
Under NESARA, at the same monthly payment rate, that cost factor changes to approximately 1.5,
meaning borrowers pay back approximately one half (½) times the principal they borrowed.
In other words, after NESARA becomes law, banks make only about one-third (1/3) of the profit on one
30-year note as they would have made before NESARA changed the rules. Makes great news for
borrowers but, at first glance, this observation seems to argue that banks have no incentive to support
NESARA.
However, observe that under NESARA, at the same monthly payment rate with principal being repaid
before the monetization fee, the time required to repay the loan is much shorter. In other words, bankers
can provide more loans under NESARA’s Section 7F provisions than they can now under current
methods. Banks earn less profit per loan but can recover that difference in a higher volume of loans for
the same period. The real benefit to all parties is that those profits are obtained through more transactions
with each transaction facing much less risk.
Under NESARA, fractional reserve banks see principal on secured loans repaid before they start
collecting their monetization fee. This change in bank lending practice will do several things for the
banks:
1. Borrowers build equity much faster so they remain highly motivated to repay the loan in full.
2. Because loan repayment times are shorter and the overall debt burden reduced, banks need not always
foreclose poorly performing loans but will be more willing to work with borrowers during difficult
times.
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3. If a bank must foreclose on a bad secured loan, the borrower’s higher equity makes the process less
painful for both parties.
4. By collecting principal first, bankers free their reserves much faster. This early increase in reserves,
coupled with much safer secured loans, will encourage bankers to commit more reserves to make
more loans.
5. Under NESARA, banks become fiduciary public service institutions, highly unlikely to ever fail in
the absence of fraud or other criminal activity, therefore FDIC insurance is no longer needed. This
reduces bank operating costs and, simultaneously, releases several billion dollars which could be
applied to worthy public works projects or refunded to taxpayers.
6. Because borrowers build equity faster on their current loans, they can provide banks with much better
collateral when applying for future loans.
Under current rules banks make their profits early in the life of a loan and recover their reserves later.
Currency inflation works to their advantage. Their profits are worth more to them today than they will be
next year and the book value of their loan collateral will be worth more to them next year than it is today.
Now consider what happens when NESARA reverses that process. Banks collect a monthly service fee
for bookkeeping early in the life of a loan but their profits come years later. Inflation now works against
them. They will be very unhappy receiving their profits in depreciated dollars and will undoubtedly lobby
Congress and the new Treasury Reserve Board to maintain the purchasing power of the currency.
Of course, the happy coincidence is that eliminating inflation is the moral thing to do and, after NESARA
becomes law, that coincidence will also be in the best interest of the nation’s financial institutions.
Everybody wins again!
Eliminates Federal Income Taxes
The proposed National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, known as NESARA, amends the
Internal Revenue Code of 1939 (as amended), to eliminate all federal taxes based on income: personal,
corporate, gift and capital gains.
Under this new plan, volumes of complex tax code are replaced with a few pages of simple rules creating
a national sales and use tax on specified retail sales and changing the Internal Revenue Service, IRS, into
the National Tax Service, NTS, to administer the new revenue system.
Exemptions from the federal sales tax for the necessities of life make the tax a progressive tax, a
characteristic often claimed for the federal income tax, but which, in reality, never existed.
NESARA’s major goals are stated simply:
1. To increase the efficiency of the federal revenue collection system through the elimination of billions
of hours of nonproductive labor.
2. To shift the largely hidden (regressive) tax burden on production to very visible taxes on
consumption, revealing to the people the true cost of government.
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3. To eliminate constant Congressional temptation to tinker with income tax legislation for social
manipulation and to maintain and enhance federal political power.
Enables Single Parents to Support Their Families
Many single parents find themselves strapped financially. Many live paycheck to paycheck, with little or
no expectation of ever getting ahead. Such subsistence is not enjoying the fruits of one’s labor, but simply
existing. The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, NESARA, changes this picture.
NESARA alters America’s fiscal policy by replacing the income tax with a national sales tax.
Under the current income tax system, many low-income single parents pay little or no income tax, so why
should single parents be interested in replacing the income tax with a national sales tax? Simply because
NESARA is designed to eliminate the hidden costs of the income tax and to double the standard of living
for everyone within one generation.
At a minimum wage of $5.15/hour, a single parent wage earner provides for their family an annual
income of $10,712, ($5.15/hour x 40 hours/week x 52 weeks/year = $10,712).
According to the March 1999 Current Population Survey by the U.S. Census Bureau, this annual salary
places the family below the poverty level, providing $3,168 less than the $13,880 Poverty Guideline set
by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services for 1999.
The family members squeeze by each year, subsisting day-to-day. For them real middle-class status is
beyond a distant dream.
With standard deductions and standard child care credit, this family pays no federal income tax.
Suppose Congress replaces the income tax with a 14% national sales and use tax; but exempts the
necessities of life such as groceries, rents or leases of real estate, insurance, and medical items and
services. Unlike other families earning a higher income, abolishing the federal income tax adds nothing to
this family’s monthly income immediately.
Of course, this family will be immediately affected by the new federal retail sales and use tax. If 90% of
the family’s income is spent on necessities—nontaxable items, a reasonable figure for a poor family, the
annual taxes actually paid becomes 14% of the remainder, or $149.97 ($10,712 x 10% x 14%).
At first glance, this appears to be an annual net loss for this family of $149.97, making a national sales tax
a bad choice. But what about those hidden embedded income taxes and the cost of collection?
When spending money for necessities the family pays directly for the goods and services received, and
pays indirectly all of the embedded costs of the income tax. The hidden embedded cost of the income tax
affects all purchases. Assuming the national sales tax system is a mere 2.5% more efficient than the
current income tax system (a conservative estimate), this family will avoid an additional $267.80 of
hidden embedded taxes (2.5% x $10,712), providing an annual net savings of $117.83 per year. ($267.80
minus $149.97)
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As does every family and person, people near or below the poverty line, about 14% of the nation, daily
pay income taxes and their associated collection costs hidden in the price of necessities. Eliminating these
hidden embedded costs effectively increases everyone’s standard of living by at least 2.5%.
Furthermore, replacing the current income tax with a 14% national sales and use tax provides an
approximate 5% rise in true purchasing power for every additional twenty-five cents per hour earned by
workers.
With two children and child care costs of $5,000 per year a single parent wage earner starts paying a
federal income tax with an hourly wage of $10.58/hour. At that wage the single parent would pay an
income tax of only $6.96. At the same wage the single parent would directly pay $308.09 annually if a
14% sales tax was imposed. However, because of the improved efficiency of the new sales tax system,
and the elimination of hidden embedded income taxes, this family would see a net annual gain of
$1,353.03!
The hidden effects of the income tax cannot be ignored. Therefore, in addition to a true rise in purchasing
power caused by the higher wage, a 2.5% increase in the efficiency of the tax system increases purchasing
power by that same percentage on the total money earned.
Regardless of the wage earned, converting to a national sales tax causes an immediate and significant
increase in everyone’s purchasing power.
Restores Financial Privacy
The current income tax invades and violates America’s privacy like no other legislation. Any person with
access can learn anything and everything about you. The entire income tax system is nothing but a large
roll of toilet paper stuck to the bottom of your shoe. The ultimate paper trail.
How much money did you earn? How many children do you have? What do you do for a living? For
whom do you work? How much did you earn in interest and dividends? How many bank accounts do
have? What stocks do you own? Were you employed for the entire year? Were you injured for part of the
year? Who provides your health insurance? Are you married? Single? Divorced? Widowed? Are you
blind? A veteran? Do both parents work?
Parents cannot obtain deductions for newborns without receiving a government number. That child is
marked and tracked for the remainder of his or her life, in effect, branded as chattel property of a
supposedly benevolent government.
Laws require every penny that can possibly be traced be recorded for the purposes of monitoring a
person’s income stream.
Americans cannot even die in peace because the IRS waits at the door like the grim reaper to collect its
alleged due.
The Constitution protects each citizen’s right to arbitrary searches and seizures. Yet, the entire income tax
system permeates the lives of Americans like a virus from a horror film.
Enough!!!
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The destruction of privacy is the destruction of freedom.
The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, NESARA, changes this picture.
NESARA alters America’s fiscal policy, replacing the income tax with a national sales and use tax.
The tax is paid at the cash register just like many state sales taxes. Other than the sales receipt, there is no
paper trail. America’s privacy is restored.
Restores Inner Cities as Vital Economic Areas
Shifting from a policy of taxing production to taxing consumption immediately makes the use of existing
resources more efficient. By taxing what is consumed, people become inclined to slow their consumption
rate and begin to treasure the old rather than the new.
Under NESARA, all real estate sales are subject to a new national sales and use tax. The basis for existing
property will be the last sale price, for new structures the basis will be zero. Therefore, new real estate
developments suddenly become more expensive, older properties more valuable. This action inevitably
slows the mad dash to abandon existing property.
At 14%, a new $200,000 suburban home carries a $28,000 national sales tax burden. Many people could
achieve the same increase in standard of living, spend less money and avoid most of these taxes by
playing “This Old House” with an older property.
With the new banking equations NESARA provides, the cost of borrowing money to purchase older
homes drops dramatically.
With no income taxes, consumers retain more disposable income, and combined with a hope to be debt
free and own a home, older properties with a lower cost become more attractive.
The net effect revitalizes inner cities and older neighborhoods at little or no cost to the government. In
fact, federal, state and local governments all collect revenue from these activities while avoiding the
expense of supporting new expansion projects. Instead of local governments having to provide
“brownfield” legislation, citizens do the rebuilding.
Taxpayers win by purchasing less expensive older properties, avoiding some sales tax, and pay lower
property taxes because of more efficient use of the existing infrastructure.
Revitalizing the inner city, at little or no expense to taxpayers, channels more private investment funds
back to the older properties.
Businesses too will be once again attracted to the inner city as property values stabilize and business
expansion becomes less expensive using older property. Relocating businesses to the inner city creates
complete neighborhoods. As businesses spend less on their own infrastructure, and production costs
decrease by eliminating the costs of the income tax, the door is opened for businesses to begin offering
higher wages. Higher wages motivate people to stay located in the neighborhood.
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As the inner city revitalizes, those areas once again become communities, where people take pride in their
neighborhood. Restoring pride reduces stress. Building a community around both homeowners and
business reduces transportation and commuting costs, thus reducing pollution.
Improves the Balance of Trade
NESARA will immediately reduce approximately one sixth of the on-book national debt and will
immediately reduce some private debt as well, although how much is unknown. This sudden influx of
cash and newly available credit from private debt reduction will provide a tremendous increase in
disposable income and undoubtedly will create competition among manufacturers and retailers for that
disposable income.
NESARA eliminates the corporate income tax which will lower domestic production costs. American
manufacturers will be able to reduce prices, thus making American products more competitive, both
domestically and abroad. Furthermore, eliminating the hidden, embedded costs of the income tax will
have a compounding effect because those costs are no longer passed down the line from manufacturer to
manufacturer to wholesaler to retailer to consumer. Some estimates by experts state that the hidden,
embedded costs of income taxes raise prices by about 30%.
NESARA replaces the income tax with a national sales and use tax, and that sales tax will affect both
American exports and foreign imports. However, removing the hidden, embedded effects of income
taxes, improves the American economic system’s efficiency. A mere 2.5% increase in the efficiency of
the American economic system will create a minimum offsetting 2.5% price advantage in American
exports. Like the compounding effect of the hidden, embedded costs of income taxes, the improved
efficiency will compound itself throughout the system. This improved efficiency will mean lower prices
for domestic production. Because imports will be subject to the same new sales tax as domestic products
and domestic production costs are lower, domestic products become more competitive against foreign
products. That is good for the consumer, and good for American competition against foreign products.
Exports will not be subject to the new sales tax because those sales take place outside the country.
Because efficiency is improved in domestic production, reducing the price of exports should increase
volume. How much is uncertain as there are too many variables, but an increased volume of export sales
brings more profits home.
Manufacturers who previously moved businesses out of the country because of oppressive income tax
laws probably will consider returning those businesses home, moves which will create new jobs.
Although taxable retail products, both foreign and domestic, will be subject to price increases due to the
new sales tax, foreign products will become proportionately more expensive because of improved
domestic production efficiency, thus making American products more attractive to consumers.
Restores High-Paying Productive Jobs
In traditional manufacturing industries, economists have long recognized a direct relationship between
business capital investment and wages. That is, more capital investment per worker increases worker
productivity and drives labor rates higher.
American industry, searching for higher profits through lower costs, shifted domestic investment and
production to foreign lands where labor costs are much lower. This shift created a double jinx on formerly
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high-paying secure jobs in our once relatively stable industrial environment. That is, America suffers
from less local investment coupled with more local unemployment and local workers shifting to lower
paying jobs.
NESARA counters these effects in several ways:
1. NESARA stimulates the national economy through debt reduction. This reduction of debt creates
more disposable income and immediately increases the consumption of consumer goods which
provides additional incentive for their production.
2. Reduces the debt burden for previous domestic capital investment and lowers the cost for future
domestic capital investment, thus stimulating expansion of domestic production facilities.
3. The hidden embedded domestic production costs of an inefficient income tax system are eliminated,
lowering the cost of domestic items. Nationally, the revenue is replaced dollar for dollar by a national
sales tax. The combined effects of lower domestic production costs and the additional cost of a sales
tax on imported items eliminates much of the free ride previously enjoyed by imported items, thus
encouraging domestic production instead of foreign.
Even though the exact magnitude of these projected outcomes are unpredictable, all proposed changes in
NESARA are focused in the right direction to restore high-paying jobs, a statement typically untenable
with many of the bills passed by Congress.
Increases Benefits to Senior Citizens
Does the following statement sound familiar?
“The Social Security Administration (SSA) estimates that in 30 years it will only collect enough in taxes
to pay about 75 percent of the benefits it will be liable to pay.”
Scary, don’t you think?
Does this mean that YOU will be receiving LESS than what Congress led you to believe? Will you have
to continue working for a roof over your head or just to have something to eat? And what about your
medical costs, which are certain to increase?
Review that Social Security Administration statement again—closely. The SSA is talking about a
potential problem 30 years from now! If you are just over-the-hill at thirty-something, collecting future
benefits you are paying dearly for today might be of concern to you. But if you are sixty-something or
seventy-something and trying to survive on meager Social Security benefits, you are much more likely to
be concerned about next week than 30 years from now!
What then do you suppose all the media fuss is about? Perhaps the politicians are crying “WOLF!”
attempting to frighten Seniors to gain personal political advantage or to drum up support for some pet
project such as “privatizing” Social Security for Wall Street’s benefit.
Well, if the politicians are looking for a project to support, a good one is available. A proposed bill, The
National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act, called NESARA, promises to double the average
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standard of living for all Americans, including all Seniors, in only 20 years, 10 years before the projected
potential problem.
The argument is not who should receive what or when. These types of arguments clearly create “class
wars.” Such fighting among the people is unnecessary. Whether you are a person receiving benefits now
or thirty years from now should not be the issue.
After NESARA passes, those who do not expect to draw benefits for another thirty years will have the
resources to immediately help themselves and, at the same time, America gains the resources to increase
benefits for those Seniors who need help now.
One thing is for sure—the politicians will not be talking about providing only 75% of what was promised
and paid for in advance!
Doubles the Average Standard of Living
By reforming monetary policy, NESARA solves a root problem that has plagued civilizations for
centuries. Many wars and revolutions are and have been fought over economic inequality caused by
unjust wealth distribution. Providing a sound money system that eliminates inflation, increases productive
capacity, and reduces or eliminates existing and future debt is vital to any solution.
By providing fiscal policy reform, NESARA moves the nation from taxing production to taxing
consumption. Anyone familiar with the Federalist Papers might recall that the Founders believed the best
national tax policy was one of taxing consumption, not production. As a nation’s production grows, so
does the nation’s consumption (Supply = Demand). However, by taxing consumption, consumers decide
when to be taxed. Conversely, the current tax system greatly punishes production through compounded
taxation and therefore greatly burdens consumption.
Concurrently with these two actions NESARA changes some banking system rules. Compound interest
on secured loans made on a fractional reserve basis is replaced with a straightforward monetization fee.
Instead of borrowers paying a bank the equivalent of two and a half houses to buy themselves a home,
borrowers will pay back only one and a half houses. Bankers will appreciate the new equations too
because all of the loan principal is repaid first. That makes lending inherently safer, frees bank reserves
faster, and allows banks to make loans more often. Essentially bankers make the same or more profit, but
through more customers in the same period of time. More importantly, those bank customers watch their
debt obligations disappear much faster, and at lower cost.
NESARA also requires all current secured loans made on a fractional reserve basis to be immediately
converted to the new equations, retroactive to the origination date. That reduces the total number of
monthly repayments remaining to retire the mortgage and, in some cases, that number will go to zero
indicating that the mortgage has already been paid in full. As additional disposable income becomes
available, people can save more or buy more. People get to choose!
NESARA immediately cancels an approximate one trillion dollars of national (public) debt. This is an
estimate, but a reasonable one. The interest due to the Fed will be cancelled as the Fed is converted to the
new Treasury Reserve System. Furthermore, banks will no longer be allowed to use commercial paper as
reserves and must swap any U.S. government paper they hold as reserves for the new Treasury creditnotes. This effectively cancels all of that government debt. Because those new credit-notes are used as
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reserves, they are effectively removed from circulation. There will be no currency inflation due to this
swap.
NESARA places restrictions on Congress’s spending habits. Congress has constitutional authority to
borrow, and borrow they will by authorizing the U.S. Treasury to issue and sell government commercial
paper. But NESARA effectively limits that borrowing to currency already in circulation. The new
Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors will not be obligated to buy any of that debt. By law, it
only buys U.S. debt when necessary to regulate the exchange value of the new Treasury credit-notes and
it can’t hold that debt for resale as the current Fed can. All U.S. government debt purchased by the new
Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors must be immediately transferred to the U.S. Treasury and
cancelled out of existence. Therefore, the only way Congress can borrow is the old fashioned way, just
like you and I borrow. By forcing Congress to live by the same essential rules you and I live by, the
American people can say good-bye to pork barrel legislation. A new consumer price index, which
measures the exchange value of the currency, acts as a watchdog for Congressional misbehavior.
Congress will finally have to live within its budget! This will have an enormous quashing effect on
special interest groups. Say good-bye to the social welfare state.
By eliminating a massive amount of public debt, a massive amount of private debt and maintaining the
currency’s purchasing power, NESARA will double the standard of living for every American within one
generation.
Consider the following simple math exercise. Under the current system productivity increases an average
of about 2.5% per year. Projecting just another 2.5% increase annually brings the increase to 5%, that is,
double current averages. Multiply that figure by 20 years and you have a 100% increase within one
generation. There isn’t a single knowledgeable, reputable subject matter expert who claims that current
fiscal and monetary policy cannot be improved. Surely, with a much better system, not to mention more
constitutional, America can increase its annual productivity a mere 2.5%! That is the basis of the claim
that NESARA will create an economic boom of Biblical proportions as NESARA will generate annual
increases beyond 2.5%.
Eliminates Bank Failures
In the 1930s, regulatory policies encouraged savings and loan institutions (S&Ls), traditionally funded
with short-term deposits, to make long-term fixed-rate mortgages to facilitate home ownership. In line
with this policy, state laws imposed interest-rate ceilings on mortgages and federal law banned adjustablerate mortgages.
This made excellent public policy until interest rates spiked in the 1980s and S&Ls lost so much money
that many institutions failed. The initial legislative and regulatory response to the impending crisis? Wait
and hope: Capital standards, the amount of cash the S&Ls were required to have, were reduced and
insolvent institutions continued to operate.
As the situation got worse, new legislation appeared. The Depository Institutions Deregulation and
Monetary Control Act of 1980 (DIDMCA) and the Garn-St. Germain Act of 1982 granted expanded
investment powers in hopes of recovery.
Imagine yourself as the manager of one of these troubled institutions: Profitability is declining or already
negative. Regulation, such as it is, is lax. With the new legislation, you have the power to raise more
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funds by promising additional yield to all of your depositors who are protected by flat-rate deposit
insurance and you are suddenly able to legally invest in previously forbidden high-risk schemes which
might produce higher returns. What are you likely to do? Forget caution; you take the risk and possibly
survive.
Because of continuing bailouts, by the mid-1980s the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation
(FSLIC) was broke while failures continued. Regulators, attempting to protect their reputations and jobs,
hid the problems from the public. Needing a solution without money, they arranged mergers between
failed institutions and solvent ones, routinely offering non-cash incentives such as yield guarantees,
promises difficult if not impossible to keep.
By the time the dust settled, direct cost to the taxpayers for the bailout was somewhere between $150$200 billion. Add the cost of insurance premiums, always paid by somebody, and those numbers really
move up.
General economic instability and downright mismanagement hit the S&Ls hard. Meanwhile, the
commercial banks, operating in the same environment, faced severe challenges of their own.
Deregulating deposit pricing, the return offered for making the deposit, and expanding permissible
investment activities for the S&Ls increased the level of competition at commercial banks. Money Market
Mutual Funds, paying higher interest rates, siphoned off large volumes of their deposits. At the same
time, commercial banks lost many of their major corporate clients, as the market then allowed obtaining
short-term financing with commercial paper instead of bank loans.
Other traditional commercial banking products fell under an attack of financial innovation and
specialization. Their home mortgage business slowly drifted away and their letters of credit and forward
contracts were replaced by exchange-traded derivatives.
This was a long way from earlier and better times. The Federal Deposit Insurance Act of 1950 used a
rebate system to cut the assessment rate on insured deposits from 8.7 cents per $100 to 3.7 cents per $100.
FDIC insurance reserves were invested in Treasury securities and in 1961, for the first time, investment
income exceeded assessment income. Insurance coverage was increased by the 1950 Act from $5k to
$10k. (It increased to $15,000 in 1966, to $20,000 in 1969, to $40,000 in 1974 and to $100,000 with the
DIDMCA.) The 1950 Act also provided for direct “open-bank assistance” to a failing insured bank
whenever, in the opinion of the Board of Directors of the FDIC, its continued operation was essential in
maintaining adequate banking services to the community.
This last provision of the 1950 Act likely contributed to another shift in the regulators’ attitude which
added to the scope of the problem. The Too Big To Fail (TBTF) Doctrine, based on the premise that the
failure of a large institution could, through a domino effect, start banking runs that might bring down the
whole monetary system, was implemented twice: First Pennsylvania Bank, with $8 billion in assets, in
1980 and Continental Illinois National Bank, with $45 billion in assets, in 1984.
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Total failures of insured deposit institutions hit a peak of 534 in 1989.

Note: Data for S&Ls prior to 1980 not shown.

Meanwhile, Congress did not just sit on its hands. In 1989 it enacted the Financial Institution Reform,
Recovery, and Enforcement Act (FIRREA), with many of its provisions pointed at the FDIC. The former
Federal Deposit Insurance Fund was renamed the Bank Insurance Fund (BIF). A new Savings
Association Insurance Fund (SAIF) replaced the defunct Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Fund under
FDIC management. And the FSLIC Resolution Fund of the Resolution Trust Corporation (RTC) created
by FIRREA to resolve failed and failing savings associations problems and to manage savings association
receiverships, was placed under FDIC management.
With the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement Act (FDICIA), enacted in December of
1991, Congress addressed FDIC procedures and practices. The flat rate for deposit insurance, set by
statute, became a risk based assessment system with each bank’s assessment reflective of the risks it
posed to its insurance fund. Five capital zones, ranging from well-capitalized to critically
undercapitalized, were established along with increasingly harsh restrictions and mandatory prompt
corrective action by regulators who now had authority to close a failing insured bank.
In situations threatening systemic risk, that To Big To Fail Doctrine, FDICIA requires the FDIC Board,
the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, and the Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation
with the President, to agree that the closure of the insured institution would have a serious effect on
economic conditions or financial stability. To cover insurance losses, FDIC may borrow up to $30 billion
from the Treasury, money to be repaid through deposit insurance assessments.
The banking industry struggled through the 1990–91 recession with lingering losses on commercial real
estate, loan demand down, and the Bank Insurance Fund insolvent by $7 billion. Thanks to legislative
action and taxpayer bailout, the industry recovered, but only at enormous cost.
Following the 1990–91 recession, the U.S. economy began a major expansion. Interest rates plummeted,
the average yield on three-month Treasury bills fell and remained near 3% throughout 1993. The number
of unprofitable banks decreased from one out of 9 in 1991 to less than one in 20 by 1997. Southwest Bank
of Jennings, Louisiana, failed on November 21, the only bank to fail that year.
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By developing new products and services (ATMs, derivatives, etc.) less affected by interest rate swings,
commercial banks became less reliant on net interest income. Consolidation reduced their numbers by
more than 3,000. Bank holding companies, responding to the Riegel-Neal Interstate Banking and
Branching Efficiency Act of 1994, combined their bank subsidiaries. The Act also enabled interstate
combinations between unaffiliated banks. Some of the nation’s largest banks merged.
Record profits in the banking industry wetted appetites for financial deregulation and the elimination of
what many perceived to be obsolete Depression-era laws. The 1933 Glass-Steagall Act (P.L. 48-162,
Sections 20 and 32) prohibited banks and securities firms that dealt in ineligible securities from owning or
controlling each other. Banks could not own securities firms or underwrite or sell most stocks and bonds.
Insurance companies could not own banks or take deposits. Each type of institution had its own
regulatory agency jealously guarding its authority.
During the past 20 years, technological advances and innovative managers, using seemingly minor
loopholes in the law and technological advances, bypassed long established divisions of authority.
Commercial banks increased their securities activities up to the legal limits. Securities companies bought
or established new companies, known as non-bank banks, offering credit cards and other banking
products. As distinctions between their products blurred, Congress moved toward deregulation of
financial services culminating in the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of November 1999.
The G-L-B Act repealed the affiliation prohibitions of the Glass-Steagall Act, eliminating restrictions
applicable to many banks, securities firms and insurance companies, and amended the Bank Holding
Company Act of 1956 to permit cross-ownership and control among bank holding companies.
Qualified Financial Holding Companies (FHCs) may now engage in a broad range of financial activities
such as: dealing in securities; dealing in insurance in any state; lending, exchanging, transferring,
investing for others or safeguarding money or securities; and acting as a financial or investment advisor.
In addition FHCs may engage in related activities including making “merchant banking” investments.
This allows an FHC to own a company engaged in activities not otherwise permissible for an FHC.
If nothing else, the G-L-B Act is written in politically correct language with appropriate public
safeguards. Its supporters claim that allowing one company to meet all of its customers’ financial needs
will save $15 billion a year in fees due to greater competition and efficiency. That may be true, but it
could just as easily be false.
The effect of the G-L-B Act is to put a lot of eggs in a few very large baskets. It makes sweeping changes
in magnitude but none of these changes are fundamental. They all follow established Congressional
policies of improving banking regulations, earlier and better detection of problem banks and more
efficient resolution of bank failures. Without a doubt, this is a safer system but humans remain in charge.
Bank failures as the result of human error, even catastrophic failures, remain possible.
NESARA takes a different approach, calling for fundamental changes in monetary and banking policy,
changes that make bank failures virtually impossible. NESARA reorganizes banks as public service
utilities, as fiduciary institutions, giving them responsibility for handling other peoples’ money but never
allowing them to put that money at risk.
Under NESARA, banks acquire a market segment, namely the making of secured loans by monetizing
their clients’ debts, with such a tremendous competitive edge that no other type of financial institution
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could compete. As regulated public utilities, commercial banks earn a steady, though not exceptional,
profit for their owners at almost no risk. Bank size becomes less important. Small, local banks can
effectively serve their communities as well as the larger national banks.
Recognizing commercial banks as public service utilities settles once and for all who actually owns the
nation’s supply of currency and who receives the benefits of that ownership — We, the American people.
Provides 500 Billion Dollars for Infrastructure Projects
NESARA creates a new national monetary system, within the limits established by the Constitution,
consisting of three types of currency: silver coin, gold coin and treasury credit-notes.
New banking regulations, specifying how accounts in each of the currencies are to be handled, opens the
door for some creative infrastructure project financing at the local level.
Suppose Congress instructs the Treasury to sell small-denomination, nontransferable interest-bearing gold
and silver savings bonds to U.S. citizens through their bank specie accounts. These bonds are redeemable
in 5 to 20 years, interest paid annually, calculated in specie but paid in treasury credit-notes at the current
exchange-ratio. Americans could exchange their paper currency for lawful money, deposit the coin in a
specie bank account, then convert those funds to interest-bearing gold or silver savings bonds.
This immediately creates a tremendous circulating market for the Treasury’s gold and silver coin, most of
which never leaves the vaults. The sale of $50 billion in specie bonds at par removes that amount in paper
currency from general circulation. Under the new banking rules, the bonds are nontransferable, thus the
bonds never enter the stream of commerce and cannot replace the paper currency. Nor under the new
banking rules can the bonds be used as bank reserves. Due to the expansion factor built into the fractional
reserve monetary system, the nation’s available currency and credit drops, perhaps by $500 billion.
At the least such a move is sharply deflationary, and probably recessionary. Since the nation’s aggregate
of currency and credit is only about $3,000 billion, the government would have to increase the money
supply before the economy collapsed. Suppose Congress decides to accomplish that increase by
redistributing the proceeds from the bond sales as restricted bank reserves, setting the restricted reserve
requirement at 10 percent. State and local governments could borrow funds for infrastructure projects
from local banks equal to 10 times the reserve amounts (provided local taxpayers agree to new taxes to
repay the loans).
Everybody wins. The federal government, using the bullion now collecting dust at the Treasury, redirects
a significant portion of net national production toward rebuilding a crumbling America, new roads,
bridges, and other public facilities including water supply and waste disposal plants. Bankers earn a fee
for handling the transaction. Voters once again get back into the loop. Proposed projects die without local
approval. Lastly, because principal is repaid before the monetization-fee, low debt-service factors on
long-term projects keep the cost down and local taxes low.
NESARA offers a tremendous opportunity to rebuild the national infrastructure. Congress initiates the
plan, but the plan is administered and controlled at the local level where the people build their own
prosperity.
Just like the Founding Forefathers intended.
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Makes the Public Responsible for Currency Creation
First, Congress can no longer hide behind the “create money out of thin air” scheme so easily hidden
through the Federal Reserve System. NESARA restores respectability to the word “borrow” because
Congress must borrow only currency already in circulation.
Under NESARA, the new Treasury Reserve Banks cannot create money out of thin air because by law
they are forbidden to purchase income producing obligations of the U.S or of foreign governments. They
are limited to basic clearinghouse functions and storing cash reserves for commercial banks. Just as the
Founding Forefathers intended, creation of currency is reserved to the people.
Under NESARA, all fiat currency is created by commercial banks through the monetization of debt—but
only at the local level. The Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors may purchase government
issued debt, but, by law, only for purposes of regulating the exchange value of U.S. Treasury credit-notes.
And any U.S. debt which it does purchase must be immediately sent to the U.S. Treasury where it is
cancelled out of existence.
Second, the U.S. Treasury Secretary is required by law to publish at least weekly, the exchange ratios of
the various currencies in circulation. And the U.S. Comptroller of the Currency is required by law to
publish at least weekly a United States Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index which measures and
tracks the exchange value of treasury credit-notes in commercial transactions. Although Congress has
constitutional authority to borrow money, if Congress doesn’t quickly learn to control itself, variations in
these exchange values will immediately warn Americans that something is wrong.
Under NESARA, banks are prohibited from buying any government issued debt for their own accounts
and can only use the new Treasury credit-notes as bank reserves. This severely limits their influence over
monetary policy.
Under NESARA, Congress sets the standards and establishes the procedure for the currency creation
process but only the people determine the quantity of debt they are willing to monetize.
Eliminates A Trillion Dollars of Public Debt
Once NESARA becomes law, several changes take place:
Concurrent with converting the Federal Reserve System to the new Treasury Reserve System, all
obligations held by the Federal Reserve System are traded for the new Treasury credit-notes.
Another change is that commercial banks no longer can hold as reserves, or for their own accounts, any
income producing U.S. or foreign debt obligations. All banks must trade these obligations in for the
newly created Treasury Reserve credit-notes.
Because almost all of those newly received credit-notes are to be used by the commercial banks as
reserves, they do not enter into circulation and are therefore not inflationary.
Once the Secretary of Treasury receives all of the recovered U.S. debt obligations, the Secretary merely
cancels them out of existence, thereby significantly reducing the public debt. The actual amount
eliminated is unknown, but $1 trillion is a reasonable figure.
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Realize, of course, that the debt held by the Fed is largely bookkeeping. The real debt is held by
commercial banks, private investors, both domestic and foreign, and by foreign governments. Because
NESARA makes no changes for the debt held privately or by foreign governments, its only real impact is
on commercial banking.
Eliminates Inflation
Under NESARA, inflation is controlled through four (4) regulation tools, one of them existing but
modified by NESARA, and another being an entirely new mechanism.
NESARA creates a Treasury Reserve Account, a new mechanism to control the quantity of national
currency in circulation.
This Treasury Reserve Account acts like a shock absorber, much like the coolant overflow tank works in
your car. When cooling pressure builds in your car’s cooling system, the coolant expands and flows into
the overflow tank. Similarly, when pressure decreases, coolant contracts and flows back into the cooling
system. The design of the system operates using the laws of physics and thermodynamics. Through such a
mechanism, pressure and temperature of the system remains stable within operating design.
Controlling the amount of currency in circulation is not easily performed using those same natural laws,
but the same design principles can be used. Therefore, NESARA uses an external indicator, the new
United States Treasury Credit-Note Exchange-Value Index, to monitor the exchange value of the currency
in circulation. This Exchange-Value Index is established by law to be maintained within a range of 97
percent to 103 percent.
When the Treasury Reserve Board observes the Exchange-Value Index rising above 100 percent,
indicating inflation, that is, too much currency in circulation, the Board can impound revenues in the
Treasury Reserve Account, removing that currency from circulation.
Conversely, when the Exchange-Value Index drops below 100 percent, indicating deflation, that is, not
enough currency in circulation, the Board can do one of several things with Treasury Reserve Account
funds: 1) transfer funds to the U.S. Treasury, which Congress can spend, or 2) buy public debt, or 3)
deposit funds at commercial banks, thereby increasing reserves and introducing currency into circulation
through encouraging new loans (monetization of debt). All of these actions effectively put additional
currency into circulation though they work in different time frames.
The new Treasury Reserve Board has exclusive control of this new Treasury Reserve Account which
exists solely for the purpose of regulation of the exchange value of the currency. Congress is not allowed
to spend any of the funds unless the Board transfers them to the U.S. Treasury.
As mentioned, funds in the Treasury Reserve Account may be used to buy U.S. public debt. Under
NESARA such debt is held only by private investors and foreign governments. Purchasing U.S. debt
would introduce currency into circulation and would be done only when the Exchange-Value Index goes
below 100 percent. But, because of NESARA’s modifications to this regulation tool, any U.S. debt
purchased by the Treasury Reserve Board must be turned over to the U.S. Treasury for immediate
cancellation. Thus the Treasury Reserve Board loses the option the Fed once had of selling U.S. debt.
Obviously it can’t sell what it doesn’t have.
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The two traditional regulation tools used by the Fed, 1) setting the percentage of reserves required of
commercial banks, and 2) setting the national discount rate at which commercial banks may borrow funds
from their district Treasury Reserve Banks remain in effect. The new Treasury Reserve Board may make
use of these tools but will probably find the newer tools better for fine tuning the exchange value of the
currency.
Benefits Americans with an Unprecedented Economic Boom
The exact amount of public and private debt to be eliminated by NESARA is unknown. Estimates depend
upon the assumptions of those making them, but numbers in the range of two trillion dollars are
reasonable.
The one sure expectation in this scenario: Americans suddenly free of massive amounts of debt will
immediately go on a spending spree. Prices will naturally rise with the higher consumption of consumer
goods, even in the face of a 14% National Sales Tax, and will reach epic proportions. Those higher prices,
largely due to demand rather than an increase in the available quantity of money, encourage the
production of more consumer goods and services.
With full implementation of NESARA, all Americans enjoy an unprecedented economic boom, the
economy expanding at a long term annual rate in excess of 5% and perhaps with initial short term growth
surges at better than 8.5%.
Unlike all previous expansions, monetary policy regulators need not kill this expansion with higher
interest rates to fight inflation. NESARA provides regulators with powerful tools to control the quantity
of money in circulation. Properly using these regulation tools and the inherent self-regulation built into
the new monetary system will automatically promote excellent economic stability.
Increased production and competition in world markets along with the increased efficiency of the new
revenue system will soon drive prices back down. Within about one year, elimination of the hidden costs
in the old income tax system will put additional downward pressure on prices.
Thanks to NESARA, all Americans experience a higher standard of living, the double beneficiaries of
reduced debt servitude and increased consumption of consumer goods.
Provides a More Secure Future For All
Immediate Relief and Results
•

Eliminates approximately $1 trillion of the nation’s public debt

•

Reduces future private debt by approximately $1 trillion

•

Immediately eliminates some private debt, especially for many homeowners

•

Workers maintain better control of their earnings

•

Production is no longer taxed, just consumption

•

Most of the necessities of life are not taxed

•

Encourages production thus revitalizing industry in America
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•

Encourages rebuilding of inner cities

•

Discourages wasteful uses of natural resources

•

Exposes the true cost of government

•

Greatly eliminates the struggle between tax “protesters” and bureaucracy

•

Allows the “underground” to resurface and become a viable contribution to production of goods and
services

•

Greatly restricts the influence of special interests and lobbyists
The Federal Reserve System

•

The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 is amended

•

The Federal Reserve System is abolished and replaced by a new Treasury Reserve System

•

Control of the currency is moved from private control of the Fed to public control of Congress and
the new Treasury Reserve System

•

Congress sets the standards for the new monetary system but the people create as much or as little
currency as they need

•

Functions of the Federal Open Market Committee are transferred to the Board of Governors of the
new Treasury Reserve System

•

A new mechanism, the Treasury Reserve Account, is created to provide the Treasury Reserve System
Board of Governors a better method to fine-tune the money supply, effectively eliminating inflation

•

The Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors will continue using the previous three mechanisms
for controlling the money supply: 1. Setting reserve requirements. 2. Setting the national discount
rate. 3. Purchasing U.S. Treasury securities on the open market.

•

All U.S. Treasury securities purchased by the Treasury Reserve System Board of Governors will be
immediately turned over to the U.S. Treasury and cancelled out of existence.
Monetary Policy

•

People are provided with several alternatives for currency

•

Constitutional currency is restored

•

Currency becomes debt free as the people stop paying interest payments for their use of a public
utility

•

Unlike previous policy, the new Treasury Reserve Board is provided one very specific mandate:
maintain a stable currency

•

Expansion of the economy is returned to the free market

•

Private coinage is encouraged

•

Exchange ratios for the various currencies are published at least weekly

•

Printing of redeemable gold and silver certificates is allowed
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•

Postal money orders are made available in denominations of gold and silver coin
Banking

•

Returns the banking industry to serving public interests

•

For secured loans, compound interest is outlawed and replaced with a monetization fee

•

Provides stricter banking controls by imposing excise taxes to discourage high or runaway
monetization fees

•

On secured loans obtained from a fractional reserve bank, principal must be paid in full before the
bank begins collecting its monetization fee

•

Eliminates the façade for banking insurance (FDIC)

•

Except for fraud and criminal activities, virtually eliminates bank failures

•

Banks are prohibited from using as reserves any commercial paper

•

Only Treasury credit-notes can be used as bank reserves

•

Banks are prohibited from purchasing government issued debt, effectively removing banks from
influencing monetary policy

•

Checking accounts against gold and silver deposits are prohibited

•

Commingling of funds among the various money accounts without owner’s permission is prohibited

•

All currency deposits with banks are general warrant deposits and custody accounts.
The Income Tax

•

The Income Tax Act of 1939 is amended

•

People need no longer fear the IRS

•

Billions of hours of nonproductive labor are eliminated

•

Mounds of paper work are eliminated

•

The cost of the income tax is no longer hidden and embedded in the cost of doing business and passed
down the chain with the consumer paying the final tab

•

Most likely eliminates state income tax plans because state income taxation piggybacks on federal
income taxation

•

The IRS is reformed into the National Tax Service

•

Volumes of complicated tax code are history

•

Eliminates personal income taxes

•

Eliminates corporate income taxes

•

Eliminates gift taxes and estate taxes

•

Eliminates capital gains taxes
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Sales and Use Tax
•

Tax rate of 14%

•

Government entities are exempt

•

Government mandated expenses such as licenses, permits, passports, are exempt

•

Sales of bullion, coin and currency are exempt

•

Sales made by or to nonprofit schools are exempt

•

Sales of prescription drugs, medical supplies and services are exempt

•

Real estate rents and leases are exempt

•

Sales of groceries are exempt

•

Sales of plants, livestock and fish used in the production of food for human consumption are exempt

•

Insurance sales are exempt

•

Segregated portions of labor in retail service contracts are exempt

•

Incidental or occasional sales such as garage or rummage sales are exempt

•

Sales for the purposes of recycling are exempt

•

Meals provided by companies at company expense are exempt

•

Sales that are nonprofit in nature are exempt
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How Does NESARA Compare to Other Proposals?
The Flat Tax
Practically speaking, the flat tax solves few problems.
Currently many Americans pay as much as 33% or more in cumulative taxes
because tax rates vary for each individual based on income brackets,
exemptions and a complex system of tax codes. The flat tax proposal would
create a single flat rate tax fixed at 17% that would be the same rate for all
Americans. Most Americans would see this as a reduction in tax rate as the
national average is currently 22%.
In summary:












Individuals would be initially taxed at a flat rate of 17%.
Somewhat reduces the tax rate for many Americans.
Eliminates double taxation.
Simplifies tax preparation. Corporations and individuals would be able to
file their returns on a postcard-size tax form.
Encourages savings as individuals would no longer pay tax on income
from savings, capital gains, and interest income.
Reduces IRS staff and overhead and simplifies tax preparation.
Corporations would be allowed to expense all their investments—no more
complex depreciations.
Taxable income is redefined as total income minus savings and
investments minus a threshold income. The typical family threshold
income is $36,800.
Under this plan nearly half of all households would pay no federal income
tax.
Greatly reduces the cost of compliance by an estimated 90%.

Disadvantages:





Would not eliminate the IRS.
Would not eliminate the paper work or paper trails or intrusions on privacy.
Eliminates deductions or credits for charitable donations.
Corporations could deduct all wages and salaries, but benefits like social
security, health or life insurance would no longer be tax exempt.



Corporations would no longer be able to deduct interest payments on
debt.

There’s still paper work involved, many hours of unproductive labor to support
the process, there’s still a rogue IRS on the loose, there is still intrusion of
privacy, there is still taxation on production rather than consumption, and with a

flat tax there is still an unsound money system. The Flat Tax supposedly reduces
the unproductive labor and paper work involved with compliance, but in the end,
the Flat Tax is still an immoral and intrusive income tax.
The Flat Tax provides no provisions to resolve the root problem, an unsound
money system. Tax reform is a good start, but ultimately futile without monetary
reform. NESARA solves both problems.

This response to the Flat Tax is taken from the NESARA Institute:
http://nesara.org/comparisons/flat_tax.htm
A copy of the National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act draft proposal can be
found here: http://nesara.org/bill/index.htm
Discussion regarding NESARA and other tax and monetary reform proposals can be
found here:
http://www.thewordfiles.com/nesara
Sincerely,
Ryan Kingsly
Administrator
NESARA Discussion Board
http://www.thewordfiles.com/nesara

The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act
as proposed by Dr. Harvey Barnard, PhD
The NESARA Institute
http://nesara.org/bill/
P.O. Box 70
Greenwell Springs, LA 70739
(225) 634-3228

The NESARA Discussion Board
An online community organization
in association with the NESARA Institute elects the following submission by:

Ryan Kingsly
Administrator
NESARA Discussion Board
http://www.thewordfiles.com/nesara/
nesara@thewordfiles.com

April 26, 2005

Summary
“True tax reform is futile without reform of the current monetary system and its
policies.” This statement, written by Dr. Harvey Barnard (PhD in Applied Science with
an emphasis in Systems Philosophy) has captured the essence of the current financial
woes of our nation. Tax reform, though a nice bandage for solving things temporarily,
does not in itself provide the remedy this nation needs to combat a rising deficit, a rising
trade imbalance, a rising public debt, and rising inflation.

Only by reforming both parts of our nation’s economy, the fiscal policies, as well
as its monetary policies, can the nation recover from decades of waste, bloated
government budgets, personal spending habits, and continual cycles of serious recessions
that hurt our economy and our national strength.

No one change is perfect, and the changes that do need to me made are too
extensive as to be practically applicable in any single administration. What is needed is a
transitional solution. Not a band aid. Only the National Economic Stabilization and
Recovery Act as proposed by Dr. Harvey Barnard at the NESARA Institute at
http://nesara.org, has presented itself as the practical transition this nation needs, and we
ask the President’s Advisory Panel on Tax Reform to take a serious look at its proposal.
Sincerely,
Ryan Kingsly
Administrator
The NESARA Discussion Board
http://www.thewordfiles.com/nesara/
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The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act
as proposed by Dr. Harvey Barnard, PhD
http://nesara.org/bill/

Contents of Proposal for Comprehensive Reform
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I. Description of Proposal
This proposal will primarily focus on the fiscal reform provisions of the full
NESARA draft at http://nesara.org/bill/

a. The Tax Base
All non-exempt retail transactions performed within the jurisdiction of the United
States.
b. Exemptions, Deductions, Credits, and Exclusions
i.

The necessities of life are excluded from the consumption tax. The
necessities of life are defined as groceries, rents, leases, insurances,
and medical services.

ii.

Charities are exempt if their purchases are for non-profit, noncompetitive use.

iii.

Initial issues of stocks and bonds are exempt.

iv.

Government purchases are exempt.

v.

Government services such as licenses, passports, etc., are exempt.

vi.

Bake sales, garage sales, and other small ventures, as long as they are
not commercially frequent activities are exempt.

c. Tax Rates
i.

A revenue neutral National Consumption Tax Rate of 14%

ii.

Secondary Sales of Securities Consumption Tax Rate of 1.4% (10% of
National Consumption Tax Rate)
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iii.

Gaming Sponsors Gross Profits Tax: 8% (since gaming is a licensed
activity, government is considered a partner, therefore players are not
taxed, only the profits of the gaming sponsor)

iv.

Social Security and Medicare income taxes remain in effect until
Congress decides otherwise.

d. Distribution of Tax Burden
i.

Spending decisions determine level of tax burden. Under this system,
poor people, spending most of their money on the essentials pay little
if any tax while the rich, who buy more cars and eat out, pay lots of
tax.

e. Treatment of Charitable Giving
i.

The loss of the income tax removes the deductible incentives, however
some of this loss is recovered by the government issuance of Credit
Certificates to donors to qualified non-profit organizations equal to
10% of the amount over $250. These Credit Certificates are used to
pay consumption tax obligations, and can be transferred on the open
market.

ii.

Businesses do not have to charge consumption tax for purchases by a
registered nonprofit organization if the purchase is for a nonprofit use,
or noncompetitive commercial use.

f. Treatment of Home Ownership
i.

Buying a home is considered a qualified retail event applicable to the
National Consumption Tax.
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ii.

Used homes have a taxable base of only the difference between the
original purchase price and the new selling price. Whereas new homes
are taxed at the full purchase price at the time of sale.

iii.

Compound interest on secured loans is eliminated. Only simple
interest is allowed to be collected as a monetization fee.

iv.

Principles are required to be paid first before banks collect their
monetization fee.

v.

These changes are retroactive on all secured loans.

g. Collection Methods
i.

Initiating a non-exempt retail transaction makes one an agent for
collecting the sales tax due for that transaction.

ii.

The sales tax is due at the closest regional bank by the 10 th day of the
following month of the month the transaction occurred.

h. Treatment of Businesses
i.

Businesses are treated as agents of the national sales tax service. They
collect sales tax on taxable goods and services and remit their
payments by the due date.

ii.

Businesses have the ability to acquire new secured loans without the
inherent instability of a compound interest loan equation, as all
secured loan payment plans always end in 0 since under NESARA,
principles are paid first. This has the effect of generating fewer
bankruptcies due to defaults, and increases the ability of businesses to
expand and create jobs.
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iii.

The elimination of the income tax will dramatically reduce the costs of
goods and services provided due to the inherent nature of the
embedded costs of the income tax (or any other tax system that adds a
tax throughout the process of making a good or service). Estimates
place this hidden embedded cost reduction at up to 30%. On top of the
monetary reform provisions of NESARA, that is why we believe a
14% rate is conservative revenue neutral rate.

II. Impact of Proposal Relative to Current System
Compared to the current system and other proposals, NESARA is the simplest,
fairest, and takes into account the moral need to provide for blind tax exemptions on
the necessities of life.

a. Simplicity
A flat 14% sales tax on the non-essentials of life is simple, especially when compared
to a confusing eight volume work of the current income tax code. A flat national
consumption tax is easy to manage as a single percentage. All other exemptions and
exclusions and special provisions of NESARA are tied to that number, making
adjustments easy and understandable.
i. Transparency: The true cost of government is reflected in a
simple, flat, national consumption/sales tax.
ii. Stability: The monetary reform provisions of the NESARA
proposal include the stability of our monetary system as its chief
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priority. A flat national consumption tax is a stable, easily
manageable system if simple over-the-counter exemptions are
included. Ultimately, however, it is the author’s opinion that true
stability can only come with a reformation of our monetary system
as well. Please check out NESARA’s monetary reform provisions
here: http://nesara.org/bill/part1b01.htm
b. Fairness
NESARA is blinded to individuals’ incomes. If the good or service is not
necessary for living in the United States, then that good or service must be taxed.
The rich, who pay more than just for the necessities, buy more goods and services
that aren’t considered necessities for living.

NESARA provides Congress the freedom to legislate what is exempt and what is
not. Also an arbitrary, intrusive, expansive, and expensive national rebate
program is avoided altogether with simple, over-the-counter exemptions on the
necessities of life.
c. Economic Growth and Competitiveness
The monetary reform provisions of the NESARA proposal returns a benefit to the
economy that is just to great to measure. It is estimated that $1 trillion of the
national debt would be eliminated, and approximately $500 billion in bank
reserves would be available for lending.

A national consumption tax would also tax imports equally, however with the
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hidden costs of the income tax eliminated from purchases (calculated to be as
high as 30% of current prices), domestic prices will fall and subsequently be more
competitive versus imported goods and services. NESARA projects a modest
2.5% productivity growth per year, which equates to a doubling of the standard of
living within a 20 year period. It is believed that other nations would have to
adopt similar fiscal and monetary system just to keep up with the United States.
d. Compliance and Administrative Costs
i. Compliance is mandatory for all non-exempt commercial transactions.
ii. Evasion is harder since it will require more than one party to evade paying
the sales tax.
iii. If the national tax service believes the tax has not been paid on a nonexempt commercial transaction within the jurisdiction of the United
States, the parties named in a warrant of deficiency only have to produce a
receipt of the transaction proving the tax was paid, or provide books and
records concerning the transaction.
iv. Investigation of continuing fraud becomes a mere matter of a tax agent
making a purchase and verifying the tax was paid.
v. Administrative costs for the transition to the fiscal provisions of NESARA
are relatively small. In fact, the tax service might find themselves with not
a lot to do, and hence a smaller budget.
vi. An expensive government rebate program is avoided entirely with overthe-counter exemptions on the necessities of life.
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III. Transition, Tradeoffs, and Special Issues
It is believed the transition costs of both the fiscal and monetary provisions of the
NESARA proposal are only the cost of printing new letterhead, new currency
(monetary reform provision), and the elimination of current IRS staff.

a. Impact of Transition
The impact of converting the fiscal system of the United States to one proposed
by NESARA would see a dramatic increase in tax compliance, competitive
downward pressure on prices versus imports, and an increase in the value of used
homes, helping to put an end to urban blight. The benefits are just too numerous
to list here in full.
b. Tradeoffs
a. People no longer have to fill out forms to discharge their tax liabilities.
b. The government does not have to keep yearly tabs on the income of the
people (assuming of course the Social Security and Medicare income taxes
are not referred to in this proposal).
c. A national rebate program is avoided, and so more government spending
avoided.
Special Issues and Considerations
The monetary reform provisions of the NESARA proposal provide for sweeping,
positive changes to our current monetary system, the benefits of which are incalculable in
terms of its prosperity to the economy of the United States. Since true tax reform is futile
without reforming the monetary system, it is concluded here that the President’s
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Advisory for Tax Reform visit http://nesara.org/bill/ to find out more.
The effect of the changes would become apparent overnight. Taxes would cause
prices to increase dramatically by at least 14%, but at the same time, businesses no longer
have to collect income taxes from their employees and so they pass on the savings to their
employees who receive a larger paycheck. Prices for non-exempted items and services
become temporarily inflated. Over time, as cost-reductions are realized, prices come
back down slightly and stabilize. The costs for the basic necessities of life stay the same
or become cheaper. The standard of living for the working poor increases almost
immediately as a result since they are not largely affected the new national consumption
tax, but are freed from the government intrusive income tax.
New home sales will skyrocket before the bill becomes law. Once the bill
becomes law, immediately the cost of buying a used home becomes immediately more
appealing.
NESARA’s new loans equations become retroactive (a provision for NESARA to
guarantee fairness when compound interest is eliminated on secure loans). Some
homeowners who are in the 17-20th year of paying their home, under the NESARA
equations that are applied retroactively, many may find themselves with their home
completely paid for, or very nearly paid for. Immediately their discretionary spending
increases.
Banks will find that they have their reserves met faster as secured loans are
converted to the NESARA secured loan equations. They all of a sudden have more
money to lend. Some estimates place this amount at $500 billion nationwide. This new
pile of cash can then become available for the community, for new loans, or new
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government projects if the voters decide to pay for them. If anything, the changes
become deflationary, and the government will probably have to spend money the money
to keep deflationary pressures low – further increasing national productivity if spending
is increased.
In short, NESARA is a win-win solution to the country’s current monetary and
fiscal problems, and we would like representatives from the government to take a serious
look at the NESARA proposal at http://nesara.org and feel free to ask questions about it
at http://www.thewordfiles.com/nesara/index.php
There are many more transitional changes that take place that have not been
talked about in this proposal, however we have tried to focus on the fiscal reform side of
the National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act in accordance with the proposal
guidelines.

IV. Conclusion
We believe NESARA is the best proposal to date that is fair, equitable, and
revenue neutral, and we would not be doing our job if we did not let the President’s
Advisory Panel for Tax Reform be made aware of it. We hope that someone on that
panel takes a serious look at it. Please check the proposed bill and its detailed summary
explanation at http://nesara.org/bill/index.htm Thank you.
Sincerely,
Ryan Kingsly
Administrator
The NESARA Discussion Board
http://www.thewordfiles.com/nesara/index.php
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